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PREFACE

Since the mid-1960's, the Organizational Development Research Program

of the University of Michigan's Institute for Social Research, and its

predecessor, the Business and Industry Group, have been engaged in applied

research on the problem of planned organization change. Much has happened,

much has been learned, and much remains unfinished.

When chis effort was launched a decade ago, it found available, to be

enlarged and built upon, several assets. There was, for one thing, a body

of findings concerning organizational behavior, findings which had recently

been integrated by Rensis Likert into a major theoretical statement on

management practices. There was also a pool of experience with survey feed-

back, dating back more than 15 years, but largely unreported and unsystema-

tized. There was, beyond this, a broader array of practices and strategies

available from and for the then budding organizational development

profession, an array which was available to the project staff as well.

Balancing these assets were certain distinct liabilities. First, while

there was a sizeable amount of practice and application, there was little

that could be classified as real research on organizational development.

Second, this fact showed itself in the staffing of the project; application

work tended to be undtrtaken by change agents who had emerged principally

from line and staff industrial positions and for whom research was not the

topmost priority. Research, on the other hand, was the responsibility of

a very young staff, most of whom had come from conventional organizational

behavior research backgrounds. These contrasting interests did not always

match and merge constructively. Finally, much of the time in the early

years of the effort was necessarily consumed in staff training and instrument

Vi



construction, activities which, though necessary, do not directly generate

research product.

Now, however, the situation is different. A considerable volume of

real research has flowed from the base built in the early years. Some has

been published; other portions remain to be published. The whole seens

at this point reasonably coherent, consistent and persuasive. It describes

a body of scientific knowledge concerning change theory and practice which

(a) employs interpersonal process consultation skills but is not limited

to them; (b) uses survey feedback but is much more than that, and (c) views

organizational theory as a necessary companion to any organizational

change effort. Taken together, the constructs of thic body of knowledge

form survey-guided development, and in this brief volume we attempt to

describe and define it as it is presently viewed.

DGB
JLF

Ann Arbor, Michigan
June 30, 1975
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Chapter 1

Prologue

This is a book which advocates a definite viewpoint. Those who are

concerned, involved in, and familiar with the field generally known as

"organizational development" will find that it contains a number of

propositions which are somewhat at odds with commronly accepted views.

For example, it recommends no particular development technique or training

practice, such as the T-Group or job enrichment, adopting instead an

eclectic stance which holds that a wide variety of different inputs may be

useful, depending upon diagnosed client need. It places great emphasis

upon measurement, and in that vein holds that rigorously instrumented

diagnosis has no peer as a procedure for determining client need. It

proposes that the survey (of organizational perceptions, conditions,

opinions, and attitudes) may most profitably be seen in an organizational

development context as a servomechanism capable of guiding the system in

its mid-course corrections. It stresses the importance of gearing the

change effort to a set of evidence-based principles of organizational

structure and functioning, principles which in toto comp~rise a "model" of

how the organization works. In this connection, it holds to the view that

ownership" (the acceptance and acknowledgement of one's current state and
commnitment to the proposed course of activity) is in large part a matter

of model-acceptance and, as such, must be firmly in place prior to

intervention, not generated as a by-product of it. Finally, it identifiesI

a very special role for the change agent, resource person, or intervention-

ist, and differentiates it from other roles which are also seen as crucial
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to organizational development. In this introductory chapter we propose to

explore these issues briefly, in the process laying a groundwork for the

chapters which follow and in which these and allied matters are treated in

considerably greater detail.

Perspectives in Organizational Development

As it exists today, organizational development in various forms and

practices includes many common values and goals. There is also, however,

a considerable degree of difference in the various concepts, procedures,

and assumptions that are identified within this field. The common elements

reflect to some extent the fact that those engaged in the field share some

aspects of their backgrounds. The differences reflect different evolution-

ary streams from which the practice of organizational development has

emerged. Much of what is currently considered within the realm of organi-

zational development can be t,-aced to the fields of adult education,

personnel training, industrial consultation, and clinical psychology. The

field now represents a crystallization of the experiences of practitioners

from these fields. Examples of the techniques and procedures that have

evolved in this way include sensitivity training, human relations training,

team development training, process consultation, and role playing.

Some portion of what may presently be considered organizational

development came into existence through a different route. This route is

perhaps best described as a concern for the utilization of scientific

knowledge. This data-based type of development, and specifically the

survey feedback technique, originated not from the search by practitioners

for more effective helping tools, but from the concern of organizational
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management researchers for better ways of moving new scientific findings

from the producers (researchers) to the consumers (organizational

managers).

This view is clearly spelled oOt in the prospectus which launched

the organizational behavior research program at the Institute for Social

Research over 25 years ago:

The general objective of this research program will be to
discover the underlying principles applicable to the problems
of organizing and managing human activity. A second important
objective of the project will be to discover how to train persons
to understand and skillfully use these principles (Survey Research
Center, 1947, p. 2).

The major emphasis during the last four years of the project
will be on the experimental verification of the results and
"especially on learning how to make effective use of them in every

J !day situations .... Each experiment will be analyzed in terms of
measures made before and after the experiment and often a series
"of measures will be made during the experiment (p. 10).

The entire progress of our society depends upon our skill in
organizing our activity. Insofar as we can achieve efficiently
through systematic research new understandings and skills instead
of relying on trial and error behavior, we can speed the develop-
ment of a society capable of using constructively the resources
of an atomic age. Unless we achieve this understanding rapidly
and intelligently, we may destroy ourselves in trial and error
bungling. Understanding individual behavior is not enough, nor
is an understanding of the principles governing the behavior of
men in small groups. We need generalizations and principles which
will point the way to organizing human activity on the scale now
required (p. 12).

This same prospectus also stated that the basic measurement tool to

be used in the proposed studies would be the sample survey, employing

procedures that the proposers had developed during their years with the

Program Surveys Division of the Department of Agriculture, and that the

study design would be generally like that employed by Rensis Likert in

the Agency Management Study (Likert and Willits, 1940).
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Thus the stage was set for an organizational development emphasis

that first engaged in scientific search for principles of organizational

management, and then, once stich principles were established, set forth to

identify effective implementation strategies for them. This plan was

provided inmetus by real life circumstances. Researchers rapidly dis-

covered that the generation of sound findings regarding organizational

management was one thing, and their implementation quite another. Two

factors seriously diminished the effective use of early findings. First,

although survey items referred to work-world events, there was often no

readily accepted "map" tying what was measured to operating realities in

ways that were readily understood. Second, since there was a lack of

implementation procedures geared to the data, presentation of findings

normally involved a narrative report. As a result of both of these factors,

there was a great propensity either to file the report away, to pass it

along to lower levels accompanied by vague directives to "use it," or

simply to seize selectively upon bits which reinforced managers' existing

biases (Katz and Kahn, 1966).

The Nature of Survey Feedback

In an effort to solve this problem, Floyd Mann and his colleagues at

the Institute for Social Research developed the survey feedb-ick procedure

as an implementation tool. No authoritative volume has as yet been

written about this development tool. Partially as a result of this absence

of detailed description, many persons mistakenly believe that survey

feedback consists of a rather superficial handing back of tabulated nunmers

and percentages, but little else. On the contrary, where employed with

skill and experience, it becomes a sophisticated tool for using the data as

| .. . . . . .. . . . . . . ° - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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a springboard to development. Data are typically tabulated for each and

every work group in an organization, as well as for each combination of

groups that represents an area of responsibility, including the total

organization.

Each supervisor and manager receives a tabulation of this sort,

containing data based on the responses of his own immediate subordinates,

together with documents describing the measures, their basis and meaning,

and suggestions concerning their interpretation and use. A resource person,

sometimes from an outside (consulting) agency and at other times froi the

client system's own staff, usually counsels privately with the supervisor-

recipient about the contents of the package and then arranges with him a

time when that supervisor may meet with his subordinates to discuss the

4 findings and their implications. The resource person attends that meeting

to provide help to the participants, both in the technical aspects of the

tabulations and in the process aspects of the discussion.

Procedures by which the feedback process progresses through an organi-

zation mp, vary from site to site. In certain instances a "Waterfall"

pattern is adhered to, in which the process is substantially completed at

high level groups before moving down to subordinate groups. In other

instances feedback is more or less simultaneous to all groups and echelons.

By whichever route it takes, an effective survey feedback operation

sees the organization's groups move, by a discussion process, from the

tabulated perceptions, through a cataloguing of their implications, to

commitment for solutions to the problems that the discussion has identified

and defined.
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The Necessity of Differential Diagnosis

From these general and specific concerns there has emerged a view-

point, largely identified with persons associated with the Institute for

Social Research, that constructive change is measurement-centered,

beginning with a quantitative reading of the state of the organization and

direction of movement. Even more than this, it is throughout a rational

process that makes use of information, pilot demonstrations, and the

persuasive power of evidence and hard fact.

A successful change effort begins with rigovus measurenent of the

way in which the organization is presently functioning. These measurements

provide the material for a diagnosis, and diagnosis forms the basis for the

design of a program of change activities.

A major reason for the importance of the diagnostic step early in the

life of a change program is that it will increase the probability cF focus-

ing upon the right, not the wrcng, problems, and that it will add to the

likelihood of the right, not the wrong, course of treatments being

prescribed. A clear statement of the problems, courses of action, and change

objectives, based upon sound measurements allied to the best possible concep-

tualization from research and theory, will maximize the likelihood that true

causal conditions, rather than mere symptoms, will be dealt with.

The Rationale for Survey-Guided Development

The preceding sections have pointed to the existence of two somewhat

different approaches to organizational development. One, grow-ng out of

applied practice, is more obviously identified with the laboratory approach

to education. It uses the immnediate behavior (verbal, non-verbal, and

I
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feelings expression) of the participants as the source material around which

development forms. It focuses much more upon the "here-and-now" than upon

the "there-and-then,' and emphasizes experience-based learnings. It focuses

more sharply on issues related to inter-personal processes than upon those

less observable issues of role and structure.

The other approach, that which we propose to elaborate in greater detail,

is more obviously related to an information-systems approach to adaptation

and uses participants' summarized perceptions of behavior and situation on

fixed dimensions over some time period as the source material around which

development is focused. It focuses upon the "there-and-then" at least as

much as upon the "here-and-now," attaches considerably more importance to

cognitive understanding than does the other approach, and is concerned with

such issues as role and structure, at least as much as with those of inter-

personal process.

These brief identifications are more descriptive.than explanatory.

A true understanding of the survey-guided approach requires that we look

more closely at the assumptions which it appears to make and the operating

propositions that it derives from those assumptions.

Like most organizational development techniques, survey feedback is

only one aspect of a measurement-guided approach to change. As a tool or

procedure it emerged as a response to a practical need to see research

findings implemented. It did not emerge as the logical conclusion of a

formal body of scientific thought. It remains for us presently to search,

after the fact, for a rationale about how and why it works.
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Change as an Adaptation Process

In this vein, two bodies of scientific thought seem relevant. One

comes from the research done in the area of perception and involves the

fundamental concept that a difference between perceptions is motivating--

an idea originally and most clearly stated by Peak (1955). This is perhaps

best illustrated by the following example: if I perceive, on the one

hand, that I cannot complete a particular piece of work by the end of the

normal work day and perceive, on the other hand, that that work must be

complete by the start of office hours in the morning, I am motivated to

work late or to take home a work-loaded briefcase.

According to this view, the perceptions must be associated, i.e.,

they must be seen as belonging to the same "domain." I may perceive that

I do not play the piano as well as Artur Rubenstein, but this discrepancy

is hardly motivating, because I do not consider nyself to be a profes-

sional concert pianist. Although associated, the perceptions must be

different, yet not so different as to destroy their association. The

perceptions may be related to emotion-laden or "feelings" issues, or they

may consist of different perceptions of conditions in the external world.

Peak illustrates the process by drawing an analogy:

Think of a thermostat. Here there are two events. One is the
temperature setting (an expected state if you will). The
other event or term, in the system is the height of the mercury
in the tube, representing the present state of affaIrs (room
temperature). These are analogous then to the two events in
our motive construct, and disparity exists between them when
there is a difference in the setting and in the temperature
readirg. Now, the second feature of our motive construct,

Ii
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which is called contact or association, is provideo by the
structure of the thermostat and is not modifiable In this
system as it is in the motive system. In other words, the
two terfm (or events) remain in association. Only disparity
can vary, and when there is disparity there is "motivation"
and action; i.e., the furnace starts to run. The results
of this action are fed back to produce change in one of the
terms of the disparity relation (the mercury level). When
the disparity disappears through rise in temperature or
resetting of the thermostat, action ceases... But since the
thermostat lacks the capacity to stop action through isola-
tion, and in the simple design we have described, cannot
select different actions, the model must be regarded merely
as illustrative... (1955, pp. 172-173)

Another closely related set of ideas comes from engineering psychology

and begins with the observation that human behavior is goal-seeking or

goal-oriented. As such, behavior is characterized by a search for pro-

cesses by which the human being controls his environment, i.e., means by

which he reshapes it toward more constructive or productive ends.

Oversimplifying the control -rocess greatly, at least four elements

are involved: (1) a model, (2) a goal, (3) an activity, and (4) feedback.

The model is a mental picture of the surrounding world, including not only

stvuctural properties, but cause-and-effect relations. It is built by the

person(s) from past accumulations of information, stored in memory. From

the workings of the model and from the modeling process which he employs,

alternative possible future states are generated, of which one is selected

as a goal. At this point what is called the "goal selection system" ends

and what is known as the "control system" per se begins. Activities are

initiated to attain the goal, and feedback, which comes by some route

from the person's environment, is used to compare, confirm, adjust, and

correct responses by signaling departures from what was expected.
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The process as just described is beguilingly simple. However, in

actual life it is often extremely complex. The thermostat example,

although embodied in a marvelous and valuable piece of equipment, is

basically a simple inbtance of an adaptive system. Others are much more

coeplicated, such as that contained in the role of a Mississippi river

boat pilot. The shifting character of currents and channels make this

adaptive task quite complex. Therefore the difficulty in this as in

other complex systems stems from not having learned how to predict system

performance under various conditions. As one of the foremost human factors

writers has described it, "The ability to predict system performance is in

mdjor respects the same as the ability to control the system" (1968, p. 42).

The human organization reflects the same type of complex, difficult
control system, in part for these same reasons. Activity is only as good

as the model which leads to it, yet human organizations are often managed

according to grossly imperfect models (models which ignore much of what is

known from research about organizational structure and functioning).*

Predictability is enhanced, in human systems as elsewhere, by quantifica-

tion, yet many of the relationships are often not quantified, if, indeed,

they are recognized at all.

In the absence of a sound model, what is expected varies witho

immediate experience. It is for this reason that objective feedback on

organizational functioning is absolutely essential in organizational

development. In its absence, true deviations are unknown because expecta- f

tions constantly adjust to incurred performance.

It should be recognized that the term "model" may refer to any of a wide
range of alternatives, from very simple predictive notions (e.g.,
""1 a democratic supervisor gets results") to quite complex theories, such
as Likert's System Four.
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This point is sufficiently important and so often unrecognized that

it deserves underscoring by illustration. Let us imagine a small plant

engaged in the assembly of auto components, and turn our attention

specifically to two functions within it: production and production

control. In this particular instance, the plant is experiencing problems

in meeting an externally-set production schedule. The plant manager,

whose personality, methods, and philosophy dominate the local scene, is

away on an extended vacation. Consultants, brought in during these

circumstances by the corporate body, assess the situation and conclude

that much of the problem originates in a hostile, rivalrous conflict

between the two functions mentioned earlier. Each blames the other for

the difficulty, and, in an effort to "keep its own skirts clean,"

creates precisely those conditions which escalate the situation. The

model which the consultants are working under is one which holds that

cooperative problem-solving resolves conflict and promotes effectiveness.

Unfortunately, the model prevalent in the plant is that adhered to

by the plant manager, a blood-and-iron model which holds that effec-

tiveness is largely a function of unimpeded operation of the hardware,

and that surveillance prevents the occurrence of impeding conflict. No

objective information feedback on these points is available.

The result is predictable. The consultants and their problem-

solving efforts will be tolerated (because of corporate backing) until

the plant manager's return. When that occurs, the general judgment will

be that the problem, if there is one, reflects their having lovered

their surveillance during his absence and allowed the consultants to

stir up distracting conflict.

- - .- ' ~
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In terms of the point at issue, a ditferent model from the one under

which the consultants are operating is accepted, no objective feedback

is available, and expectatinms have s.imply adjusted to incurred performance.

Nor is this an isolated instance: many organizational development failures

may, perhaps, be attributed to precisely this point. Morale surveys,

consisting of a "shot gun" collection of satisfaction-dissatisfaction items

and geared either to no particular model or to a model not accepted

in advance by the participants often end up on the developmental scrap

heap. Young change agents, enamoured of encounter techniques and working

with the rather reserved persons who typically populate upper-middle

management, often find themselves rejected and the development effort

which they are attempting to serve foundering for the same reason. What

to the participants is "confronting" is to the change agents superficial,

and what is confronting to the change agents is viewed by the participarnts

as an outrageous assault upon identity. The process may even be success-

ful (You see, you do feel better hoiing expressed all of those pent-up

feelings, don't you?); the point is that, for the participants, the down-

deep model which they likely accept is one which says that this sort of

thing is bad, and enjoying it is even worse! Lacking the change agents'

model and lacking external, objective feedback geared to it, their

expectations will simply rise and fall accordingly. Performance, on the

other hand, will go on much as always.

From this very condensed discussion, it is apparent that, when

organizational change is viewed as a problem in optimal control or adapta-

tion (which it inherently is) several thin:gs ate required:
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- An adequate odel--one which is a valid representation of that

external reality known as "the organization," including both

structural properties, knowledge of cause-effect relations, and

predictive capability;

-A goal--a preferred potential future state, generated by the

model;

An- Aactivity--selected as instrumental to attaining that goal;

- Objective feedback--about deviations from what the model would

lead us to expect.

The process is approximated in Figure 1. In detail, as in general,

organizational development may be seen as an analogue of adaptation as

described by human factors theorists. What they have terreca the "goal

- selection system" is, in organizational development the diagnostic

process, comprising steps (A) through (E) in the Figure. What they have

referred to as the "control system" is the therapeutic process, indicated

by steps (F) through (I) and/or back to (A) in that same diagram.
These two sets of concepts--the one drawn from basic work in the

area of perception, the other taken from the human factors work of

engineering psychology--provide jointly a plausible ratiwnale for

organizational development as an adaptive process. As in the human

factors area, feedback of information about the actual stdte Of functioning

provides key input to selecting developm.nt goals and maklAg mid-course

corrections. It tells the developing system wnat needs to be dor•e. The

power source, which in human factors descriptions is ýhcwr a• an external

input, is in organizational development provided by the s(ort of

II
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discrepancy described by Peak. Assessment data, by pointing to the

existence of differences between what is actually going on and what the

model indicates one wants and needs, provides the energy (motivation) to

undertake change activities.

To serve its function within the diagnostic process, the work group

, draws inputs from the same sorts of areas drawn upon by all adaptive

systerms:

- Fom higher-level systems: from the larger organization, its top

management, and from society in general in the form of performance

trends, top management evaluations, labor relations trends,

changes in laws or regulations, etc.

gFromes n lw information about the model which they have thus far

accepted, as well as information concerning past experiences and

results.

- From a reading of how things actually are, from the survey, a read-

ing which occurs at two "levels": the level of the face-to-face

group, which is the basic building block of organizational life

and in which the data utilization process is essentially a

problem-solving one dealing largely with intragroup behavior,

attitudes, and relationships; and the level of the system as a

totality, in which the data ordinarily take the form of a more

formal diagnosis (an analytic report prepared by persons skilled in

the interpretation of data) which deals with intergroup and

systemic properties.
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- From the environment: in many forms, but particularly from the

market place and from the accumulated body of knowledge about

organizations, their functioning and their change.

Each of these input sources has potential impact by virtue of its

presence or comparative absence, its kind, and its quality. For example,

the higher level system inputs ordinarily create some degree of felt

urgency. Often, discrepancy generated by this input motivates the

initial search and culminates in serious consideration of organizational

development as a possible course of action. The extent to which these

inputs encourage the development efforts of the client entity is also

critical. Many of the development failures occur in instances in which

higher-level systen. inputs are either lacking, which indicates merely

acquiescence, or instead, are signaling outright disapproval of organiza-

tional development. A general example of such an instance might involve

a supervisor who verbally acquiesces to an organizational development

effort for his subordinates but behaves and rewards his subordinates for

behaving in ways which are incongruent with the values, assumptions, and

goals that are emphasized in organizational development. Efforts that

proceed in the face of such higher-level system inputs run a great risk

of death by neglect, if not by intent.

From the group's own information storage comes the model of organiza-

tional functioning already held by group members. This includes

information regarding past organizational practices (behaviors, interaction

patterns, nmnagerial styles) as well as outcomes at various levels of

finality (absenteeism, turnover, profit, production efficiency, growth, etc.).

The survey provides a means by which multiple perceptions of behaviors

and organizational conditions related to effectiveness can be gathered,
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compiled, and compared. As has been indicated above, one must consider not

one, but two, separate input streams from the survey. One of these consists

of the survey feedback process itself, in which tabulations of the group's

own data, especially concerning its internal functioning, is used as a

springboard to the identification, understanding, and solving of problems.

The other consists of a more formal diagnosis, prepared by persons skilled

in multivariate analysis and focusing upon those problem streams which occur

in the system as a whole, and which can be seen only by careful comparison

of the tabulated data of many groups.

The Change-Agent's Role

The complexities of organizitional functioning and change processes in

large social systems require assistance in adaptction beyond what is usually

needed in manual control situations. Change-agents fill these needs by

bridging the gap between bodies of knowledge and specific organizational

situations. These individuals assist organizational members in understand-

Ing survey data and guiding changes from current states of functioning

toward selected goals.

The change agent's role includes major educational and motivational

components. They orovide information to establish a knowledge-based model

of organizational functioning, present available alternatives for making

organizational improvements, and share other expertise needed at various

stages In the change process. Further, they provide inputs to establish and

maintain a motivationdl gap to provide impetus for movement toward change

goals.

The manner in which the change agents fulfill their functions is

extremely important. Although they are goal oriented, change agents must

have the knowledge and skills to work toward goals in a way that is viewed

as supportive by members of the organization.
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Survey-Guided Development - A Recapitulation

As the preceding pages have indicated, the survey-guided approach

suggests several general propositions regarding (a) certain basic assump-

tions of organizational development; (b) change processes; and (c) the

change agent's role.

Basic Assumptions of Organizational Development

* There are systemic properties (i.e., characteristics of the

organization as a total system) not defineable by the simple

sum of individual and/or group behaviors.

"* A model of organizational functioning which includes these

systemic properties, reflecting available evidence and

testable by qtiantifiable and scientific means, should be

used as a basis for development efforts.

"* Systemic properties in particular can improve only as a

result of carefully sequenced planned interventions.

"* Valid information about the state of group and organizational

functioning (objective and useful reflections of reality) is

best obtained from summarized, quantified longitudinal

perceptions. (There-and-then data is at least as useful as

here-and-now data.)

"* A diagnosis based upon a quantitative comparison with the model

and prepared by competent professionals should be used to evalu-

ate the organization on both intragroup and systemic levels.

"* Prescription of intervention activities should be diagnostically

based.
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Change Processes

* Motivation is created by "he realizaticn that the actual state

differs from the accepted model (i.e., a discrepancy exists

between that which is desired and that whi4..h exists).

* The discrepancies exist in terms of both intragroup and systemic

processes and properties.

* Change involves a sequence of events including informational

"inputs, formation of a model, selection of a goal, assessment of

the situation, formation of a d feedback, adjustment,

and re-evaluation.

Change Agent Role and Activities

* The change agent acts as a transducer between scientific know-

ledge regarding organizational functioning and change processes,

on the one hand, and the particular situation on the other.

* He has a model of organizational functioning and works toward

its realization.

* Except in those rare instances which require a non-directive

stance, the change agent is 'n active advocate of goal-oriented

behavior. He evaluates and helps the client group to evaluate

progress toward the goal, but he is not punitive.

He must have a wide range of knowledge and skills and not be

bound to one or two particular techniques.

These general propositions of survey-guided development are illustrated

as a flow of events in Figure 2.
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Perspective and Proloaue

If what has been presented in the preceding pages appears complicated,

it is because the issues involved in systematically improving large systems

are complex. This reflects our strong belief that organizational develop-

ment is rightfully becoming more a science than an art. This view was

expressed several years ago by one of the authors:

By science I mean discernible in replicatable terms, objective,
understandable (rather than ",iystique"), verifiable and predictive.
Should these conditions for organizational development fail to be
met, it will go the way of the Great Auk and the "Group Talking
Technique." In short, organizational development will die, having
been remembered as one more fad.

Organizational development cannot survive on the good will of
top management persons who are already sold on its potential and
effectiveness. It can survive only if it proves its method and
its contribution beyond reasonable doubt to the hard headed

-- skeptics. Organizational development must prove with hard,
rigorous evidence that it can benefically affect: (a) the volume
of work done by the organization, (b) the cost per unit of doing
the organization's work and (c) the quality of work done (Bowers,
1971, p. 62).

The same article described barriers which, up to that time, had

impeded the progress of organizational development as a science.

(a) The lack of a "critical mass" of knowledge in the field

(b) The tendency for organizational development to take the

form of a single general practitioner, operating on an
isolated island

(c) The absence of rigorous, quantitative description of

what it is that change agents do

(d) The absence of an adequate measuring instrument, geared

to an adequate model of organizational functioning, for

use in organizational development efforts

r-
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Within the last decade, considerable progress has been made on each

of these fronts. Books and articles, describing and integrating findings

in this field, have appeared in increasing numbers and richness. To the

extent that our own experience is typical, there have emerged with greater

frequency opportunities for researchers and change agents to collaborate

in multi-faceted, large system development efforts. Efforts have similarly

been undertaken by a number of persons to develop procedures and Instru-

ments for rigorous description of change agent interventions and their

immediate effects. Finally, we feel that survey-guided development has

pressed, from its own necessity, the construction of reliable, valid,

standardized instruments for assessing organizational functioning. The

availability of such instruments, together with the accumulating critical

mass of knowledge, leads us to considerable optimism concerning the future

of organizational development in general and specifically the survey-

guided approach.

Recapitulation and a Roadmap

These, then, are in preview form some of the issues which this volume

attempts to address. Organizational development is defined as providing a

potentially wide array of different inputs to various persons, groups, and

junctures of the orqanization, at precisely those times at which they will

be maximally usefu.. To do so requires an accurate and reasonably complete

model of h.: an organization functions. It requires as well a rigorous,

ins.trumented diagnosis and evaluation procedure to monitor the development

process. Because the behaviors and perceptions which enter the model are

in large part those of human beings, the method of the survey (geared, as It
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is, to measuring things of precisely that kind) is proposed as a guidance

device or servomechanism for organizational development efforts. In this

context, the change agent's role becomes that of a link to knowledge

resources otherwise insufficiently available to the organization.

It is these issues which the remainder of the report will describe

and discuss. In the next chapter we shall treat the issue of what consti-

tutes an appropriate model of the organization as a functioning social

system. In the chapters which follow, we shall sketch the basic dimensions,

as we see them, of change as a general problem in organizational life,

systemic diagnosis and the prescriptive processes which accompany it, the

* role of the change agent in this form of development, and the evaluation

of system intervention. In the final chapter, we shall conclude with a

look at the future, as we believe it must profitably be.



Chapter 2

The Organization as a Social System

The preceding chapter has suggested that organizational theory plays

a crucial role in the survey-guided development process. Since it obviously

is the thesis of this procedure that development occurs in relation to a

goal and that goals are set in terms of a model of how the organization

'* functions, it follcos that systemic models, and the theory that generates

them, are of extraordinary importance.

Basic Concepts of Social Systems

Any discussion of an organization as a social system runs the immediate

risk of running to great length and exceeding complexity. In the present

instance it is our hope to avoid these hazards, even at the risk of over-

simplification. What will be presented is not all of the critical concepts

which occupy the thinking of organizational systems theorists, but rather

only a few of the most basic and essential notions, simply stated.*

According to a systems viewpoint, there are only two fundamental

processes in organizational life: action and communication. Action is the

movement of some form of matter or energy across space. Communication is

similarly the movement of information across space. Since movement across

any space takes time, both action and communication involve movement across

time as well as space. Furthermore, information is always carried upon

some physical object (i.e., some form of matter) called a "marker," and

For a more complete discussion, see Baker (1973).

Precedig p1go blab k 25
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the two processes--action and communicatlon--go inextricably together.

Finally, communication often involves converting information from one

form to anoth .

Action may involve non-human or human matter and energy. When it is

non-human, we find ourselves discussing the techrical system--the hardware

or materials, for example, a topic which largely lies beyond our present

purpose. However, when the matter or energy is human, it is the social

system of the human organization that is at issue, and that is our present

concern. The movement of human matter-energy across space-time is

behavior, and it is this of which human organizations are made.

If behavior and communication were uniformly distributed in the space

of an organization's life, our analytic and conceptual problems would be

much simpler (and life much less interesting). It is not so, however;

organizations are much more colloidal than that. For one thing, human

matter-energy (behavior) tends to accumulate non-randomly in various

regions of physical space and time. There are, in other words, little

"knots, clumps, and clusters" of behavior scattered here and there. These

accumulations form components of structure, and various parts 0;

structural units relevant to a particular function are involved in what

is called a subsystem.

In addition, more complex systems at higher levels--such as groups

and organizations--display characteristics called emergents. An emergent

is a characteristic which, as the term implies, emerges from a combination

of other things. "The whole is greater than the sum of its parts," states

it nicely. Group process is one such emergr.Lr cnaracteristic: for

example, a group's adaptability as a team is something quite different from
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the behavior of its separate memers. Organizational climate--the milieu

of policies and practices created by others and experienced by one's own

group--is yet another example of an emergent characteristic in organiza-

tiona' life.

Considered from yet another perspective, at. change over time of

matter-energy or information in a system is a process. Some such changes

are relatively permanent; aging, for example, cannot be reversed, and

secrets cannot be "unlearned." Others are more reversible: a supervisor

who has become more supportive may become less so; a bonus given one month

may be withdrawn the next. The less easily reversed processes form

history, which for organizations takes the form of fairly permanent

changes In structure and function. In this sense, an organization carries

its history with it. Its processes are partly historical, and its "here-

and-now" cannot Ignore the past, because the present is part of the
: ~accumu'lated past.

In organizations, as in system in general, accumulated history,

rewards, punishments and inputs from superordinate bodies give rise to a

preference for a particular (and subsequently customary) internal steady

state. In this sense, the way in which our world "works" tends to form

our values, across time and with repeated experiences. Values emerge

from the functioning of the system, and we develop a preference for our

existing functional configuration. (This does not mean a preference for

a static status quo; indeed, movement toward desired goals may be a part

of the definition we give to our preferred and familiar functional

pattern.) Although the events experienced are largely environmentally

determined, these experiences ":npact," and as they do so, move from the

II
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more existential surface level to the more axiologicsl core of one's value

system. The contents, in other words, become more "dense" as the whole

mass coapacts toward the center. This process is illustrated in Figurr 3.

The longer individuals remain in the same ernvironment (i.e., the more

constant the experiences) the more densely packed is this value space.

When environment shifts, the pressure is removed, and an imbalance is

created which causes the value structure in some measure to "weaken" and

restructure itself. In this sense, our values and preferences shift and

follow (with some lag) our experiences.

Incoming, "new" experiences are therefore assessed in terim of a set

of values which represent a condensed configuration of all prior exper-

iences. Feedback is a portion of any system's output which comes back--

returns to it--as information input. Such feedback is positive if it

increases deviation from a steady state. Negative feedback, on the other

hand, is :ny feedback which decreases deviation from a steady state.

(Note that this has nothing to do with praise or criticism, despite common

usage of the terns. Telling a person that he's right on target, when he

is, is negative, not positive, feedback. The notion that we only learn

from criticism in a negative sense, and that this is true because of

principles of negative feedback is fallacious in these terms. As was

indicated above, the steady state against which deviation is assessed

represents a condensed configuration of all prior experiences. It is

this against which incoming negative feedback is matched to determine how

much and what kind of effort is needed to restore the system to its

"normal" state.
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FIgure 3
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Let us take five of the concepts thus far discussed--behavior,

structure, eSfr.Rnt, values, and feedback--and illustrate them in terms of
tie life of a g9Joup in an organization. First 3f all, behavior--the move-

ment of hjnar, matter-energy over time-space--occurs continually, day in and

day out, in the group. The supervisor behaves in certain ways toward each

of his subordinates sinigly, toward various combinations of them, and toward

the collectivity as such. They in turn behave toward him and toward each

other. The very facts that they behave more toward each other and less

toward other individ'-1 scattered elsewhere throughout the organization,

and that their but Jior is limited to certain kinds and forms (some forms

never occur, for example) illustrates the "clustering" indicative of

structure. Moreover, their behaviors produce emergent effects greater

than their sum. Each member may vary his behavior in particular ways in

response to certain events, but particular patterns of behavior variance

represent adaptability on the group's part (an emergent property), whereas

other patterns are indicative of rigidity (an alternative emergent). Over

time, repeated behaviors and exposures to them become internalized as

values, in the form of a customary, preferred configuration of practices,

and feedback--information about how well they're doing--is compared to

that customary configuration in order to decide next steps or midcourse

corrections.

System 4: An Example of a Model

As used in the present instance, a model is a representation, in

simpler form, of complex events, structures, experiences, and relationships

that are presumed to occur in the real world. As such, it is an analogy--
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only an approximation of the real thing. However, the greater its

fidelity to reality, the more reliable and valid it is as a guide for

those who propose to base action steps upon it.

Although a number of criteria might be proposed for evaluating the

worth of any such model, several seem somewhat more important than others.

For the purposes presently encompassed, a model should be:

* Applicable to the current setting:

9 Reasonably comprehensive or broad in scope; its
content should approximate the content of the real-
world phenomena that it purports to represent;

t Fairly precise or unequivocal in its predictions,
that is, containing fairly clear cause-effect
implications. (Models dealing only in concomitants
are less than useful for the action purposes
presently in mind.)

The model which the authors employ and which has served as a basic

anchor point for the development of the present body of theory and practice

is cne which has emerged over the last thirty years at the University of

Michigan's Institute for Social Research. Contributions came from many

scholars, of course, and the whole has been subsequently adapted and

modified to reflect new evidence. Nevertheless, the clearest, most

comprehensive statement of this body of thought is that found in the books

authored by Rensis Likert (1961, 1967) and in a more recent sumnary by one

of the present authors (Bowers, 1975).

This is a model based upon a theory which deals with the management

system of the human organization. As such, it by and large does not deal

with the management problem--does not slice the stuff of organizational

life--in the ways in which it would be dealt with or sliced by personnel

I
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psychologists, engineering psychologists, personality theorists, or

sociologists. Thus it is more concerned with influence and expectation

than formal structure, more concerned with communication than information-

transmission, more concerned with satisfaction than alienation.

If it slices the domain differently, it also orders it differently

from the ways in which it might be ordered by others. Specifically, it

regards leadership and the management system which emerges from that

leadership process across persons and groups as the primary causal

variables in organizational life. Other variable domains, considered by

other theorists as independent or causal, it views as truly intervening.

Thus personal values are seen as more molded by organizational experience

than molding of it, and are therefore for the purposes presently

envisioned primarily "intervening" in character. (They would, however,

be independent and causal for a clinician treating an individual patient.)

Jobs, tasks, and their structure are viewed by it similarly as among the

most important of the intervening variables, on the grounds that these

issues are largely decided or determined by the organization's management

system, not put in place independently of it. (Again, if one is dealing

with the individual person and his job performance, task design would be

a "given"--an independent variable. For purposes of understanding the

functioning of organizations as systems, however, this present theory

would argue that individual performances are not additive to the group or

organizational levels, and that organizational outcomes as such have a

different causal stream.)

Figure 4 shows an organization as our research has indicated it to be.

There are many things that an organization is not: it is not simply an
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array of positions, not just an assortment of tasks, not just the physical

assets--materials, money, buildings, and equipment. It includes all of

these things, of course, but an oroanization is very basically a structure

made up of work groups, indicated in Figure 4 by triangles. The triangles

are shown as overlapping because, at every level above the very bottom,

and below the very top, most persons 3re members of at least two groups

simultaneously; they are subordinates in the group above and superiors in

the group below. This dual membership serves the purpose of linkage, of

knitting the organization together.

Within each group several kinds of things occur. First, there is

Managerial leadership--behavior on the part of the supervisor which serves

organizationally constructive ends. Second, and partly as a result of

what the supervisor does, there is what we term Peer Leadership--behavior

by one subordinate toward another which multiples (for goed or for ill)

what the supervisor does. Third, there are group processes, those

emergent properties which characterize the group as a group, whether it

works together well or poorly. Finally, there is output from the group,

in the form of individual outcomes (e.g., satisfaction, health) and

organizational outcomes (e.g., efficiency, effectiveness).

Each of these factors has been the focus of scientific investigations

and can thus be described in greater detail. Figure 5 provides a simple

diagram indicating that managerial leadership as described herein refers

to the behavior of a superior toward subordinates w:thin a work group.

Research has indicated that these behaviors can be described in terms of

four categories:

L
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Support - behavior toward his subordinates which lets them know

that they are worthwhile persons doing useful work.

Interaction Facilitation - team building, behavior which encourages

subordinates to develop close, cooperative working

relationships with one another.

Goal Emphasis - behavior which stimulates a contagious enthusiasm

for doing a good job (not pressure).

Work Facilitation - b-havior which removes roadblocks to doing a

good job.

In a similar vein, peer leadership behavior (illustrat,.d in Figure 6)

can be described by these categories:

Support - behavior by subordinates toward one another which

enhances their mutual feeling of being worthwhile

persons doing useful work.

Interaction Facilitation - behavior by subordinates toward one

another which encourages the development of close,

cooperative working relationships.

Goal Emphasis - behavior by subordinates toward one another which

stimulates a mutually contagious enthusiasm for doing

a good job.

Work Facilitation - behavior which is mutually helpful; helping

each other remove roadblocks to doing a good job.

These managerial and peer leadership behaviors occur within the

context of a group which, in turn, is part of a larger organization.

Each group exists in an environment made up of conditions created by
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Figure 6

PEER LEADERSHIP
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other groups, particularly those above it in the organization. This is

illustrated in Figure 7. The focal group links through its supervisor,

to the group above. The higher group produces an "output" which takes

the form of behavior, procedures, decisions, objectives, and the like

which impinge upon the focal group in the form of a set of conditions,

for better or worse, within which it must exist. These effects are

indicated by the smaller arrows. The larger arrows indicate that the

focal group's environment is also the product of groups other than that

immediately above--perhaps from the very top of the organization. This

environment or set of conditions is called organizational climate. Our

research reveals that it consists of the following elements:

Human Resources Primacy - whether the climate is one which, by

its postures and practices, says that people--their

talents, skills, and motivation--are considered to be

one of the organization's most Important assets.

Decision-'iaking Practices - how decisions are made in the organi-

zation: whether they're made effectively, at the right

levels, and based upon all of the available information.

Communication Flow - whether Information flows effectively upward,

downward, and laterally in the organization.

Motivational Conditions - whether conditions and relationships in

the environment are generally encouraging or discouraging

of effective work.

Technological Readiness - whether the equipment and resources are

up to date, efficient, and well maintained.
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Lower-Level Influence - the influence which lowest-level supervisors

and non-supervisory personnel feel they have on what goes on.

As a result of these conditions and behaviors--clinrte, managerial

leadership and peer leadership--the organization functions in various ways.

As Figure 8 illustrates, individual and organizational outcomes result

from these conditions. If conditions are positive, the groups function

well--they coordinate their efforts, they are flexible, adaptable, etc.--

members are satisfied with various aspects of their work lives, and are

productive. Negative conditions result in groups which function poorly,

contain dissatisfied members and have poor outputs. The performance of

the total organization may be thought of in terms of a composite of the

functioning of all groups.

Relationships Among Major Factors

The model described in the previous pages delineates the basic social-

psychological processes occurring within organizations and their major

component elements. A thorough understanding of the meaning and nature of

these elements is critical for understanding how organizations function.

Yet, even the fullest understanding of the separate elements is not

sufficient without the additional knowledge of how the pieces fit together

to describe organizations as functioning entitles consisting of conditions,

policies, and behaviors integrated through a network of cause/effect

relationships.

The nature of these relationships can be described in part through

a consideration of processes within a single work group. Figure 9
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Figure 9
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illustrates the relationships among the major social-psychological factors

as they have been described by Likert and Bowers (1969, 1973), Bowers

(1975), and in accordance with empirical support supplied by Taylor and

Bowers (1972) and Franklin (1975b). In this figure the causal ordering of

factors Is illustrated by the direction of the arrows, and the relative

predictive strength of each factor on the remaining factors is indicated

by solid (primary relationship) or broken (secondary relationship) lines.

Thus, the primary causal linkages are from organizational climate to

managerial leadership, from managerial leadership to peer leadership, and

from peer leadership to the group process factor.

Secondary linkages (i.e., those of lesser predictive strength) have

been found to exist between the organizational climate factor and both

the peer leadership and group process factors. In fact, the only possible

direct causal linkage that does not exist is between the managerial

leadership and group process factors. This absence of linkage together

with the relationships that do exist indicate that the influence of super-

visors on the elements included in the group process factor comes

primarily as a result of the supervisor's ability to shape the leadership

behaviors among group subordinates.

The above discussion indicates the overriding importance attributed

to the organizational climate factor in this model. Not only does it

serve as the primary causal factor for the chain of social-psychological

occurrences for each work group, but it also has a direct causal link

with each of the three remaining major factors. It was previously indi-

cated that organizational climate is a result of the social-psychological

processes from upper level groups in the organization. The result of

L
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these processes form the products or outputs of higher level groups and

are experienced by members of lower level groups as aspects of climate.

The nature of this relationship is illustrated in Figure 10. As the

figire indicates, the primary causal link from the upper to lower level

group occurs between the group process factor at the upper level and

organizational climate at the lower level (Franklin, 1975a).

Because organizational climate is so pervasive in its influence on

other factors, it tends to accumulate and become more constraining at

successively lower levels of the organization. Thus, leadership and

group behaviors within lower level groups are more constrained (i.e.,

determined by the effects of organizational climate) than within higher

level groups. The degree of relative constraint together with an

indication of the other aspects of organizational functioning are

illustrated in Figure 11. As demonstrated by this figure, it is the

accumulated effects of the major factors presented in this chapter which

result in the output of the system.

An important element of the relationships among the various social-

psychological factors is the amount of time cifferential between changes

in one factor and subsequent effects in a second factor. Although

detailed information is not . t available to specify such periods with

great accuracy, evidence exists suggesting that the lag periods between

such changes for factors within a group are less than a year while the

period between changes at one hierarchical level in the group process

factor and subsequent alterations in perceptions at a hierarchically

related level for the organizational climate factor exceeds a year

(Franklin, 19 7 5 a, 1975b).
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Figure 10
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An understanding of the relationships among these major social-

psychological factors within organizations provides ý powerful basis for

tra~ing streams of events throughout systems. Ultimately, an efficient

diagnosis relies on this ability to identify not only problems, but the

sources of problems. The matching of problem sources with appropriate

interventions and an appropriate sequencing of interventions is a key

element in successful organizational development.

Comrehensiveness - Some Evidence

How comprehensive is the theory's coverage of the domain which it

thus purports to represent? The question is, of course, incapable of

being answered definitively. No clear identification exists of the

domain, its boundaries, and its content as differentiated from other

content areas. Also, no recognized, accepted measurement method exists

to be used in assessing it.

A crude approximation can be made, however, by some method such as

the following:

(1) Take a volume of Psychological Abstracts and

retrieve from its subjects index all terms
conceivably relevant to the field of social-

organizational psychology.

(2) Eliminate from this list those terms which do

not also appear in some standard resource for

the organizational area (such as the Handbook

of Organizations).
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(3) Compare the resulting list with the index of the

present theory's basic source books and calculate

the percentage of terms thus appearing.

This, in fact, was done. For each of the two original source books,

two-thirds (66 per cent) of the terms so identified appear. As expected,

the bulk of these consist of terms like "leadership," "problem-solving,"

"group," "motivation," etc. Those in the remaining (missing) third

consist of terms from individual psychology (e.g., self-actualization,

alienation), from engineering psychology (information, task), and sociology

(role, norm, status, etc.). For the purposes which it sets out to attain,

therefore, one may reasonably conclude that the theory and the model

which represents it are sufficiently comprehensive.

Turning to other criteria, one may note that a model's validity and

scope iWi a certain sense go hand in hand. Thdt is, one aspect of a model's

fidelity to real world situations is the amount, breadth, and quality of

empirical evidence which has gone into its formulation. At the same time,

these characteristics determine its generalizeability--that is, the number

and variety of situations to which one may safely assume that it applies.

At one time or another during the thirty years that the model employed

in the present work has been building, data have been obtained from over

200 separate organizations (i.e., geographically distinct, functionally

relatively autonomous complex units) in more than 75 major organizational

entities (companies, major divisions of companies, or major government

agencies). The kinds of operations represented in this aggregation oi

data are shown in Table 1.

Lo
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Table 1

Types of Organizations Studied in Generating
and Refining the Model

adult education
aluminum extrusion
automobile manufacturing
automobile sales
armied forces
banking
building materials manufacturing
chemicals production
clerical services
consumer products manufacturing
consumer products research laboratories
consumer products sales
container manufacturing
electronic equipment manufacturing

foundries
glass production
glass products manufacturing
government agencies
heavy equipment manufacturing
insurance clerical operations
insurance sales
juvenile court
library
newspapers
oil refineries
packaging materials manufacturing
paper mills
parcel delivery services
prosthetic appliance manufacturing
public utilities
rail road
rubber products manufacturing
security sales

J , u n n - n I i I n I n I i • 1 I 1
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Emphasis has therefore been placed upon adult work settings, in both

private industry and government. Comparatively little attention has been

paid to, or evidence obtained from, voluntary organizations (churches,

fraternal organizations, unions, etc.), political organizations, elemen-

tary and secondary schools, community organizations, correctional

institutions, local government organizations, or small business firms.

Thus it seems reasonable to conclude that the model which this present

work proposes and follows is applicable to most large work organization

settings, covers fairly comprehensively the domain of organizational

variabl.s from a social-psychological point of view, and is backed by a

substantiil volume of empirical data. Furthermore, its predictions seem

quite unequivocal, and they have in fact formed the basis for empirical

investigations of the adequacy of both the model and instruments designed

to measure its constructs (Franklin, 1973; Taylor & Bowers, 1972).



Chapter 3

The Nature of Change

Change is inevitable in any organization. It is, in fact, change which
is the "normal" state of affairs. In saying this, we are not proposing that

change for its own sake is a good and desirable thing. Instead, the meaning

of the statement is that, for an organization to survive and be effective,

it must change in response to changing cues in the world in which it lives,

a process which is termed adaptation. The finn whose product demand has

evaporated or greatly diminished must alter its own activities in some

fashion or ultimately perish. For example, the small company which some

years ago specialized in household deliveries of coal and ice must, by the

present time, have switched to the sale and installation of gas and oil

furnaces, the distribution of fuel oil, or the sale and servicing of

refrigeration and air conditioning equipment or have disappeared from the

scene. To have persisted, even if survival were possible, would condemn

it in this day and age to a marginal existence.

Yet organizations have attempted to persist, altering nothing (except

perhaps prices and services rendered) to a point of crisis, distress, and

bankruptcy. Local transportation companies may be viewed, all too often,

in this context. Faced with fundamental changes since the mid-1940's in

the residential and transportation-need patterns of a sprawling population,

they have usually maintained earlier courses and practices, attempting to

cope with declining revenues by the twin self-destructors of raising fares

and cutting service.

51
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Thus the issue becomes not one of change versus non-change, but of

necessary adaptation in response to changing requirements. When changing

requirement cues are not received, the need for adaptation will go

unrecognized, yet the system may be viewed as basically healthy (if mis-

guided). When such cues are received, and behavior which does not meet

the need persists, one must suspect some more fundamental ailwmnt. The

problem appears not dissimilar from that which occurs in clinical settings.

Discussing neurotic behaviors among individual patients, Kubie has stated:

Not one of these acts is in and of itself inherently
abnormal. As long as it can change freely in response
to changing external or internal cues, it remains
normal. It is the loss of freedom to change which
marks the onset of the neurotic process (Kubie, 1966).

Organizations, like persons, are ordinarily open, rather than closed,

systems. A disturbed individual is more nearly closed than a normal one.

If organizations were nothing more than simple, face-to-face groups or

single Individuals, the discussion might well end with the points already

made. They are not, however; they are, instead, complex hierarchical

entities, and the very point at which the process begins contains within

it a number of complexities related to this fact. It is to these points

that the next section turns its attention.

Some Basic Concepts of Input in Organizational Adaptation

Change is movement, and the very nature of this concept requires that

one begin with its antithesis, the steady (or homeostatic) state. Change

is therefore, some form of interruption of a pre-existing steady state.

Perhaps the clearest descriptions of what le involved in the change

process come from the literature of pathology, where an interruption of a
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steady state (a change) is termed a "lesion." The occurrence of a lesion

requires the coincidence of two sets of factors:

Factors of Realization - usually extrinsic occurrences which
bring about the event in time, as
for example the occurrence of
radiation or trauma, or surgery;

Factors of Determination - usually intrinsic conditions which
are necessary for the event to occur
at all, as for example the structure
or properties of a cell.

Implicit in these notions is the proposition that both sets of factors

are present and must in some way "match;" otherwise change will not occur.

A simple medical example may illustrate this perhaps obvious point: an

antibiotic drug, as a factor of realization, will produce a variety of

S- different effects, depending upon whether the patient has (a) an infection,

(b) a common cold, (c) no illness at all, or (d) an allergy to that drug.

In the first instance it will likely help him; in the second and third

cases it will have little or no effect, and in the final instance It may

send him into anaphylactic shock.

Analogyzing to the problem of organizational change and development,

this implies that the change process is in all likelihood multiplex, with

outcomes determined by the interaction of treatment with the condition and

its etiology.

From this brief discussion we may derive what would appear to be a

fundamental principle of organizational change, which we may arbitrarily

label the Principle of Congruence:

For constructive change to occur, there must exist an
appropriate correspondence of the treatment (action,
intervention) with the internal structural and functional

AiL
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conditions of the entity for which change is intended.
Since by definition these internal conditions pre-exist,
this means that treatments must be selected, designed,
and varied to fit the properti-s of the client entity.

implicit in the notion of factors of determination is yet another

proposition. Pathology literature states that change is most likely to

occur at what is termed "sites of predilection," which ordinarily consist

of points where two or more surfaces meet. The resemblance of this

precept to a similar statement made by many writers in the area of

organizational change is uncanny. Leavitt (1965), and many others as

well, talk about "entry points." Lippitt, Watson, and Westley (1958)

discuss "leverage points," which may be either some strategically located

unit or some functional aspect of the organization from which change may

proceed to other areas. Katz & Kahn (1966), in their chapter on organiza-

tional change, similarly seem to see change as originating (a) where the

system meets its inputters, (b) where system meets supersystem, (c) where

echelon meets echelon. Thus general agreement is rather apparent with

what we might term the Principle of Predisposition:

There are certain points in organizational space where
change will enjoy its greatest likelihood of success;
these points are, at least in terns of the change
strategy, boundary points, and change starts at that
boundary and works "in."

Finally, a third proposition may be extracted by considering simul-

taneously the ideas of several writers and disciplines. Leavitt has

distinguished between primary targets of change (those characteristics

immediately impinged upon) and ultimate targets (those characteristics

which are sometimes changed indirectly, through change in primary targets).
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From pathology come the notions of cardinality--that there are main or

major processes on which other things depend, and order--that things lead

to other things. Lippitt, Watson & Westley discuss "linkage," the idea

that there must be at least a possible line of change progress from the

leverage point to the change objective. The Principle of Succession is

an implication of all of these views:

Change is accomplished indirectly, not directly, by a
process in which the intervenor changes some things
in order to change other things, only ultimately
arriving at the true target.

Several points emerge from all of these various conceptual statements

and primitive principles. First, responsible change practice requires

that one must be able to say that a particular treatment produces the

condition which it is intended to produce. Yet it seems obvious that

change design is not a simple matter of treatment selection--a choice of

treatments whose impact is uniform whenever used. It is instead one of

interaction between the treatment and multidimensional conditions within

the organization. Stated more simply, a particular intervention behavior

or action is one thing under one set of organizational conditions and a

completely different thing under others. The point of all this is that

the change agent or designer may delude himself into believing that, by

using a single intervention or treatment, he has in some sense "controlled"

for extraneous factors by conducting one specific set of activities, when,

in fact, he has done precisely the opposite.

Second, one never changes "it" (the condition which one proposes

ultimately to affect); instead, one changes things (makes inputs of a

kind) presumed to lead to "it." Thus we provide information, conduct
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skill-building sessions, or alter the situation because we believe that

this is likely to change the behavior of the persons involved. In no

instance do we--nor can we--"change their behavior" directly. Only the

persons themselves are capable of that. At first blush this nay appear

to be elucidating the obvious, yet it seems that this point is often

overlooked. We do what we do because of assumptions that we make about

the connection between the changed conditions which we provide and the

behavior of the organizational member experiencing them, and our assunp-

tions often seem to be fuzzy, incomplete and unrecognized, if not

downright unjustifiable.

The problem of change in organizations, therefore, involves simul-

taneous consideration, and then appropriate sequencing across many

persons, roles, and settings of three important aspects and their

potential interactions:

(1) the behavior(s) which are problematic;

(2) the conditions which create those behavior(s) and,

(3) the nature of possible treatments.

In more nearly operational terms, these three aspects assume the form

of three relatively simple questions: What is the behavior which seems to

be deficient? Why does that behavior exist at its present level or in its

present form? Which of a large number of possible interventions would be

most likely to correct the deficiency?

Yet most active organizational development efforts take into account

one, or at most two, of these dimensions. Problems may be differentiated,

but their root causes undifferentiated, and the treatment (intervention)
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always the same. Or problems may not be differentiated, but treatments

may vary with the assignment or current preferences of change agents.

Less commonly, a two-dimensional strategy may be employed, in which

problem behaviors are differentially matched to treatments, but without

regard to the different conditions which may cause the observe" behavior

problems.

The appropriateness of either one-or two-dimensional approaches to

organizational development rests upon the acceptance of either of two

assumfpti ons:

(1) Problem behaviors are always caused by the same conditions; or

(2) The conditions creating problem behaviors are not critically

related to the choice of intervention techniques. Stated more

generally, (a) as a factor of realization, the treatment is

universally relevant to all or many factors of determination;

or (b) factors of determination are universally present, or

nearly so.

Neither of these assumptions appears to be warranted. In the next

section we turn our attention to a limited number of categories of

conditions which may, in any instance, cause problem behaviors.

Precursors to Problem Behavior

As stated, a critical skill in organizational development is that of

obtaining a good picture of what an organization is like, including the

problems of its component parts and how they are interrelated. We propose

that tnere are four factors which largely determine the behaviors of

S
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individuals in organizational settings. ihe factors include (1) informa-

tion, (2) skills, (3) values, and (4) the situation in which individuals

and groups exist.

The first three of these factors can be evaluated in terms of each

individual organizational member. The situation is a more general factor

associated with groups and major sub-units of organizations. Each factor

can be viewed as a precursor of organizational functioning; that is, the

presence, absence and quality of each factor influences the functioning

of the organization. These precursors determine the extent and type of

problems which occur in the organization's processes and the variations

occurring in organizational outputs.

Informati on

Individuals base their actions in part upon the information--including

perceptions and expectations--they have acquired over time regarding what

is effective or appropriate behavior. Information regarding both techno-

logical and social aspects of organizational functioning is crucial.

Insufficient or erroneous information about the technical aspects of the

work situation results in misused and damaged equipment as well as

accidents and low levels of productive efficiency. Similarly, inadequate

information regarding social aspects of work situations results in wasted

or damaged human resources.

Erroneous models of organizational functioning based upon incomplete

or mistaken notions about the number and nature of variables critical to

understanding the social system of organizations, together with a lack of

understanding of the complexities involved in the interactions between
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these variables, can lead to widespread and severe negative consequences

for the organization. A rather typical problem of this type stems from

the short-range time frames used by many persons in evaluating the effec-

tiveness of various behaviors. Many problems seem to result from notions

regarding motivation based on short-term evaluations without regard for

the long-range consequences. Thus, it is common to find managers who

strongly believe that high production can be consistently attained through

the constant applications of threats and pressure even though evaluations

of such behaviors suggest that they become ineffective and quite costly to

the organization after relatively short periods of organizational life

(Likert & Seashore, 1963).

Skills

Individual skills related to behavior in organizational settings also

exist in both technical and social (i.e., interpersonal) areas. Thus, one

may speak of an individual's ability to operate a piece of machinery or

design an accounting system as being technical skills. Important social

skills include those that influence the way in which organizational members

interact. These often are referred to as "leadership" and "group process"'

skills.

The facts that technical and social skills are distinct and that

social skills are vital to organizational success seem to be frequently

ignored. A common assumption made by many persons seems to be that tech-

nical skills are more vital to accomplishlne, organizational goals, while

social skills are less important. This assumption leads to a relatively

strong emphasis upon technical training in organizations compared with

I
1 1 11 is
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training in the social aspects of work situations. A related assu%,tion

regarding these two skill areas is that while technical skills require

special training, social skills can be generally "picked up" by nearly

anyone who has technical competence.

Perhaps the clearest indication of this assumption is the practice

of promoting individuals to manacgerial positions on the basis of their

demonstrated technical abilities. The fact that such changes are often

made with little more than cursory training in management concepts--often

including only an exposure to the organization's official managerial

policies--in part reflects the notions that the social skills required of

managers are not terribly important and are adequately acquired through

minimal training and by performing in a managerial position.

A contradictory but equally common assumption is that social skills

are untrainable. Accordingly, one is either born with appropriate inter-

personal competences or acquires them very early in life, after which

they cannot be significantly altered.

The experiences, observations and research of the present authors

and others suggest that these assumptions regarding the relative unimpor-

tance of social skills in organizations, the ease in attaining those

skills, and assumptions that skills are untrainable are all ill-founded.

The importance of social skills to organizational performance has been

widely observed and is described in various formal theories (Likert, 1961,

1967; Argyris, 1962; Katz & Kahn, 1966; Blake and Mouton, 1964). The

importance of such factors has also been demonstrated through analyses of

the relationship between social psychological aspects of organizational

functioning and organizational output variables (Taylor & Bowers, 1972).
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In addition to evidence supporting the importance of social factors,

there are reasons to believe that social skills are becoming and will

continue to become increasingly more important to the success of organiza-

tions as they become both more oriented toward service functions and more

technologically advanced. With regard to the latter dimension, Taylor

(1971b) presents data suggesting that to be effective, organizations

becoming more technologically sophisticated also come to require the

presence of members with more highly developed social skills.

Values

Every individual carries with him a set of values (i.e., estimations

of desirability, importance, usefulness, etc.) which influence behavior.

These values are related to many areas and are of varied intensities. In

* general, one might think of the range of intensity beginning with rather

superficial opinions which are relatively unimportant to the individual,

to beliefs which are more important, and finally to basic values central

to the individual's self-concept and behavior. When an individual's

basic values foster behavior incongruent with effective organizational

functioning, the consequences for the organization are likely to be

detrimental. An extreme example of such a situation would be a manager

whose values hold that people are relatively unimportant, expendable

resources in organizations, compared to the physical plant and equipment.

The behavior of such an individual could prove to be extremely costly to

the organization in terms of wasting valuable human resources through

turnover, lack of motivation, accidents, and psychologically triggered

physical illness.

I i
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Si tuati on

Behavior of any individual member of an organization depends in part

upon other individuals and groups. Behavior is also not independent of

the physical setting and technological requirements of the job. As was

the case in our consideration of information and skills, ,n? find that

the situation can be evaluated in terms of both technical and social

aspects.

Examples of how technology and structure influence behavior are

easily identified. Machines and standardized procedures (e.g., accounting

systems., etc.) generally call for behaviors which are fairly limited.

Their design dictates which behaviors are to be exhibited and in what

order. For example, a punch operator must follow approximately the follow-

ing steps in order to accomplish his task: (1) obtain a piece of

unpunched material; (2) place the material in the machinery; (3) clear his

body from the machine--sometimes with the aid of the machine which actually

pulls parts of his body away from danger; (4) operate a control to punch

the material; and (5) remove the material from the machine. The degree of

standardization called for by such tasks often leads one to question

whether the operator controls the machine or the mdchine controls the

operator, In fact there is an interaction between man and machine which

makes both interpretations true to some degree.

Like technology, the structure of the organization has tremendous

influence over individual and group behaviors within an organization.

Structure greatly determines the patterns of work-related and purely social

relationships found in organizations. Individuals of approximately the

same states (i.e., those located at about the same level in the organizational
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hierarchy) and those whose work dictates that they be in close physical

proximity are more likely to interact more and in a more friendly fashion

than are those of greatly disparate statuses or those experiencing great

physical distance. Thus, we often encounter high degrees of comradery

among members of the same group or department and some animosity and dis-

trust between members of different groups or departments.

The following examples illustrate how the behavior of each organiza-

tional member is partially determined by the combined influences of the

social psychological aspects of organizational life. A situation might

exist in which a supervisor is greatly constrained in his leadership

behaviors by the aspects of the organizational climate. If the organiza-

tion's policies prohibit or strongly discourage the holding of group

meetings this will have a profound and detrimental effect upon the

supervisor's ability to facilitate interaction among his subordinates.

Consequently, the subordinates will also be restricted in their ability

to work together as a team. The result will be less effective functioning,

based upon a lack of task-related interactions among members of the group.

Another example of the effects of the social psychological aspects of

the situation on the behavior of organizational members can be imagined in

terms of the standards of performance established by a supervisor. In a

situation in which objectives are inherently unreasonable, unattainable,

or unclear, a supervisor is greatly hindered in his ability to maintain

high standards of performance. In such a situation he is often placed in

a position of defending the objectives rather than one in which he would

act as a facilitator to his subordinates in their attempts to attain the

objectives.
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Each of the four precursors influences the effectiveness of the

individual's behavior. The most effective individuals are clearly those

who have the information and skills necessary to complete the various

tasks, values congruent with effective behavior, and a situation in which

they are supported in their attempts to behave effectively. Although each

of the precursors is important, the adequate presence and quality of

different combinations of these four elements will have different conse-

quences for the individual and the organization. For example, an

individual who has information, skills and values congruent with effective

functioning but who finds himself in a situation which severely restricts

effective behavior and which he has no means of changing is likely to

become quite frustrated. Such an individual is likely to withdraw

(either psychologically or physically) from the organization. On the other

hand, an individual who finds himself with information, values, and a

situation adequate to the task, but who is lacking in needed skills which

he has an opportunity to acquire, may seek the available training to

acquire such skills.

The consequences for organizational effectiveness of the presence,

absence and quality of the four precursors depends upon various factors

including the number of precursors in which there are widespread inade-

quacies, and the level in the organizational hierarchy at which various

deficiencies are encountered. Organizational functioning suffers most

when deficiencies (a) involve more rather than fewer precursors, (b)

influence the behaviors of large numbers of organizational menmbers, and

(c) occur at high levels in the organizational hierarchy.
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Development Techniques and Impingement Modes

This section is intended to provide descriptions of a variety of

techniques currently applied in various settings to improve organizational

functioning. The number and variety of the available techniques is

impressive. They range from techniques focused upon relatively limited

aspects of organizational functioning to techniques encompassing total

organizations. The list presented herein is not suggested as exhaustive

of all existing techniques nor are the techniques presented below neces-

sarily exclusive of one another. This list is meant to provide

descriptions representing the variety of activities which have received

relatively high degrees of attention and acceptance among managers,

consultants, and researchers concerned with methods of improving organiza-

tions.

We are able to classify the various techniques according to a frame-

work similar to that used in describing the precursors to organizational

functioning. The classification presented below separates the techniques

into three major areas--information, skill, situation--according to which

of these areas is impinged upon most directly and most immediately by the

technique. Thus, techniques such as seflinars, laboratory training, and

survey-feedback are classified as information techniques even though they

may eventually lead to changes in skills or situations. Similarly, job

enrichment, organizational engineering and the Scanlon Plan are classified

as situation techniques even though they may also lead to changes in

skills or information.
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It will be noted that values has not been included as a category used

for classification in this section. This results from the judgment that

values are not changed directly. Changes in values come only as a result

of impingement upon one of the three other areas. Thus, some counseling

and some forms of laboratory training that are often used to change values

are classified under the information category since these techniques

primarily impinge upon the individual's information. Acceptance of infor-

mation may lead subsequently to changes in values.

Table 2 presents the various techniques classified in accordance with

the primary impingement mode of each.

A Behavior Classification Scheme

As noted previously, descriptions of processes and states of organ-

izations are simply shorthand descriptions for perceived constellations

of the behavior of many individuals at various points in organizational

space and time. The process of formulating these shorthand descriptions

involves several steps. First, one must decide which behaviors to measure

and how to measure them. This requires selecting some limited number of

behaviors from the total universe and fitting these specific behaviors

into more general categories. In a newly developing field, the decisions

about which behaviors are selected and the categories in which they are

placed are based to some extent upon what is suggested in existing theory

and data in related areas of study; and to some extent on a priori notions

about which behaviors are most important to measure. As more data are

collected and as theories are developed, the behavioral categories (number

and type) which emerge as most consistently useful in predicting specified

outcomes are the behavioral categories consistently utilized. Once the
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Table 2

DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES

Impingement Mode Development Technique

Information Client-Centered Counseling
Concepts Training
Laboratory Training
Management by Objectives
Management Seminars (e.g., Kepner-Tregoe,

Menniger Foundation)
Managerial Grid Organizational Development
Merger Laboratory
Motivation Training
Process Consultation
Scienti fic Management
Survey-Feedback
Survey-Guided Development
Team Development
Thi rd-Party Consul tation

Skill Behavior Therapy
Imitative Learning
Skill Training (e.g., problem-solving training)

Situation Decentralization
Differentiation/Integration
Flow of Work
Job Enrichment
Leadership-Si tuation Engineering
Operations Research
Scanlon Plan
Socdo-Technical Fit
Structural Change
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behaviors have been measured, individual scores on the measures are

averaged across people. From these average scores, conceptual categories

emerge which describe the processes and states of organizational function-

ing.

Two things are different, then, when one talks about organizational

processes and states as opposed to when one talks about the original

behavior configurations occurring in an organization. When talking about

organizational processes and states: (1) a limited number of behaviors

are included, and (2) a higher level of abstraction is present.

These shorthand descriptions of organizational processes and states

are useful for diagnostic and evaluative purposes. One can assess how an

organization is functioning now (with reference to some ideal score on

the measures), and whether major changes are taking place in an organiza-

tion, by using the measures of the processes and states as benchmarks.

The shorthand descriptions are also useful in providing a conmion language

for talking about and studying organizations.

However, a major goal in the OD field is to improve organizational

fu~ictioning--to make interventions (alternative inputs) which add posi-

tively to the ultimate output/Input ratio of the organization. Pragmati-

cally speaking, one cannot impinge directly upon a "process." Instead

one must work with specific Individuals and must be able to help these

Individuals change the original behaviors that created the ineffective

processes. Since there are neither the resources nor the time to attempt

to change any or all the original behaviors in some random order, it

becomes paramount to identify some limited number of behaviors which, if

changed, will cause changes in other behaviors. One should first change
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the behaviors which will eventually cause the greatest positive change

in the processes and states of the organization and thereby lead to the

greatest improvement in output variables. It is important, then, to

have an understanding of the causal flow of events in organizational

functioning so that change efforts can concentrate on the problem areas,

which if changed, are likely to produce the greatest improvement.

As an earlier chapter has indicated, we view leadership behavior

to be a prime causal variable, determining the groups' processes and the

system's output. According to this formulation, leadership is comprised

of four categories of behavior: Support, Goal Emphasis, Work Facilita-

tion, and Interaction Facilitation. The validity of this Four Factor

theory of leadership depends on its comprehensiveness and its ability to

predict the effectiveness of organizational functioning. A doctoral

dissertatioi by Butterfield (1968) tested the adequacy of this theory and

four other theories in these two respects, and the results will be briefly

describod here. The five theories studied were: Bowers & Seashores's

Four Factor Theory; Mann's (1965) Skill Mix Theory; Katz & Kahn's (1966)

Three patterns of leadership; Likert's System IV Theory; and Fiedler's (1967)

Continency Mode.l. Data were gathered from four hundred people in an

administrative unit of a fedetal agency in Washington, D.C.

When the intercorrelations were examined among leadership variables

for the theorie, (excluding Fiedler's), five meaningful clusters emerged:

support and work facilitation were two large clusters, and systemic

perspective, goal emphasis, and group methods (including interaction

facilitation) were three smaller clusters. The similarity of four of the
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five clusters to Bowers & Seashore's four factors of leadership is obvious.

It is noted that systemic perspective might be a useful addition to the

theory. However, it is probably more salient at higher levels of organi-

zations than at lower levels.

Correlations between leadership and effectiveness show success for

all the theories, with the exception of Fiedler's Contingency Model. The

highest correlations were found for the support and work facilitation

clusters at the division level of the organization. The leadership

variables were not as highly correlated with effectiveness of the lower

levels of the organization. These lower correlations may have been due

to the inappropriateness of the criteria for effectiveness at the lower

levels. However, it is also possible that variables other than leadership

are more highly related to effectiveness at the lower levels. For

instance, task characteristics may becone more salient for lower-level

employees. The nature of the job may be more important at this level

because jobs tend to become more routine as one moves down the organization.

Perhaps for this reason, job design/enrichment progranm have concentrated

on low-level jobs.

There is evidence, then, that the Four Factor Theory ' leadership

is reasonably comprehensive, and is related to effectiveness. It cannot be

said, however, that these four types of leadership behavior are the only

behaviors influencing organizational functioning. Task characteristics

and the corresponding behaviors are probably important--especially at

lower levels of organizations.

While the exact nature of the influence of behaviors other than

leadership on organizational processes must be explored and studied, the

- m" -
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causal nature of leadership behavior establishes a good starting point

for classifying problem behaviors. That is, by changing ineffective

leadership behaviors first, one can be quite certain that changes in basic

organizational and group processes will improve, and that output variables

will also improve.

A 3-Dimensional Model of Organizational Development

We propose that a three-dimensional (3-D) Model must be considered to

facilitate effective organizational development. The proposed model

considers three basic dimensions:

(1) Problematic behaviors - defined herein in terms of four

categories of leadership behaviors: Support, interaction

facilitation, goal emphasis, work facilitation.

(2) Conditions causing these behaviors - described as the

precursors: information, skill, situation, values.

(3) The nature of possible treatments - the three categories of

development techniques termed impingement modes: information,

skills, situation.

Figure 12 presents a schematic representation of the 3-D model. This

figure contains 48 cells (3 x 4 x 4) each of which represents a different

comtination of the three basic dimensions. For example, the cell labeled

"A" describes a problem in supportive behaviors resulting from inadequate

information and rectifiable through informational inputs.

From the Principle of Congruence discussed above, we know that problem

behaviors, precursors, and impingement modes need to be matrhed in some

systematic way. However there are at least three possible, competing

interpretations of the way in which this match should occur:
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Figure 12

Three-Dimensional Model
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Interpretation 1: The impingement mode should always be congruent

with the precursor (with the exception of values which would be changed

indirectly by affecting one or more other precursors). This would suggest

that:

when the Precursor is: the Invingement Mode should be:

Information Information
Skills Skills
Situation Situation
Values

The match between precursor and impingement mode would not be affected by

the specific nature of the problematic behaviors. For example, if menmers

of the client system lack necessary information, the impingement mode

should be information, regardless of whether the problem centers arournd

support, interaction facilitation, Goal emphasis, or work facilitation.

However, the specific content of the intervention technique would be

determined by the r"+,jre of the problematic behaviors. If the problematic

behavior is ;ack of support by supervisors, the information presented, by

whatever specific technique, would be information about the meaning,

importance, and implications of supervisory support. It would be non-

sensical to provide information about supervisory interaction facilitation,

goal emphasis, and work facilitation except when this Information would

clarify the issues relevant to supervisory support. The "Problematic

Behavior" dimension is essential, then for determining the content of a

specific technique, once the appropriate precursor has been identified.

Interpretation 2: The impingement mode should be matched in some

other way with the precursor. This would suggest that:

111 311 10111
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when the Precursor is: the ImpinQement Mode should be:

Information Skills or Situation
Skills Information or Situation
Situation Information or Skills
Values Information, Skills, or Situation

Once again the match between precursor and impingement mode would not be

affected by the nature of the problematic behaviors, but the content of

the specific intervention would depend upon the nature of the problematic

behaviors.

If either of the above interpretations is valid, whole rows in the

Three-Dimensional Model (shown in Figure 12) would be useful or not useful

for Organizational Development. If Interpretation 1 is valid, the rows

labeled A, B, and C would be the only useful rows. If Interpretation 2

is valid, all rows except those labeled A, B, and C would be useful.

Quite a different (and more complex) state of affairs would present us if

the third interpretation, described below, is the case.

Interpretation 3: Precursor; Impingement Mode, and Problematic

Behaviors must be matched in sone specific way. If this interpretation is

valid, organizational develtlmert would be a cell-specific (as opposed

to a row) problern, with respect to the three dimensional model in Figure 12.

There woui-d be 3.t least 48 differcnt states with which we might be faced.

The appropriate ispinqemert mode would haye to be matched with certain

combinacions of Precusors arn Ptoblemat~c Pfhav;ors.

If this interpr-etat ion is valid, certain of tWe 43 possible cells

would be useful or not u.sefu1.l.

In add-tifr: to the prrcarrl of determi',.ic wnicn interpretation is most

vlid, there are severa& other issies rtt (if resois.J. The appropriate

o L
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impingement mode would depend upon whether more than one precursor and/or

more than one category of problematic behaviors are present. That is,

interactive effects are possible and the presence of interaction might

change the appropriateness of one or more impingement modes. Certain

problematic behaviors or precursors might be more easily affected than

others. One impingement mode might always produce change more easily than

the other two. Finally, one impingement mode might be applicable to one

problematic behavior or precursor, or to several. These are all possible,

and perhaps probable, given the complexity of organizational functioning.

The 3-D Model proposed here is equivalent to a "medical" model where

the problem is described as the demonstrable symptom, the precursor is the

cause of the disease, and the impingement mode is the nature of the treat-

ment deemed appropriate. The model necessitates a differential diagnosis

which describes the nature of the disease and its causes. The nature of

the treatment must be based upon the diagnosis and must be administered

at the correct time and in the correct dosage.

A criticism made by opponents of the "medical" model is that it does

not actively involve the client in diagnosing the organization's problems

and in generating remedies, and that because of this lack of involvement

the client may systematically distort information he is asked to provide

or reject the diagnosis and treatment suggested by the consultant. The

underlying theme of this criticism is that the "medical" model is a

patronizing one and does not create a trusting cooperative relationship

between the client and the consultant. Carried to its absurd extreme--

where the consultant considers hims.1f the know-all expert and the client

system an organization in which the organization members lack the ability,

U

I
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kiowledge, and common sense to help desc,-ibe and solve their problems--

the criticism is valid. However, any OD model carried to an extreme

raises problems. The point to be made here is that in order for OD to

be maximally effective, and in ,ider for it to be tested empirically, OD

must move in the direction of more detailed and intensive diagnoses and

more evact choices of appropriate interventions. It must move toward being

a more exact science and away from being a chaotic art.

Integrating What Has Been Said

With the pieces all assembled, the time has come to summarize and

integrate the whole. In this chapter, we have stated the

following:

1. The normal, healthy state of affairs in any organization

consists of adaptive response to changing environmental cues.

2. Adaptation, or change, itself consists of the interruption of

a pre-existing homeostatic (or steady) state consisting of

behaviors plus their causes (precursors).

3. The cues which originate in the environment are factors of

realization and come in the form of:

a. changed signals from the organization's marketplace

(signals which are, unfortunately, often far down-

stream in the sequence of organizational events and,

though indicative, have a general character of

being "too late").
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b. changed signals from the organization's supersystem

(e.g., top corporate management), signals which are

often injunctive but little else.

c. in an organizational development setting, inputs from

the existing fund of knowledge about organizations,

their development, and change--inputs which are often

new and unfamiliar; the practice of organizational

development consists of making these inputs under-

standaDle and utilizable.

4. For the cues to result in adaptation, an adequate model must

exist and be accepted prior to their receipt.

5. The motivation for change originates in the discrepancy which

is perceived to exist between a desirable state of affairs

(deduced as a goal from the modcl) And the actual state of

affairs obtained in the form of a set of cues from an

objective feedback process.

6. As adaptive activities, intervention techniques must be

congruent with both the form of the presently non-adaptive

behavior and its causes (precursors). This is what we have

labeled the "Principle of Congruence."

7. There are boundary points in the organization where change is

most likely to occur, because discrepancies are at those

points more likely to be noticed and a source of some urgency.

This has been termed the "Principle of Predisposition."
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8. Because intervention activities impinge upon characteristics

which in turn cause non-adaptive behavior, change Is best

thought of as an indirect, rather than a direct, process.

This we have called the "Principles of Succession."



Chapter 4

Systemic Diagnosis

The cornerstone of survey-guided development is a diagnosis focusing

upon social-psychological aspects of the organization. The information

included in the diagnosis is gathered and analyzed within the framework

or model describing throughput processes which affect the conversion of

inputs to outputs. This heavy reliance on a model as a basis for diagnostic

activities in an O.D. effort stands in marked contrast to the aoparent

norm in this field. Although much lip service has been devoted to the

need for and importance of diagnostic efforts in O.D., Lorsch and Lawrence's

(1969) observation that the primary emphasis has been devoted to the

processes of change while minimal attention has been devoted to the

development of models useful for organizational diagnosis prior to the

initiation of change activities remains valid today.

The need for diagnostic information has received much attention from

theoreticians and practitioners in this field. Several books and articles

have described creative ways to gather data of potential value in diagnostic

work. Yet, little has been said or written about suggested frameworks

for organizing and interpreting information in ways that serve diagnostically

useful purposes. In contrast, survey-guided development, as practiced by

the present authors, is fi mly based upon a framework which has been

developed, refined, and empirically tested in many organizational settings

over several years.

79
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In survey-guided development diagnostic information serves several

functions, but such an analysis of data first and foremost guides the

selective matching of interventions with particular states of throughput

processes to create constructive changes in the system. Diagnosis In

O.D. can thus be likened to diagnosis in medicine or other fields.

Such a use of diagnostic information is based on the assumption that

particular interventions are more or less conducive to constructive change

in specific settings at specific times. This is a clear rejection of

the view holding that there is a single intervention or "best approach"

to O.D. which seems to pervade much O.D. activity and leads to the

common phenomenon of a new fad becoming the "in" treatment for a period

of time until replaced by the rnext "treatment" of the moment.

The diagnosis forms a basis for the design of a rational change

effort. Likert has stated this quite clearly in an early publication:

One approach that can be used to apply the findings
of human relations research to your own operation
can be described briefly. Your medical departments
did not order all of your supervisors nor all of
your employees to take penicillin when it became
available, even though it is a very effective
antibiotic. They have, however, administered it
to many of your employees. But note the process
of deciding when it should be administered. The
individual was given certain tests and measurements
obtained--temperature, blood analyses, etc. The
results of these measurements were compared with
known facts about diseases, infections, etc.,
and the penicillin was prescribed when the condition
was one that was known or believed to be one that
would respond to this antibiotic.

We believe the same approach should be used in
dealing with the human problems of any organiza-
tion. This suggests that human relations super-
visory training programs should not automatically
be prescribed for all supervisory and management
personnel. Nor should other good remeoies or
methods for improvement be applied on a blanket
basis to an entire orq&nlzation hoping it will
yield improved results (Likert, 1%1).
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One of the reasons for the importance of the diagnostic step early in the

life of a change program is stated explicitly in the preceding quotation:

it will increase the probability of focusing upon the right, not the

wrong, problems, and it will add to the likelihood of the right, not

the wrong, course of treatments being prescribed. A clear statement of

the problems, courses of action, and change objectives, based upon sound

measurements allied to the best possible conceptualization from research

and theory, will maximize the likelihood that true causal conditions,

rather than mere symptoms, will be dealt with.

Characteristics of System Diagnoses

To serve the purposes which its na.a, and its role, intends, a diagnosis

should constitute an analysis of the current functional state of a particular

system for purposes of determining appropriate treatments (action steps, or

interventions). Both the name and this brief definition imply a number

of characteristics which should be reflected in any methodologically sound

diagnostic effort:

(1) Theoretical Anchorage - A good diagnosis should look not merely

at an arbitrary array of properties, but at an array of constructs

which reflect an underlying scheme that is itself sensible, and

which as been derived from the real world by a process of solid

research. This framework serves to provide explanatory power

by indicating how in general (that is, in most such organizations)

various aspects of functioning should relate to one another.

Without this, the problem becomes an assessment based upon a

somewhat haphazard collection of readings.
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(2) Comprehensiveness - Since problems may originate and occur in

any part or aspect of a system, any diagnostic effort worthy of

the name should treat comprehensively the properties of the

system as such; that is, it should not look selectively at a

few aspects of system functioning, ignoring the rest. It should,

instead, make as complete an effort as possible to assess the

total functional state of the system.

(3) Representativeness - In addition to covering the major properties

of a system, a diagnosis should represent functional states

as they exist in different sectors (functional areas or hierarchical

levels) of the system.

(4) Predictivity - The focus of a diagnosis should be events and

conditions occurring early in the causal sequence describing

system functioning. This suggests a minimal concentration upon

system outputs.

(5) Change Potential - Diagnoses of value in O.D. necessarily focus

upon aspects of the system which are subject to influence--i.e.,

can be changed through the selection ind application of

appropriate interventions. Thus, inputs over which little

control is possible are not appropriate areas for inclusion

In diagnoses with action implications.

(6) Precedence - Both its name and its role imply that diagnosis

should precede and, in part at least, determine which particular

treatment from an array of possible treatments should be used in

the situation at hand.
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(7) Orientation - Diagnosis implies an orientation on the part of

the consultant primarily toward the client system's well-being

rather than simply toward his own.

(8) Differential - Diagnosis implies that there are different states

of nature which the employed assessment techniques distinguish

from one another, and which ultimately have different action

implications.

By way of contrast, there are several things that a diagnosis should

not be. It should not be a simple benchmark against which to measure

progress. Used in this way, diagnosis would amount to little more than

an evaluation, since it would carry the implication that treatment is

determined or some basis other than system assessment.

Similarly, a diagnosis should not be merely a "map of pitfalls" which

permits the consultant to do what he always does anyway, but with minimum

risk to himself and others. Using it as a map of pitfalls means that its

role in determining treatment is denied. This use precludes as well, to

some extent at least, a primary orientation toward the client system's

well-being, and may even tend to negate the differential character which

is so necessary for effective guidance of the treatment process.

Finally, differential diagnosis is not simply a matter of variety

among consultants. Occasionally writers and practitioners cite the variety

of things done by different consultants, or change agents, as evidence for

the eclecticism present in the field, and infer from this that treatments

are indeed differentially selected on a diagnostic basis. Levinson (1972)

correctly describes the misleading nature of such a representation. The

fact that different consultants employ different techniques says nothing
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about the extent to which any one of them selects, from a wide array of

disparate treatments, the one which is most appropriate given a solid

diagnosis of a specific system's own functioning. The eclecticism, in

other words, is not a matter of simple variety in methods and practices

among consultants, each of whom may well be highly consistent in what he

does from one situation to the next.

We thus arrive at a view that solid, rigorous diagnosis, based upon

data that are representative and predictive, differential in character

and comprehensive against a theoretical framework, is an essential step

in determining which treatment to use for purposes of enhancing a particular

client system's well-being. It is not a simple benchmark; it is not merely

a map of pitfalls; nor is it a matter simply of pointing to the practice

differences among consultants. Its usefulness depends upon the care

which has been used in doing it, and it Is to this issue that we now turn

our attention.

Elements of the Diagnostic Process

The diagnostic process involves three basic elements or phases

Laginning with data acquisition, continuing to data organization, and

resulting in the evaluation or interpretation of the organized information.

Each phase includes several possible alternative methods and procedures

associated with particular desirable and undesirable characteristics.

A brief description of the major elements together with an evaluation of

alternative procedures will indicate why the survey-guided development

approach places, such strong reliance upon the standardized questionnaire

as the basic measurement tool.



Data Acquisition

Key facets of the data collection stage include (1) the form the

data take, (2) the frequency of data gathering activities, and (3) the

method used for data collection.

There are two basic forms of data available for diagnostic use.

One is verbal (either oral or written) and the other is numeric (usually

counts of the frequency of particular responses, but sometimes averages for

particular measures such as productivity figures). Although it may appear

that numeric data are more abstract and therefore less useful than verbal

data, both actually are abstractions of reality and the degree of abstraction

may be more related to the quality of the data than its form. It is true,

however, that verbal information tends to be more "believable" and

interesting to those individuals unfamiliar with or unaccustomed to the

use of numeric data. Numeric data, on the other hand, are more easily

recorded, aggregated, and stored than verbal information and, thus, is a

more "economical" and, to some extent, a more useful form of information.

In the ideal, the frequency with which data are acquired differs with

the content of the information and the stability of the system. The more

stable the system and the specific area of focus, the less frequent is

the need to gather data. At the other extreme, in systems which are in

states of frequent fluctuation and for characteristics which often change,

the need is for nearly constant readings. Since the latter situation

probably describes most systems better than the more stable situation

presented first, frequent readings are more desirable than infrequent

readings. However, one obvious disadvantage of gathering information is

the additional resources required each time data are collected. A strategy

including frequent data acquisitions is therefore more costly than an

approach requiring only an occasional collection of information.
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The methods of collecting diagnostic data fall basically into two

general classifications: (a) those which rely upon the diagnostician's

collecting the perceptions of others, and (b) those which rely upon the

diagnostician's own more or less direct perceptions. Within the first of

these two categories (collecting the perceptions of others) two principal

methods have widespread currency--the interview and the questionnaire.

These two are not as different in theory as they may appear to be in

practice. In the interview, one human being poses to others in verbal form

a series of questions and records their responses. In form, then, it

relies upon a human interviewer, and the questions are likely to be

relatively open-ended (that is, calling for an expressed view which is

recorded as nearly as possible in the respondent's own words). Interviews

may be relatively unstructured, using highly general questions to trigger

a response recorded verbatim in the respondents own words, or relatively

structured, using questions and probes targeted toward specific pieces

of information. The interviewer may, in fact, serve the function in highly

structured interviews of simply reading a questionnaire to the respondent

and marking responses. Depending upon the form of the response, data

retrieved through interviews may be quantitative (e.g., the number of

interviewees choosing each response alternative) or verbal (summaries of

responses to open-ended questions). In most instances, however, information

resulting from interviews takes the form of verbal summarizations of

interviewees' responses.
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The paper-and-pencil questionnaire is the second of the "indirect"

methods of data acquisition. In this instance, the questions are usually

highly structured, specified in advance, duplicated or printed in booklet

form, and permit largely the selection of alternative responses from a

list of predetermined possibilities. Data resulting from such collection

procedures usually involve quantitative summaries of the number of individuals

selecting each of the available response categories

The methods which rely upon the perceptions of the data collector

encompass both observation and records retrieval, the latter perhaps a

marginal member of this category. Observation may take the form of direct

reading, or of indirect inference. Direct readings may be person-mediated;

for example, an individual observer notes the activities, behaviors, or

reactions of members of the client system during a particular period of

time. The resulting data are subsequently used in diagnosis. In somewhat

different form, observations may be instrument-mediated as, for example,

when audio or video tapes are made of behavior or reaction segments in

the client system, and these tapes are then submitted to a diagnostic

analysis. In the more common form, however, information gathered through

observational procedures is stored as descriptive statements or inferences

provided by the observer.

In all of these direct observation instances, the purpose is to assess

the functioning of the system by a procedure which records the contents of

that functioning. Somewhat different from this is indirect inference, also

based upon observation, which assumes some of the characteristics of

projective techniques. In such an instance, the observer would record, not

the substance of what was said or done, but the expressions used to say

it or the manner in which it was done. Inferences can then be drawn

regarding various functional characteristics, not from the direct observation



of their presence or a'sence, but from the worst . terms, and manners by

which the oateerial hcW bee.n related. For example, r, n-ve-til cues, facial

expressions, or posture during the interview might be noted; whether the

interviewee attributed problems to themselves or others (pert~aps regardless

of their content), or blames factors outside the system might be seen as

indicating defensiveness. The extent to which the interviewee uses

evaluative or emotion-laden terms might be noted and seen as indicative

of one or another functiona; state. The respondent's degree of consistency

might be taken into account, and the like. Although the questions asked

by the interviewer might be identical to questions asked in a direct

reading situation, the material recorded would be far different and would

reflect the respondent's manner of answering more than the substance of

his answer (c.f., Alderfer, 1968).

Finally, diagnostic material may be retrieved directly from written

documents (e.g., management policies and procedures, job descriptions,

performance ratings, health records) and the operating records of the

organization itself. Although most organizations do not maintain updated

files of information directly concerned with the behavior of members and

organizational processes such as decision-making, motivation, and the like,

in many instances material appropriate to a diagnosis of these aspects

of system functioning may be obtained from memoranda, policy statements,

and the accounting and control records maintained by the organization.

Although the material entered into such records has been, at one stage or

another, perceived by a person other than the diagnostician, we class them

here in the direct perception category because they comprise, in most

instances, fundamental operating data which are then directly perceived

by the diagnostician in the course of the diagnostic process.
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Although a number of variations on these methods may exist--in fact,

the number may be infinite--there would appear to be at least reasonable

ground for concluding that each variation may be categorized into one or

another of these general classifications. Still, the goodness of the

methods is affected by a number of considerations not directly discernible

fi'om a consideration of methods themselves, and it is to these issues that

our attention now turns.

Issues and Problems

Cost and Complexity

In general, observational techniques are the most costly, followed

by interviews, with questionnaires the least costly of the proposed

techniques. Records retrieval is omitted from this comparison because

the cost issues are determined in this instance largely by the issue

of accessibility to which we will turn our attention shortly. Cost is,

in this comparison, rather directly determined by the amount of

"chaff" which must be sorted, covered, or sifted through to obtain a

given amount of useable, relevant material. Since observation focuses

its attention necessarily upon events as they occur, all events,

both those relevant and those irrelevant, must be observed, although

the latter may be discarded. The interview, on the other hand,

focuses attention upon germane issues, at least to some extent, and

hopefully by that process, eliminates much of the extraneous material

while recording the useable and relevant. It is still more costly

than the questionnaire, however, because for each word spoken, another

person must consume time in the listening. The questionnaire, since

L _ _ _ _ _
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it does not require a one-to-one human relationship for its

completion, and since it prespecifies the material to be collected

rather closely, is certainly the least costly of the three.

Training and Skill Required

Diagnostic data are only as useful as they are reliable and valid,

and the obtaining of reliable, valid data hinges largely upon the

training and skill brought to bear in the collection process. When

observational methods are employed, the observers must obviously be

highly skilled and trained. If they observe the functioning situation

directly, they must know how to record their observation, know the

appropriate amount of detail to register, and know how to distinguish

one event sequence from the next, that is, know when one activity has

stopped and another has begun. Thsy must know both how not to be

distracted from relevant ongoing activity by peripheral stimuli, and

at the same time, know which peripheral stimuli are in fact relevant

to the process they are supposedly observing and which they wish to

record. When the observation is Instrument-mediated an additional

entire array of technical difficulties are encountered which the

subsequent observer-user must know how to handle and solve. Needless

to say, indirect inference--the use of semi-projective techniques-- o

requires a high degree of competence and an extensive background in

the projection process itself.

Since the observer, in addition to all of these difficulties,

is ordinarily an outsider, unfamiliar with the history of the unit

whose functioning he is observing, and unaware of the double, hidden,

and mutually understood meanings of particular phrases, behaviors,
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actions, and cues, it is likely that his readings will be less reliable

and less valid than those which would be provided by familiar "insiders."

By standardizing the stimuli in the form of the questions posed to

the interviewee, and by relying upon the interviewee's perceptions

and interpretations of ongoing functioning, the face-to-face interview

removes at least a part, if not most, of the principal sources of

unreliability. To do this, however, requires carefully trained

interviewers. It is not simply a matter of any person, with a

reasonable degree of intelligence, traveling through the organization

asking questions and noting responses. The problem of interviewer

bias, as well as of interviewer-induced response bias, is simply too

great for that. Yet, in many instances, O.0. practitioners rely upon

informal interviewing as a source of diagnostic data oblivious to the

pitfalls. The questionnaire, posing as it does the same question in

the same form to all respondents and relying upon their familiarity

over a period of time with events in the organization, goes the

greatest distance, in our judgment, toward resolving the problems of

reliability and validity.

Still, what each of these methods contribures in reliability and

validity, it to some extent loses in flexibility. Clearly, since

little if anything is prestructured, observation permits the greatest

degree of flexibility in accounting for unique events in the setting.

The interview, if it uses optional probe questions, may take at least

some account of this. The structured questionnaire permits little,

if any, of this, and its usefulness and validity in the larger sense

rely upon the care and comprehensiveness which went into its construc-

tion at the outset. Administering questionnaires, of course, requires

some training and acquired skill. In general, however, the degree
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of training and skill required for questionnaire administration is

less than that required for interviewing or observation. However,

it should be noted that the amount of training and skill going into

questionnaire construction is fully as great as the skill required

In the other two methods. The difference is that, in the case of

the questionnaire, this has been done "once for all." It need not

be repeated in each data collection instance, provided that a common

or standard instrument is used.

The Problem of N

A diagnosis is as good as the data upon which it is based. To

be adequate the data must therefore reflect a fairly large number of

specific instances of each situation. In the case of the questionnaire,

and to a lesser degree the interview, the data collector (the

questionnaire itself, or the interviewer) asks the respondent to

sunimarize, In forvulating his response, some appropriate number of

occasions in which a particular type of activity has transpired.

In the observational situation, however, the number of instances of

a particular functional property which may be taken into account

are those which have occurred during the time-frame of the observation.

This is directly a function of the method itself, and means that a

much longer, and therefore more costly, period of information

recording must go on in order to encompass the same number of

behavioral "cases."
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The Sumpling of Events

To be accurate, diagnostic data must constitute a representative

sample of the universe of behaviors or functional states which they

are drawn to rkflect. In the case of observational methods, the

sample which occurs may reflect too limited a time period to make

this possible, or the existence of the observer (the human being doing

the observing or the instrument) may well itself distort the events

which it is intended to monitor. The methods which rely upon the

perceptions of the respondents themselves rely for the representativeness

of their sampling upon the respondent's memory and willingness to

encompass a sufficiently broad range. In any specific instance

distorilons may occur. Nevertheless, the array of events which nmay

at least potentially be taken into account would seem to be larger

than in the case of observation. Still it should be kept in mind

that the demeanor of the interviewer, or the wording of the questionnaire

items, as well as the content encompassed in phrasing the items or

question!, may well serve to distort the sample.

Accessibility Problems

All methods suffer to some extent from accessibility rnoblems.

Not all participants, nor all situations, may lend themselves to

observation. Calendars and time schedules may make it difficult

to intervieh all the necessary members, and potential respondents

may absent themselves from questionnaire administration group sessions,

or neglect to return distributed questionnaires. Accessibility becomes

the largest issue, however, in relation to operating records, since

in this instance one is ordinarily relying for his information upon

_ _ -~I(
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records and record keeping systems which ware set up with purposes

other than diagnosis in mind. Records may not exist. they may be

tabulated or compiled in other form, or they may in fact be

considered confidential and denied to the diagnostician.

Time Lao as a Problem

Organizations are dynamic entities, and events move across them

in time, creating waves or ripple effects in which a series of events

at one time in one part of the system cause other events at other

points in time in the sawe or other parts of the system. Thus, there

is an issue to the extent that the data collection method used may

not permit aggregation In the respondent's mind which is based u,,on

his knowing precisely what the collected data are intended to represent.

Today's events which are being observed, for example, may be the

outcome of other events long since past. Operating records may reflect

functional states which existed several years previously but which

no longer remain. Solving this problem requires that diagnosticians

not only know the nature of the constructs which are measured and

their place in an appropriate cause-effect sequence, but also that

they understand the relationship between the specific questions

posed or items sought and that theoretical framework. Lacking these,

there exists considerable risk of misreading the situation.
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The Method of Choice

Thus, each method has distinct advantages and disadvantages

which vary somewhat with the type of information desired, the size

of the system from which the data are to be gathered, and a variety

of other factors. An evaluation of the positive and negative aspects

of the potential data acquisition methods suggest that usual systemic

diagnosis requirements, Including minimal resource expenditure and

accuracy of the infonmation, tend to favor questionnaires as the

preferred method for gathering data about throughput processes from

large systems. When based upon a good model, carefully constructed

and tested questionnaire instruments have the ability to provide more

accurate information concerning a greater variety of indicators of

throughput processes from more sections of-the system in less time

and with less expenditure of resources than do any of the alternative

methods.

Of course, the use of one method of data acquisition does not

eliminate the option of also using other methods. In fact, in survey-

guided development efforts, data are often acquired through the use

of both questionnaires and interviews. Interview data are gathered

from a small sample of individuals selected to represent major

functional divisions and hierarchical levels throughout the system.

The interview data serve to supplement information from the questionnaires

by providing a sense of the importance attributed to specific areas of

interest and to indicate the specific forms of strengths and problems

identified through the questionnaire data. Such interview results
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also serve to provide an informal validation for questionnaire

results. However, the necessities of thorough systemic diagnoses

based upon valid information require a reliance on the questionnaire

survey as the primary method for data acquisition in O.D.

The Survey of Organizations
The instrument relied upon for the collection of diagnostic

data in survey-guided development is the Survey of Organizations

questionnaire. This is a standardized paper-and-pencil instrument

designed specifically for use in studies of organizational functioning

and in O.D. projects. It includes itens primarily of a descriptive

rather than a reactive nature focusing for the mnst part on aspects

of the work setting, although some additional areas such as individual

demographic characteristics are also covered. This instrument focuses

extensively upon the throughput processes described in Chapter 2 and

has been developed, tested, refined, and used in 0.0. projects since

1966. Although the instrument has been "standardized" and widely

used for several years, it has also been updated and revised frequently

to reflect improvement in question wording and elaborations of its

underlying model based on evidence from research on various aspects

of organizational functioning. In its most recent edition, it

contains 124 itern comprising over 30 indices. The major areas of

focus and indices are presented in Table 3.

Among the other advantages of the Survey of Organizations

questionnaire are Its theoretical base, coverage of the relovant

domain, normative data based on extensive useage, and statistical

properties (Taylor & Bowers, 1972).
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Table 3

MAJOR AREAS AND INDICES
MEASURED BY THE SURVEY OF ORGANIZATIONSI

AREAS INDICES

Decision Making Practirts (4)*
Communication Flow (3)
Motivational Conditions (3)ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE l)lalnlCniin 3
Human Resources Primacy (3)

Lower Level Influence (2)
Technological Readiness (2)

Support (Actual & Ideal) (3,3)
Team Building (Actual & Ideal) (2,2)Goal Emphasis (Actual & Ideal) (2,2)Work Facilitation (Actual & Ideal) (3,3)

Support (Actual & Ideal) (3,3)
Team Building ýActual & Ideal) (3,3)PEER LEADERSHIP Goal Emphasis kActual & Ideal) (2,2)

Work Facilitation (Actual & Ideal) (3,3)

Information (2)
SUPERVISORY NEEDS Values (2)

Skills (2)

Group Process (7)
Satisfaction (7)

OTHERS Job Challenge (Actual & Ideal) (3,3)
Experienced Bureaucracy (3)
Aversion to Bureaucracy (3)
Goal Integration (2)

Figures in parentheses indicate the number of questionnaire items comprising
each index.

rI
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Data Organization

Once data have been collected, the need arises for organizing

them such that they provide useable information to the diagnostician.

The procedures required to organize large quantities of information

can prove difficult and costly. Among other factors, effective data

organization relies upon pre-knowledge of the reasons the data were

gathered and uses for which they are being organized. This suggests

a need to understand the areas of focus (i.e., key elements of the

model), and means for evaluating the Information prior to the

establishment or data organization procedures.

Several concerns emerge regarding data organization for use in

systemic diagnosis. First, the procedures must be designed to handle

large quantities of data (i.e., data regarding many aspects of the

system from a large number of sources). This requirement necessitates

a primary reliance on numeric rather than verbal data. Responses from

numerous respondents across many focal areas are relatively easy to

organize when they can be summarized in numeric form. Organizing

equally large quantities of verbal responses is a far more difficult

and costly task.

A second concern is that data be efficiently stored and easily

retrieved (i.e., rapidly accessible with minimal costs). This

requirement also suggests a need for primary reliance on numeric

rather than verbal data and fuither indicates the preferred mode

of data storage would take advantage of computer technology.
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A third concern is the ordering of data. There are essentially

two alternatives. One is to combine all data together that focus on a

particular content area regardless of the source of the data (e.g.,

individual, work group, etc.). The second involves the organization of

data by source. The first strategy is preferrable in those instances where

the need is only for summary statistics on a particular focal area. However,

the requirements of a systemic diagnosis calls for greater flexibility

including the abilities to examine (a) patterns of responses across many

areas from specified sources, (b) responses within specified sub-groupings,

and (c) relationships among focal areas (e.g., among different throughput

processes or between throughputs and outputs) within data sources. Thus.

the preferred mode of 'Jata organization and storage for systemic diagroses

entails organization by the source.

The potential neoitive consequences of accumulating data in this

fashion warrant5 considerable attention. One goal of data manipulation

activities is th' minimization of risk to sources. Since identification

by source potentially involves great risk, the system should include

procedures to provide safeguards minimizing the ability to identify

data by specific sources. Two procedures are commonly used to

ensure such protection. These are (1) using identification systems

coded such that only a limited group of individuals responsible for

data organization can identify the sources, and (2) reporting data

aggregated such that it is impossible to identify the responses

attributable to specific sources. These procedures can be used singly

or in combination but, however these or other safeguards are employed,

they are necessary to protect the identification of specific
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sources and thus, minimize the potential for negatlve consequences

and increase the motivation to provide accurate data. In fact, in

surwy-gulded developmnt, safeguards are emloyed such that no

Individual's responses can be retrieved. All data are reported only

in aggregated form with the work group serving as the smallest possible

level of identification. Further, data from a specific work group

are the property of that group to be shared only by agreement of the

supervisor or group members.

The Evaluation and Interpretation of Data--Forming and Presenting a

Systemic Dlagnosis

The usefulness of diagnostic data are not realized until they

have been analyzed, integrated, and interpreted. Diagnoses involve

making judgements concerning the "goodness" or "badness" of certain

aspects of functioning, but they also include more than this.

Important aspects of systemic diagnoses include the tracing of

strengths and weaknesses throughout the system and the identification

of the causes of these conditions. The success of diagnostic

activities having corrective measures as the goal rests upon the

ability to find the sources and causes of problems and to match

appropriate corrective measures with specific problems and their

causes. As the information in Chapter 3 indicates, the process of

merging diagnostic infonmation with prescriptive measures is complex

in nature. In fact, a reflection on the current state of data useage

suggests a relative void of diagnostic activities in the form

proposed as most useful. For the most part, the identifination of

problem causes is left to speculation based upon informal, and largely

untested, models held by system managers.
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Several issues and problems associated with data evaluation and

interpretation have a degree of importance equal to those identified in

the data acquisition and organization phases of the diagnostic process.

Further, many aspects of this phase seem less well understood and developed

than those of the other phases. An identification of some of the more

important issues together with a description of the issues as they surface

within survey-guided development projects will serve to illustrate key

facets of data evaluation and interpretation.

Expertise Versus Involvement

Persons are known to be more motivated by processes in which they

are involved and more accepting of ideas they understand. At the same

time, the diagnosis of an organization and its functional state is a complex

skill necessitating a detailed knowledge of organizational theory and

data. To some extent, therefore, the analytic, interpretive aspects of

diagnosis pose a dilemma between a necessity for bringing to bear the

expertise of the technically trained without sacrificing the motivated

involvement of the participants themselves. It is a tightrope which

requires a careful tread. Most especially, it requires that the expertise

requisite for the process not be delivered in a fashion which antagonizes,

becomes overbearing, or appears to denigrate the participants, their

knowled'ge, and their importance.

In survey-guided development projects, motivation and acceptance are

enhanced by providing system managers with an extensive prior understanding

of the theoretical base upon which the data are based (i.e., the framework

or model of organiiational functioning) and through their involvement in

i
i
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describing specific examples of behaviors and conditions indicated by the

data and verbal summaries comprising the diagnosis. These conditions

alter the dynamics .usually present when diagnostic information (especially

critical or negative information) are presented to those with responsibility

for the state of affairs from one where the presentor's efforts are largely

in defending the validity of the data and dealing with general resistance

from the recipients, to a more productive interaction in which both the

presentor and recipients work together to gain a better understanding of

what the diagnosis offers in terms of guidance for improving organizational

functioning.

The Use of Comparisons

Diagnostic data are of m.ost value hen they are compared to a standard.

Standards may, of course, assume a variety of different forins. Perhaps the

most common and simplest such standards are those implicit in the response

categories of data collection procedures. Thus, on a multipoint scale

rated by respondents, conditions may be judged as poor if they are rated at

or near one end of the scalt and good if they are rated toward the other

end. There are several inadequacies in making judgments solely in this

manner, including difficulties associated with the construction of alter-

natives which will produce predictable distributions or adequate variance

across respondents.

A somewhat difTerent approach includes the solicitation of judgments

concerning "ideals" along with reports of actual condittions. Using this

method, judgments can be determined through an examination of the discrep-

ancies existing between "ideal" ind "actual" ratings. A significant disad-

vantage of this approach emerges from the tendency for ideals to be modified or
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to vary with the actuel conditions. Thus, it is comon to find that the

size of the discrepancy is approximately equal regardless of the level of

the rating. Even when changes occur in actual conditions, the differences

between ideal and actual scores tend to vary together to retain approximate

constancy.

A third alternative for comparative purposes is the use of norms in

which the data from organizations or subparts typical of that being diagnosed

are established as standards. Many types of such norm can be considered.

For example, assuming unlimited access to data needed for such normative

sets, norms can be established for organizations as total entities, those

of different sizes, technologies, or functions, different levels of hierarchy,

and a host of other variations. Each of these possible norm comparisons may be

more or less useful depending upon the focus of the diagnostic effort.

Systemic diagnoses as used in survey-guided development, make extensive

use of two major normative bases. These are norms for total organizations

and norm for level splits--i.e., norms for different levels of hierarchy

based on four level classifications and a white-collar/blue-collar distinction.

These norms provide the necessary bases for evaluating the comparative

effectiveness of organizational conditions, practices, and reactions for a

total system compared with other systems and each level of hierarchy

compared with equivalent factors in similar levels within other organizations.

Lacking norms, one runs a real risk of classifying as "good" that which,

in fact, is less than acceptable, and classifying as "bad" that which is

really not so. In all instmnces -here norms are used, however, one should

recall that the norm is, at best, a description of the typical behavior of

an entity like that currently being diagnosed; it does not reflect an ideal
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nor even a necessarily desirable state. Even so, such norms are extremely

valuable in providing realistic guides for making diagnostic assessments.

Presenting Diagnostic Data

Diagnostic data obtain their usefulness when they are presented to

persons with critical roles in the treatment or development process. In

sowm instances, diagnostic data are digested only by the consultant or change

agent himself and represent only his notes to himself, perhaps on tape,

perhaps In memo form, perhaps simply retained in his memory. More often than

not, however, as in the case of survey-guided development, the presentation

of diagnostic data is made throughout the client system with which subsequent

work is to be done. In such instances, the diagnostic data may be presented

in written form (that is, in the form of a diagnostic report or "workup"),

orally (that is, talked through with the client system or its key members),

or by some combination of multi-media methods--perhaps a narrated report

accompnied by a written summary, graphic displays, and the like. A number

of issues arise in such instances.

A diagnosis which consumes several months in the construction may be

elegant, yet useless, since much hinges upon the currency of the diagnosed

situation. In general, the faster the diagnosis can be returned, the more

relevant and urgent it will be to the client system and to its efforts to

improve. No definite turnaround time guidelines can be given, but the

diagnostic data should be available to coincide with needs dictated by the

overall plan for a development effort. In the case of a survey-guided

development project such data are required shortly after organizational

mpmbers have received adequate preparation to understand and to effectively
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utilize these data. Although the diagnosis may be available earlier, this

point is usually not reached before a period of from six to eight weeks has

elapsed from the date of data collection. Of course, the change agents

may utilize these data in their planning activities prior to the time of

its presentation to system managers.

Couplexity Versus Simplicity

There appears to be reasonable agreement among O.D. specialists that

the diagnosis in its presentation to the client system must be kept simple

enough to be readily understood by its menbers. Far from representing a

patronizing stance, this represents a sensible commitment to minimize, or

if possible eliminate, professional jargon, to avoid ambiguous wording, and

to make the interpretive poitcs which are presented as simple, clear, and

straightforward as possible. Of course, the degree to which a diagnosis

must be "toned down" for the recipients is related to the extent to which

recipients have developed knowledge bases and skills required to handle

complexities in diagnostic information. Thus, as system managers become

better prepared to work with involved diagnostic information, they also

become more receptive to and competent in using complex and meaningful

diagnoses.

Ordering of Information

Although information covering many facets of organizational functioning

can be arranged in a large number of ways, logic suggests a rather limited

range of possibilities for ordering diagnortic data. The most obvious

arrangement is to order the diagnostic information in accordance with the

sequence of causal patterns indicated by the underlying theory or model

describing relationships among elements describing organizational functioning.

, - .- -- - -- -- -- --- ! ---- 'I-~
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Thus, the factors are examined in accordance with the cause/effect sequences I
as defined by the model appearing in Chapter 2.

An ordering of data we have found useful includes the presentation of

information beginning with that from the upper-most level of hierarchy and

proceeding dowmward level by level until all levels have been evaluated.

A perusal of the data within each level reveals major causal trends and

characteristics within each level, and the process of moving down the

organization provides a systematic means of identifying causal patterns

between levels of hierarchy. An overall summarization at the conclusion

of such a diagnostic report is useful for highlighting major trends which

pervade the system.

k~ - umma ry

In these pages we have reviewed a multitude of issues associated with

the formulation ard utilizatin of diagnostic information. It has been

emphasized that a systemic diagnosis requires a comprehensive analysis of

the current state of the system, an analysis which precedes, and in part

determines, a treatment from a possible array of treatments. It must be

differential, it must be oriented primarily toward the client system's well-

being, and it ought not be a simple benchmark, a map of pitfalls for the

change agent or consultant, nor a simple earmarking of the style differences

among existing consultants.

Each of the major phases (i.e., data acquisition, data organization,

evaluation or interpretation) of the diagnostic process requires careful

consideration to assure the formation of a diagnosis which represents

accurate readings of organizational functioning and is utilized to its

fullest potential.



Chapter 5

The Role of the Change Agent

The thrust of what has been said thus far is that organizations are

entities which exist in distinct environments, their survival and thriving

dependent upon their ability to adapt to changing circumstances which come

to exist in those environments. This adaptability--this flexibility, if

you like--depends upon the existence of a number of factors. One of

these is the availability of a measurement system capible of providing

feedback, not just about final outcomes, but about the intermediate and

causal events which combine to produce them. Another is the understanding

and acceptance of a model which is adequate to the task of mid-course

correction and with which the measurement-feedback procedure is congruent.

A third is awareness of, and access to, some body of practices (treat-

ments, interventions, development activities) which are capable of provid-

ing mid-course corrections.

If knowledge about these factors were as much a part of the management

curriculum as similar aspects of, for example, electricity or metallurgy

are of engineering curricula, organizations might adapt on their own with

relative ease and success. Unfortunately, they are not, with the result

that--for most managers anid most organizations--this body of knowledge

and practice is new, unfamiliar, and often difficult to understand.

Perhaps for this reason, more than any other, a person with a highly

specialized role is necessary to bridge the gdp between the needed and the

known. In the jargon of the profession, such a person is called a

resource person, interventionist, or change agent.

107
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Even a nodding acquaintance with the field is sufficient to make one

aware that contemporary society has a great number of such persons who

offer themselves for hire. Organizations buffeted by the pressures of

today's world will find many persons--whole firm of them, in fact--only

too eager to help them. Yet high fashion in organizational management

produces effects not unlike those in any other area: not all that is

offered is attractive upon closer scrutiny, functional, or even safe.

The literature is sparse. There are a modest number of anecdotal

accounts, case studies of rare events in unusual settings, and the like.

There are even a few humorous spoofs. But very little is available that

could be termed solid, rigorous conceptualization, and even less that

would qualify as real evidence on the subject.

Some thoughtful work does exist, however. Bennis (1965) points out

that the normative posture of most change agents coincides with a

paradigm in which heavy reliance is placed upon the use of the change

agent himself as a role model. He differentiates this view from an

applied research approach which uses research results systematically as

part of the intervention, as, for example, in survey feedback strategies.

He also examines the power base of the chance agent and rejects reward,

coercion, and legitimacy as feasible or desirable sources. Referent

power, and a closely allied force--the coincidence of change agents'

personal values with those humanistic values which he believes are held

by top managers today--form the major basis, in Bennis' view, for the

change agent's ability to Influence events. Expertise is considered to

be a possible, but unlikely, addendum to the change agent's influence

base. Finally, he describes the process (and ultimately the change
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agent's role) as one concerned with the "linkage between theory and

practice, between knowledge and action," (p. 340) a linkage which he

distinguishes from what is implicit in mar.. recognizable change programs

(such as human relations training or scholarly consultation). The latter

he sees as too limited in concept and strategy, too wrapped up with the

power of formal "knowledge."

Friedlander (1968), in one of the rare empirical studies (a field

experiment) concluded that, "The underlying cause for the superiority of

an integrated development program over a simple laboratory program seems

to be the increased acquisition and utilization of knowledge by the

consultant of the work group and its organizational context" (p. 377).

Beyond these, two pieces stand out as rather uniquely tied to the

topic. Havelock (1973) casts the entire issue into a framework which has

emerged from the study of processes by which scientific knowledge is

utilized. He identifies three different views of utilization, and hence

change: as a problem-solving process, as a classical research and develop-

ment sequence, and as a social interaction process.

Viewed as a problem-solving process, the focus is largely, if not

exclusively, upon the user or client himself and the satisfaction of his

felt needs. Outside change agentry is seen as appropriately non-directive,

because to be otherwise would violate the user's integrity. Maximal

reliance is placed upon the user's own resources, and self-application is

viewed as motivationally best.

Seen as a classical research-development-diffusion process, change

is viewed as a rational sequence surrounding a rather passive client-

recipient. Specialization of labor and functions, a great deal of
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planning, and high initial development costs are seen as justified by

the enhanced efficiency and quality of ultimate results.

Treated as a social interaction process, change is seen as Involving

a user by and through the social networks to which he belongs. As such,

calculated efforts take more often the form of network building, network

utilization, and mu.ltiple-media approaches.

It seems obvious, and Havelock implies it, that much of what has been

presented in practice and the literature as planned change and organiza-

tional development has been limited to consonance with the first of these

views--change as a problem-solving process. Great emphasis is, in most

orientations, placed upon the user system, its felt needs, its satisfac-

tion, and its involvement in the effort. The change agent's role, although

occasionally and subtly directive, is for the most part viewed as best when

it is non-directive in character.

Very little of what comprises the research-and-development and social

interaction views appears in the planned change literature. True, some

elements of the rationality, high initial development costs, and functional

specialization characteristic of the research and development view enter

into what Bennis (1965) termed the applied research approach to change,

perhaps best exemplified by survey feedback activities. For the most part,

however, the predominate organizational development stream has avoided

both this and the social interaction views.

Havelock advances the opinion that each of the three views contains

legitimate and valuable points; each is in some measurt incomplete. He

proposes an integration of the three into a more adequate view of change

as a linkage process. This begins with users' felt needs, but adds to
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them the view that the user must be effectively linked to outside

resources. These resource systems interact with the user system and

with each other in reciprocal ways that involve resource systems'

simulating user processes. From this comes a sequence of events which

go beyond simple problem-solving to the creation of social influence

networks (in our terms, social systems) which persist over time in

problem-solution and problem-prevention. For the change agent, a

variety of possible roles or role components are identified by such a

conceptualization: diagnostician, prescriber, evaluator, system monitor,

and process consultant, to name but a few.

In the second noteworthy piece, Tichy (1974) presents the results

of a questionnaire survey of 91 well-known change agents. This study

must certainly stand as a classic in a sparse field, both for the depth

of its coverage and for its breadth. The author examined the general

change model of the change agents in the sample, a model containing value

(his goals, preferences, and beliefs about ideal change practices),

cognitive (his conceptual roadmap), andichange technolo_qy (his tools and

skills) components.

The findings are rich, varied, and cannot be fully cited here.

Important to our present discussion are the following general conclusions:

(1) There is a fairly substantial socio-political loading in

what change agents advocate;

(2) Incongruity, rather than congruity, among values, actions, anc

cognitions is the most frequent state of affairs;

(3) The organizational developmer.t change agent subset of their

sample reported using a definite (and in some ways limited)
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set of techniques. j4ore than three-fourths of them relied I
upon sensitivity training, team development, and individual

counseling;

(4) The factor that is mest responsible for maintaining incongruity

is overadvoccy., the exaggerated promises and expectations put

in place by the changp agent in order to sell his program in a

competitiv:, billion-dollar-p us consulting industry. Over-

advocacy leads to an avoiding of evaluation, the non-clarifica-

tion in advance of goals and assumptions, and little learning

from feedback concerning success and failure.*

The Change Agent as a Transducer

These pieces of conceptual and empirical work identify for us

several critical aspects of the change agent's role. In functional terms,

the change agent may most clearly be viewed as linking the organization

to knowledge (information) which is, at the outset at least, present in

resource systems which lie outside the organization, in its environment.

The linking task is to scan the environment, locate markers bearing

necessary and useful information, and bring those markers into the

organization, in the process converting the information carried upon them

to other matter-energy forms suitable for Internal transmission.

The picture thus painted Is not that of a catalytic agent whose

purpose is merely to stimulate an effective interpersonal process, with

the grist and capacity for development lying solely within the client

This point has been cast into decision-theory terms, with some rathe-interesting ramifications, by Bowers & Hausser (1974).
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system itself. Instead, he is a transducer--an information link--between

an outside source (the body of relevant knowledge) and the user system.

Taken together, these fundamental assumptions describe a change agent

who will adopt an extensive stance, that is, who will view his task in

systemic terms, treating the whole organization in all of its parts,

rather than a small portion (e.g., at the very top of the power structure).

He will rely upon more, rather than less, instrumentation, and will

attempt to identify from a rigorous diagnosis the real needs of the various

parts of the system, whether these needs are as yet felt by the client or

not. In style, he will in most instances shy away from a purely non-

directive stance. Cognition, in the form of a conceptual map of the

domain clearly stated, validated, and accepted, assumes an early

importance, although not to the exclusion of affective and experiential

elements of knowledge. Throughout all of this, he sees himself as a link

between a body of knowledge and a client system in potential need of its

selective application.

The Transducer Role in System Adaptation

In an earlier chapter it was stated that organizational development

may most appropriately be seen as a problem in system adaptation, a theme

implicit and repeated in much of the material since. Survey-guided

development clearly views it in this way and views the survey itself as

providing a means by which multiple perceptions of behaviors and organi-

zational conditions (the system properties, geared to the model) related

to effectiveness can be gathered, compiled, and compared. In this

connection, one must consider not one, but two, separate input streams

from the survey. One of these input streams consists of the survey

L _ 4
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feedback process itself, in which tabulations of the group's o data,

especially concerning its internal functioning, is used as a spring-

board to the identification, understanding, and solving of problems.

The other consists of a more formal diagnosis, prepared by persons

skilled in multivariate analysis, and focuses on those problem streams

which occur in the system as a whole and which can be seen only by care-

ful comparison of the tabulated data of many groups.

The change agent, as an adjunct person, seems to have no exact

counterpart in manual control problems. The reason for his presence in

organizational development is that a model of organizational functioning

and human behavior is not as simple or programmable as that involved in

manual control. Reading and digesting survey data are not the same as

reading a gauge. Accomplishing an organizational "correction" is much

more complicated than pushing a button or turning a wheel a certain

number of degrees. In most instances the controller in organizational

change--the client group--must be shown what the "gauge" says and how to

read it, and must be guided through the operations of making the desired

changes. The survey discrepancy, properly digested with the aid of the

change agent, both builds the motivation to make the change and indicates

what changes in functioning must occur. However, the change agent helps

the client group learn how to make the necessary changes.

As a transducer, the change agent enters into both the diagnostic

and therapeutic phases of the development effort. During the diagnostic

phase, the model that the change agent presents must be reasonably

complete, predictive, and adequate to provide the client with useful

information. If the model lacks any of these characteristics, the change

agent will be supplying the system with little more thdn noise.
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In addition to having these characteristics, the model must be

presented to the members of the group or organization accurately and

adequately. The issue of acceptance is critical: the best model loses

its value unless it is understood in useful ways by members of the

system. The model and evidence in its support must be presented in such

a manner that acceptance is based upon rational evaluation of the

evidence as well as the experiences and insights of those involved in

the organization. During this activity, the change agent must have the

model clearly in mind, must bi able to present the model and its

evidence clearly, and must also be able to call upon his group process

and related skills to facilitate understandinq and acceptance.

As in any other situation in which the talents and knowledge of one

man are to be made available to assist another, the manner in which that

occurs is, of course, important. In the area of human organizational

development, of all places, it is important that the knowledge be nade

available in a supportive, not a demeaning, fashion; it is not to be

"laid on," ordered into place, or delivered as some form of speech from a

pretentious throne. Skill in patient explanation, in aiding understand-

ing, and in helping the client entities themselves to come to grips with

reality--in short, the whole are extremely important. But the change

agent must have the knowledge of what must be explained, the grasp of

what must be understood, and the comprehension of what that reality is.

In this vein, the change agent facilitates the understanding and

digesting of diagnostically useful information. In the survey-guided

approach, this role involves helping members of the system to understand

better the survey feedback Information. It also may involve a range of
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activities, from a detailed explanation of the meaning and relevance of

certain content areas to helping group members understand information

from the survey in terms of the here-and-now of the feedback meeting

process. In addition, he aids the client group members in setting goals

and formulating action plans for the development effort. In this

activity, as in the others, the change agent may serve both as a source

of information (e.g., suggesting potential actions to be undertaken or

considered) and as a facilitator who focuses upon the group's processes.

The change agent also serves as a transducer in the therapeutic

phase of survey-guided organizational development. Once a diagnosis has

pointed to problem areas in organizational functioning, the change agent

provides a link between scientific knowledge regarding effective methods

of correcting specific problems and the problems exhibited in the

immediate situation. A variety of activities may be undertaken during

this phase. Each has, as its ultimate goal, movement toward the model

of organizational functioning held (after its initial establishment) by

both change agent and clientc.

In part, the snctific type of activity undertaken depends upon the

stage in the tIherapeutic phase. In the early stages, the change agent

is likely tr be involved largely with supplying informational inputs

regarui,,y specific possible activities, helping organizational members

cope with attitudinal shifts, and handling defensive reactions. The

motivation to change created by a discrepancy between the ideal model

and the actual stete of the organization is alone not sufficient to

produce change. Methods of actually accomplishing the change must also

be evident to organizational members. In this respect, the change agent
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In pijrt fulfills his transducer role by informing members of the client

system of the available alternatives.

In later stages, the change agent is often involved with skill

acquisition and perfection by group members. The brand and variety of

potentially necessary skills is large. Problem-solving, giving and

receiving personal feedback, listening, general leadership, goal-setting,

resolving conflict, and diagnosing group processes are but a few of those

which might be cited. The change agent must not only know which skills

are needed, but also must be competent in guiding their acquisition. It

is as a result of this acquisition and perfection of skill that organi-

zational members come to rely less on the change agent and more on

themselves in movement toward the goal.

In addition to the emphasis on skills, the change agent provides and

facilitates informal Intermediate-phase feedback during the therapeutic

phase. For example, he may provide the gruup with feedback in the form

of process comments inserted during or after key intragroup interactions.

He may also facilitate attempts by the members themselves to gather and

understand information regarding their progress toward accepted goals.

Change Agentry and Measurement

An effective approach to the problem of organizational change should

be based upon solid information about how other, more effective organiza-

tions function, since it is from the distillation of information of this

type that an appropriate, "true" model is derived. Information must also

be collected about the nature of the organization to be changed, a

procedure which (in relation to the results of the first) we call
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"diagnosis." Diagnosing problems in the operation of an organization

as a social system requires assessing the operations of all groups, at

all levels, and studying the ways in which they relate to one another.

In fact, the argument can be, and has been, made that the critical

skill in organizational development is diagnosis, getting a good

picture of what an organization is like, what its problems are, and how

they are interrelated, rather than the therapeutic process itself

(Bowers & Norman, 1969).

Taking a medical analogy frum the armed forces, imagine that sick

call In a particular unit was organized so that on Mondays everyone

received antibiotics, on Tuesdays everyone received aspirin, and on

Wednesdays everyone had a blood chemistry check. It would be obvious

nonsense. Yet, when it comes to looking at organizations and trying to

help them solve problems that they have, both company managements and

many change agents trying to help them seem not at all averse to saying

that everyone gets treatment "a," when in fact different sorts of

situations and problems undoubtedly call for different kinds of

applications and solutions.

Too often those responsible for development activities in organiza-

tions make an incorrect diagnosis or no diagnosis at all. Often they

respond to current fads. For example, some other firm may have

adopted a particular organizational development program that is widely

marketed. It sounds interesting, it looks as if it might be appropriate,

and so a company adopts it because it appears to be the thing to do.

This is akin to taking your neighbor's medicine because he is a reputable

person, or because you think the condition you have resembles the
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condition he had. This sort of treatment swapping is as risky in

organizations as it is in medicine.

Thus far we have tried to explain why the undertaking of organiza-

tional change is a complex process, not only involving the sensitivities

and responses of the people in an organization, but also subject to the

personal experience and biases of the change agents themselves. We

believe that the planning of organizational innovation should be science-

based. This means that planned development should not be undertaken

without measurement that is precise, accurate, conceptually sound,

and relevant.

The kinds of measurement needed to be applied to an organization

involve the environment that each group has to work in, the behavior of

managers and subordinates toward each other, the ways each group goes

about accomplishing its missions, and their attitudes about outcomes.

In this light, the proposition put forth by some change consultants that

it doesn't really matter what is measured--as long as there is partici-

pant involvement in the process of measurement--just cannot stand. The

proposition, of course, may be partly true. If measurement and diagnos-

tic skills are equal, it is better to have participant involvement and

the commitment that it generates, but commitment and involvement cannot

substitute for measurement and diagnostic expertise.

Let us illustrate this with a hypothetical situation that potentially

exists quite frequently. Let's assume a company that has, or feels that

it has, problems in the area of working conditions because it has

received a number of chronic complaints about certain characteristics of

the work environment. Let's assume also that we want to identify the

_ _ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___I
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problem that that represents and do something about it. The inappropriate

way to do this would be to acknowledge that they feel they have a problem

in the area of working conditions, promote some involvement in discussion

about these issues, let them arrive at the point where they feel they

need more information--and then simply, as a didactic exercise, ask them

to go out and collect whatever information they feel might be appropriate

to the problem.

The right way to do it, in our view, would be to measure those kinds

of things about an organization that represent how it is functioning

(of which working conditions are one outcome, but not a cause). In that

case, we would obtain an accurate measurement by questionnaire or inter-

view or observation. We would analyze the data that we collected and

see what kinds of behaviors, at what levels of the organization, are

associated with the kinds of decisions that lead to the grumbling that we

have observed. We would probably find that these same kinds of behaviors

and conditions are associated with other things that they are not

currently talking about but have some high potential for disruption and

trouble in the future.

As the illustration suggests, it seems appropriate to break the

development of a strategy for organizational change into a diagnostic

process and a therapeutic process, both of which are cross-related.

Each process may be personal (that is, conducted by a live person) or

instrumented. Each of the cells of this four-fold table identifies a

particular style of change agentry, illustrated in Figure 13.

In Artisanship, the change agent assumes both diagnostic and

therapeutic functions to himself personally. Neither process Is in any
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Figure 13

The Development Process as Two Sub-Processes
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substantial way instrumented. Instead, he relies upon his own Judgment

and command of the field to (a) assess where the situation stands at any

given moment, and (b) provide those events, inputs, or exercises

necessary to further progress the development process.

At first glance, what is here termed Classical Consultation appears

quite similar. As in the first style, the change agent personally

diagnoses the client's situation without using instrumentation to any

substantial degree. He then may recommend a course of treatment, but

he does not personally provide it. In the classic way, he studies the

situation and makes a recommendation.

Directed Therapy provides an instrumented diagnosis, which leads the

diagnostician (which is someone from the client system itself) to a

recommendation for personalized service. It is, in the organizational

development world, the equivalent of the "7 Danger Signals": "If any of

the following appear, consult your local physician."

The Instrumented Package is what its name implies. Both the

diagnosis and the therapy is obtained by instrumented, self-applied

procedures. An analogy could be drawn in this case to the Canadian Air

Force Exercise Manual.

More recent thought and experience suggest that still another role

should be considered in a development operation. Besides the thera-

peutic and diagnc-*ic roles, already described, there should be added

that of Development Design Consultant whose purpose is to receive

information from the other two, merge it with information coming from

research in this area, and add meaning to the whole. In flow terms,

the process would appear as it does in Figure A4.
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Figure 14

Flow of Information Through the Change Role System
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It is at least interesting to conceptualize the ways in which these

three roles converge and diverge at various points in the previous four-

fold table. In that style of change agentry labeled "Artisanship," for

example, only the Design Consultant role remains; the diagnostic and

therapeutic processes are both of unknown Inclusiveness and not at all

instrumented. As such, they dissappear from separate identity.

If both the Diagnostic and Therapeutic processes were absolutely

all-inclusive and totally instrumented, then the third (Design Consult-

ant) role would be unnecessary. This is the case in the "Instrumented

Package," where that third role disappears.

In "Directed Therapy," the Design Consultant and Therapist roles

are personal and merged; the diagnostic function is instrumented and

separate.

In Classical Consultation, the Design Consultant and Diagnostician

r3les are personal and merged; the Therapist function is instrumented

and separate.

How should these functions relate to one another? One rule may be

that the Design Consultant role can be safely combined with either

function when that function is personal. Although this may at first

seem a somewhat startling statement, the reasons for it are not in the

least mysterious. The Development Design Consultant Is the critical

Junction point for the development system; this role combines information

with interpretive skill to add meaning. When either the diagnostic or

therapeutic function is performed by a single individual, without benefit

of instrumentation, and is combined with the design consultant role,

there occurs great risk of bias, that is, that there will result a

diagnosis or a course of therapy which simply fulfills the design
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consultant's predilections, or a design merely consistent with what the

consultant knows how to do best. In this sense, both Directed Therapy

and Classical Consultation are particularly vulnerable combinations,

since they merge Design Consultation with the personal, not the

instrumented, functions.

Where the diagnostic function is highly instrumented, on the other

hand, it can perhaps be safely combined with the Design Consultant role.

Similarly, where the therapy process is highly instrumented, it can be

combined with Design Consultation.

Central to a consideration of the science-vs-art issue is the point

that some change agents enter a system with structure, data and purpose,

whereas others enter only as process observers serving those dealing with

system content. The former have, at least in their heads, an action plan

which they intend to follow (recognizing perhaps that it may have to be

altered en route). The latter have no such specific plan; they have

instead a set of personal and process guidelines which they apply to

situations as those situations unfold. One may, for example, hypothesize

that pre-planners will be more inclined to create their "teachable

moments" (those instances in which participants come face to face with

evidence of the short-comings of present practices, or the possibility

for improvement), whereas process handlers will work only with those that

occur naturally. Pre-planners may also be ordinarily concerned with a

longer time span of client relations than process-handlers, and pre-

planners may make more use of cognitive inputs, whereas process handlers

make more use of affective inputs.

i
I I
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Each of the four approaches just mentioned (Artisanship, Directed

Therapy, Classical Consultation, Instrumented Package) contains a degree

of risk. If an organization chooses a change agent who is essentially

an artisan, what he, just one person, perceives in the organization may

not be correct. The organization risks a wrong diagnosis, and possibly

improper treatment, if he happens to be personally inept.

Furthermore, some agents are directed therapists--they use the same

methods and tools regardless of the situation. With them the organiza-

tion runs the risk of methodological inadequacy in the diagnosis; of

course, these same risks appear in classical consultation.

An organization which turns to packaged self-help programs itself

assumes the perhaps invisible risks of distorting the diagnosis or

inadequately administering the treatment. Furthermore, the person or

persons who designed the package may have been inadequate to the task.

How, then, does the manager protect himself from the personalized

change agent with his own biases, or from the imperfectly drawn

instrument? The law of large numbers suggests that where there are the

greatest number of perceptions and the greatest pooling of skills, there

should be the least risk. By this criterion only, the instrumented

package would appear to be the least risky, whereas agent artistry is

most risky, at least in terms of the likelihood of inaccurate perceptions

and inappropriate prescriptions entering the change process.

We should recognize that the least risky may not be the most pro-

ductive in any particular instance, however. For one thing, the presence

of an identifiable person means that he can handle things which occur
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outside of standardized instrumentation. He can handle rare events and

unique situations and can take into account sequential side effects

which infrequent instrumentation cannot.

In change agentry there is, of course, the possibility that the

area in which the change agent works reflects primarily his own attributes.

He may, for example, work in areas of longstanding personal difficulty,

or alternatively he may work in areas of his own greatest skill and

comfort. In other words, he may work in those areas that cause him the

greatest amount of personal trouble or on those things that cause him the

least amount of personal trouble.

Change agents may also make alternative assumptions about the nature

of organizations. A change agent may, for example, regard organizations

as clusters of rather faceless operatives organized around sets of

"key people." If he does, he probably will adopt very intensive treat-

ments focused about these key people. On the other hand, he may regard

an organization, as we do, as an enduring system which does more to mold

persons who occupy positions in it than do the persons to mold the

organization. If he does, he will probably adopt extensive rather than

intensive treatment strategies.
Economic considerations enter, too. Today at this state of develop-

ment of the profession, there are too few personal change agents to

handle the development needs of all organizations in our society. Using

such people tends to be an expensive proposition. If we are dealing

in the probability of a successful outcome in a large number of instances,

then it is probably more economical to rely upon impersonal, instrumented

techniques than upon personal, direct agent-involverient techniques.
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The Change Agent's Role: a Summary

The view presented here, therefore, is that the change agent's role

is more than that of a catalyst. What is required is more than simply

improved problem-solving or reduced defensiveness, more than simply

stimulating or refocusing helpful processes that are intrinsic to the

user system. Rather, the view that the change agent is an adjunct to

normal transduction processes implies that expertise is certainly added

to referent power in his power base, not accorded the doubtful status

attributed to it by catalytic formulations.

To summarize, conceptualized in transducer terms, the change agent's

role encompases at least the following characteristics, requirements,

and capabilities:

"* Links knowledge to action, resources to users.

"* Works from, and knows well, a model of organiza-
tional functioning and change which is a
reasonably comprehensive portrait of what occurs
in the real world.

"* Knows the body of empirical evidence which
undergirds the model.

"* Knows measurement, its techniques, assumptions,
and limitations. Is aware of the difference
between a controlled and an uncontrolled
observation, between a hunch and a fact.

"• Relies upon tested instrumentation and procedures.

• Converts information (broadly defined) into forms
capable of being circulated inside the user
system.

* Knows how to present the model to users in ways
which are accurate and not generative of
resistance, rejection, and defensiveness.
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* In order to make knowledge available in a
supportive, not a demeaning, manner, he has
group and interpersonal process skills which
he views as means, not as ends in themselves.

* Treats the whole organization as a social
system, in all of its components and subsystems.

* Takes an extensive stance, one which emphasizes
the possible, ultimate usefulness of a wide
variety of activities.

* Is aware of, and takes steps to avoid, over-
advocacy, which a lucrative consulting worldsets as a natural trap for those who lose sight
of their identity as applied scientists.

I

I



Chapter 6

Survey Feedback

Feedback is vital to the adaptation process in any organization.

The information and procedures comprising feedback serve as the basis for

changing organizations in ways which are responsive to needs for improved

functioning, and ultimately, survival. The form and content of feedback

varies with the type of organization and the sophistication of the feedback

procedure. Most typically, however, organizations periodically receive

indications of the quantity and quality of outputs (i.e., goods or services),

the acceptance of outputs (i.e., demands for goods or services), and costs

associated with the production of such outputs (i.e., number of units

produced or amount of service rendered for given amounts of inputs).

Although such data often provide interesting indicators of organizational

performance, they are seldom of particular value in OD efforts. The lack

of utility stems both from their focus (i.e., system outputs rather than

throughput processes) and the fact that they represent end products indica-

tive of the results of many conditions and events which existed in the past

but not necessarily in the present or future.

On the other hand, survey feedback, as it exists in organizational

development, relies upon information generated from organizational members

and focuses mainly upon throughput processes which precede and affect out-

puts and which can be altered more directly than organizational outputs.

More specifically, survey-guided development relies upon information

responses from organizational members describing the functioning of the

organization and of specific sub-units (i.e., departments, work groups,

Preceding page blank 131
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individuals) in accordance with :he concepts and the model set forth in the

second chapter.

Although survey feedback is not a recent development, little has been

written describing it and conseqJently, confusion exists regarding its form

and its potential utility in organizational development. It should be

emphasized that survey feedback is more than the simple retirn of aggregated

data. Properly employed, survey feedback is an integral part of a develop-

ment effort involving extensive preparation of organizational members both

to enhance an understanding of the data and to ensure that the data are

utilized to minimize risks and maximize gains tc individuals and the organi- J

zation as a whole. In short, survey feedback represents one important but

only a single part of a multifaceted organizational development effort.

Perhaps the most common misconception about survey feedback pivots upon

the failure to distinguish the process and what it represents from the data

and what they represent. For the unwary, a rush to action based upon this

misconception all too often results in damage to the recipient and disil-

lusionment for both the recipient and the purveyor. Survey feedback is a

relatively complex (,uidance method which draws upon the device of the

questionnaire survey to upgrade and make more complete, rational, and

adequate a process inherent in social organizations.

The Nature of Feedback

At the root of survey feedback, as with any guidance device, are

several fairly fundamental properties: (1) purposiveness, (2) a flow of

events through time, and (3) periodic discrepancies of what occurs from

what was desired or intended. The first of these refers to the perhaps

obvious fact that "feedback" in the absence of some aim, objective, target,

or purpose is meaningless. The recitation of stock market quotations may
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be eminently meaningful to a broker or to an investor eagerly or anxiously

anticipating his gains or losses; it has no meaning for a person who has

no stake in it, does not understand it, and for whom it is simply "feed"

(i.e., noise). Similarly, unorganized data concerning various aspects of

organizational functioning (e.g., communications, leadership, satisfaction)

so often passed off as survey feedback in development efforts are received

with confusion and indifference because, to the recipients, such information

is simply noise. What is lacking is a prior understanding of the concepts

which the data represent and a framework for organizing the data.

The second basic property points to what must be implicit in the term

"feedback," namely that a number of events occur sequentially across time.

They flow from an action by the potential recipient to an end-state

about which he hopefully gets information on how well the sequence has gone.

This is represented by the cause/effect sequences described by the model of

organizational functioning. The events are described in terms of a causal

flow including causal and intervening variables in the throughput sector which

result in individual, group, and, ultimately, system outputs.

The third fundamental condition simply states that for feedback to be

useful (i.e., to result in mid-course corrections), one must assume that

some difference or discrepancy exists from time to time between what has been

desired or intended and what has actually occurred. The need is for a gap

between two states which serves as a basis for motivating movement from

current to improved levels of performance.

Building upon these three basic properties, one is able to distinguish

feedback from other forms of information input. Information which is novel

and extraneous to accepted purposes, while potentially quite useful, is

different from feedback. Information which refers to events now complete
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and not likely to recur is not feedback and, for guidance purposes, is as

likely to be without value as is information which conveys no difference

from what was intended (i.e., leads to no action).

Descriptive or Evaluative Feedback

As a somewhat more concrete level, much is often made in interpersonal

settings of the value of providing feedback that is descriptive, rather than

evaluative. To the extent that this percept refers to avoiding the debilitat-

ing effects of threat and punishment, one can only concur. Both research and

experience indicate that fear, resentment, and excessive anxiety at best can

be counterproductive, at worst paralyzing and highly destructive.

However, this is a different genre of issue from that which arises if

one insists that feedback, when provided, must be unconnected to value

judgments of goodness and badness, usefulness, desirability, and the like.

In fact, the heart of any feedback process is precisely that: a reading,

returned to the actor, on how well or how poorly things are going in relation

to what has been done. In this sense, feedback (including survey feedback)

is evaluative.

The highly desirable property of descriptiveness is therefore determined

not by the extent to which it avoids evaluations (it does not and cannot),

but by the extent to which it encompasses in its message information about

the flow of events leading to the outcome. As such, it must be connected, in

a way clearly understood, accepted, and believed by the actor, to a model of

those events which includes cause-effect relationships.

In form, it is built around the notion that if the actor does A, it

results in B, which in turn produces C. Although feedback that lets the

actor know only that he has not attained in his most current attempt(s) the
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desired state of C certainly possesses some utility, feedback that tells

him as well that his A was inappropriate, or that it did not lead to a

sufficient B, permits him to revise his actions and perhaps the model itself

on something more than a trial-and-error basis. It is in this sense that

another property commonly felt to be desirable in feedback--that it be

helpful--reflects a great deal of truth. However, helpfulness resides more

in what the feedback permits the actor to do constructively than in the

demeanor or tone of the purveyor.

Turning to the specific case of survey feedback, the substance of these

points is that it must:

* be built around a model which has a maximum likelihood of being

correct (that is, around principles of behavior and organization

derived and verified scientifically as appropriate to the

situation);

* be clearly tied, through this model, to outcomes which are

positively valued; (that is, the throughputs described in the

model must be shown to have relation to individual or organiza-

tional outcomes); and

*provide a return of model-valid information relevant to more

than merely the outcomes of the process represented by the model.

Previous Endorsement of Model

Finally, an obvious corollary is that the principles, ideas, and

concepts which make up the model must be accepted and endorsed by the actor

before, not merely after, receipt of the information intended as feedback.

A survey feedback operation launched without this prior acceptance, but in

the hope that the information fed back will itself be persuasive, is
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foredoomed to failure for those same reasons mentioned in the earlier stock

market quotations illustration: The input will be meaningless and therefore

rejected. Where the principles and concepts contained in the model and

operationalized in the survey are not understood or accepted in advance, the

leader, change agent, or facilitator is well advised to proceed no further

until, by training or planned experience, the understanding and acceptance

has been implanted. In survey-guided development this implantation occurs

through participation in training sessions ("Concepts Training") which

combine informational inputs, experiential exercises, and role playing

techniques to provide participants with both a cognitive and affective

understanding of the model.

The Character and Quality of Data for Survey Feedback

Understanding the causal sequences--let alone measuring them--involves

us in an immediate paradox. If we say, for example, that A causes B, we

have to assume two mutually contradictory things: that both A and B occurred

at exactly the same point in time (since no event can be caused by something

that it is not in contact with), and that A must have preceded B (since a

cause must occur before its effect). In everyday life, we solve this

problem by storing large numbers of connected A o B events and looking at

them for sqTe period of time.

The sdme practice holds true for the survey. In describing in a

questionnaire the behavior of their leader, the behavior of their fellow

members, or the conditions present in the larger organization of which their

group is a part, respondents summarize a large number of specific acts and

events, some of which have caused others. The picture which results in the

tabulated data, although taken at one point in time, is a composite
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photograph of the person, group, and/or organization as it has persisted

over some period of weeks or months. By the changes observed in the picture

from one administration and feedback to the next, movement is depicted in

much the same ways as in a motion picture.

Accuracy of the Picture

The accuracy of the resulting picture depends upon the care which goes

into those several aspects of the process and upon the instrument which

reflects their design: the accuracy and adequacy of the body of principles

and concepts upon which both the model and the instrument have been built

(are they the result of rigorous research, or of armchair extractions from

experience?); the reliability and validity of the questionnaire instrument

and its measures (does it measure dependably and accurately what it purports

to measure?); and the conditions under which the data are collected (trust,

confidence, care, and clarity of procedures).

Beyond the conventional indicators of validity, the procedure employed

in survey feedback relies upon the consensual validation implicit in collect-

ing multiple perceptions of the same events from several persons. Those who

view and report about the same phenomenon should substantially agree in

their perception and differ from other persons perceiving other events.

Perception of Threat

Confidentiality of individual responses also plays a considerable role

in the validity question. Organizational development employing survey feed-

back procedures is seldom undertaken in other than hierarchical organizational

settings. The differences in positions, roles, status, and power which this

fact implies makes respondents vulnerable in some respect to being held

accountable in punitive terms for having expressed themselves. If the threat
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is real, and applicable to the majority of respondents, the facilitator's

attempt to use survey feedback to develop constructive problem-solving

obviously faces a situation of model nonacceptance.

However, more comeon, and in some ways critical, is the real perception

of an unreal threat, and it is this anxiety which the confidential treatment

of individual responses helps allay. Even though it is obvious to respondents

that some handful of personal background items could identify them, there is

considerable reassurance in not having to place names upon questionnaires.

"Taking attendance," scrutinizing a respondents' questionnaires, peering

over shoulders are similarly to be avoided.

Observing these cautions, together with aggregating data across all

respondents in the group and into sunimary indices geared to the group's

size (a mean response preserves confidentiality in small groups, whereas a

percentage spread does not), helps guarantee that the results will be truly

consensually valid and reasonably free from distortions attributable to a

threatened position.

A Representation of Reality

What results from the data, of course, is a representation in abstract

symbols (numbers) of the organizational reality in which respondents live.

Events have been sunmarized by each respondent across some period of time

considered to be appropriate, translated by the survey into numbers, and

summarized in the tabulation across all members of the group. Their sub-

sequent ability, in the feedback process, to translate this back into a

common experience base about which joint conclusions can be drawn depends

upon the clarity and concreteness of the original questionnaire items.

Clear, concrete, descriptive items are more readily converted in the
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discussion back into clear, concrete examples than are fuzzy, abstract ones.

It is precisely this translation-summarization-conversion process, resulting

in a shared view of problems and strengths, which lies at the heart of

survey feedback's pay-off potential.

Critical Aspects of the Feedback Process

The usefulness of the survey data depends as much upon the nature of the

feedback process as upon the character and quality of the actual data.

Although a complete treatment would involve a consideration of specific

aspects of this process, we will focus at present upon only four additional

major issues: (1) the role of a resource person in the process; (2) the

pre-existing role relationships of persons in the groups; (3) feedback

sequencing for groups at different hierarchical levels within social systems;

and (4) the place and value of the survey feedback process. j
Effectively done, survey feedback is a complex process requiring special

knowledge and skills. Its success depends largely upon the ability of the

individuals involved to understand and subsequently use the data as the basis

for altering conditions and behaviors. In most cases the recipients of

survey feedback require the help of a resource person who provides expertise

and skill in several areas and who serve as a link between these persons

and those other resources (e.g., knowledgeable persons) which serve as a

potential energy source for the group's development.

The Resource Person's Role

The resource person's expertise must include an understanding of

organizational processes and techniques of data aggregation and statistical

analyses. In addition, this person must be skilled in helping the

recipients understand and use the feedback data constructively. Abilities
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related to these functions include those of formulating meaningful pictures

of social interactions on the basis of quantitative information and inter-

acting with individuals and groups to facilitate the constructive use of

the data.

It should by now be apparent that the resource person's role is not an

easy one. To be useful to the process, he must know the group's data

thoroughly prior to any feedback-related contact with its members or its

leader. Only a thorough grounding in data analysis and interpretation can

provide this skill. and only extensive practice can perfect it. In the

group's discussion, he must be able to distinguish the eldboration and

refinement of otherwise tabulated reality from the frequently exciting, but

7. obfuscating, attempts by the group to provide the consultant with what it

is they think he wants to hear and work with. He must be able to intervene

in the process to keep it on trick with the model and with what he knows

represents a profitable course for the group. Yet he must do so in ways that

avoid his being perceived as "laying it on." telling them what to do, or

solving their problems for them.

Group-Member Relationships

Through all of this, the resource person must remember that the feedback

group meeting or training session is an artificial setting for the group's

members. The fact that, in survey feedback, they are and ordinarily have been

for some time imbedded in a network of relationships, roles, and functions

means that, for them, the greater part of their organizational reality exists

outside that setting and is more closely aligned to the data than to the

process which he has stimulated.
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It is for these reasons that it has been suggested that feedback is

most profitably carried out within the context of work groups consisting

of a supervisor and all persons reporting to that supervisor (Mann, 1961;

Neff, 1965; Miles et al., 1969). The preparation of the supervisor for

subsequent meetings involving all group members is quite important to the

overall success of the feedback process. This is emphasized by Alderfer

and Ferriss (1972): "Our experience was very consistent with Mann's [1957]

view that the reaction of the superior in the group is crucial in detennin-

ing how the rest of the group reacts to the feedback" (p. 241). Only after

adequate preparation concerning the meaning of the data and appropriate

behaviors for the group feedback session can the supervisor, who must lead

the group session, be expected to cope constructively with the stresses

and strains of meeting with subordinates.

"Waterfall" Design

Although this latter principle is extended by some to augur for what

is known as a "waterfall" design of survey feedback (beginning the process

at a subordinate echelon only after it is complete in several sessions at

the echelon above), this would appear to be an unnecessary elaboration.

The modeling, which is pr-..i ed to be an advantage, seems in fact to be less

important than the reassurance which is provided by having had an exposure

as a subordinate in the group above. This seems to be largely accomplished

during the first or early session. Adhering to a "top-down" design, yet

pushing to as nearly simultaneous feedback to all levels as possible, would

appear from experience and such evidence as exists to be an optimal

strategy.

r. . 1
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Staggs of the Feedback Process

The initial step in the group feedback meeting involves a familiariza-

tion with the tabulated data which summarize the group members' responses

from the survey. The data are usually presented to group members from the

supervisor in the form of written and verbal summarizations. Quite often

the supervisor will introduce the meeting by recounting the total development

effort and specifically emphasizing the role and purpose of the survey

feedback activities. After distributing copies of the data in numeric and

graphic form, the supervisor assisted as needed by the change agent, solicits

conments from group members concerning the meaning of the data. Special

attention is given to particularly low scores indicative of problem areas.

The primary task during the early stages of these sessions is to gain an

understanding of the meaning of these data by examining specific behaviors

and conditions reflected in the numeric abstractions.

Thus, group members are enc.uraged to suggest specific common events

which serve to illustrate and clarify the meaning of the survey data.

Once the transition from the numbers to specific conditions and

behaviors has been accomplished, problem statements are formulated. Because

of a tendency to focus upon problems caused by others or problems over

which group members have no direct control, problems are usually classified

within two separate categories. The first includes factors external to the

group (often identified in discussions focusing upon organizational climate),

and the second consists of areas largely within the influence of the group

(usually arising from a focus on leadership and group process areas).

The first list is passed along from the group's supervisor up the organization

to higher levels for solution. The second list serves as the focus for

problem solving within the group.
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Throughout this process the supervisor moderates the discussion and

keeps a record of key points. This is often accomplished by posting

issues such that they can be viewed by all group members. The change-agent

serves to correct and clarify issues regarding data collection, organization,

and presentation. When appropriate, the change-agent may also provide

inputs to establish motivating gaps and to generally facilitate the

process of the sessions.

Once problems have been identified, they are sorted out and problem

solving activities begin. The sorting process involves ranking the problems

in order of importance and ease of solution. It is important that the

group experience early successes in their problem solving attempts. Such

early successes are needed to convince group members that they have some

control over their functioning and to motivate them to attack additional

problems. In fact, the process of identifying problems almost always

results in immediate solutions to some problems which have arisen because

of misunderstandings or the lack of readily available information. As

initial problems are solved, energies of the group become focused on other

problems generated from the survey feedback sessions or arising as a result

of subsequent chantges.

At the end of each session, the group may focus attention upon its

process and suggest improvements for future meetings. The change-agent

usually guides this procedure at least until group members gain experience

and expertise in this area. After each session, the change-agent and

supervisor often discuss the events of the meeting and the change-agent

provides feedback to the supervisor regarding the effects of his behavior

upon the group's processes.
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The Place and Value of Survey Feedback

The point has been made that the survey feedback process ordinarily

is attempted within complex social systems. This point cannot be overstressed;

it is this fact, principally among others, which ordinarily complicates

even further an already complicated process. Survey feedback is a method,

procedure, or technique representing but one element of survey-guided

development which encompasses, in addition to survey feedback, the use

of survey data to diagnose the organization as a functioning social system;

it also establishes the proper sequencing of inputs--determined through

diagnosis--of a (nonfeedback) informational, skill, and structural-change

variety.

A person proposing to move, as a facilitator or change-agent, into a

survey-guided development effort cannot hope to do so without first

understanding the processes of survey feedback.



Chapter 7

The Evaluation of System Interventions

If change is adapiation, and the view expressed here is that it is,

then it is inherently evaluative. It is evaluative precisely because

initial movement is but the latest in a continuous series of purposeful

moves over time, each dependent upon assessing present location and its

distance from a target.

Despite this, many development programs begin, endure, and end

without anything remotely resentblying a decent evaluation. In this present

chapter, we shall explore some fundamental notions about evaluation,

- together with issues concerning criteria, methods, and the utilization of

the kno:ledge which evaluation produces.

Some Basic Concepts*

An earlier chapter discussed in some detail our view of the organiza-

tion as a social system. As such, it may be thought of as importing

energy from the environment, transforming it into goods or services which

are then exported into the environment, to be exchanged for renewed

inputs. In form, it constitutes an input-throughput-output process. In

the most general sense, therefore, organizational development concerns

itself with providing additional or alternative inputs calculated to

alter the throughput process in such a way as to generate additional

outputs per unit of input.

For a more complete discussion of some of the issues in this section,
see Anderson, et al. (1975)

145
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This means that organizational development must begin with the

greatest possible understanding of (a) how the throughput process works

in organizations in general, and (b) how the throughput process of the

organization to be developed is working specifically. Thus systemic

organizational development becomes a procedure of attending, not only to

the direct effects of an intervention (alternative inputs) upon the

immediate segment of the system which it impinges, but also to its

secondary, tertiary, etc. effects upon the more remote parts.

Strictly speaking, an intervention is appropriate only when the

algebraic sum of its effects, both direct and derivative, upon immediate

and remote segments, add positively to the ultimate output/input ratio of

the organization. Of course, fulfilling this ideal in practice exceeds

the state of present knowledge and capability. Still, the organizational

development scientist who espouses a systemic view attempts to come as

close as humanly possible to meeting this criterion in the design of what

he does.

To evaluate means to assess or to determine the worth of something.

While evaluations may be undertaken which contain little or no future

relevance (e.g., one might "evaluate" the role and importance of an

historical figure upon the politics of his time, with little or no direct

thought to its present-day consequences), in most contemporary evaluations

the future is of considerable direct importance. This is particularly

true in conjunction with interventions in social systems, for which the

connotation is decidedly contemporary, and some decision process is

always implicit.
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Customarily viewed, an evaluation may be summative (geared to an

assessment of overall outcomes and to a decision to continue or terminate

a development effort) or formative (intended for providing feedback for

program improvement, in order to choose among possible modifications).

Summative evaluation is perhaps most congruent with an engineering

model of the prooess, a model which focuses upon differences in output
and input, often from a cost-benefit viewpoint. As such, it usually

provides enough information to assess overall. worta or impact (and may

in this fashion be useful to decisions about whetVer to continue an effort

in its present form, replicate it in other locations, etc.) but insuf-

ficient information for developing or revising the effort itself.

h Formative evaluation, on the other hand, is a more complex paradigm,

one more congruent with what [,as been labelled a medical model of evalua-

* tion. According to this view, evaluation should focus, not only upon

inputs and outcomes, but upon process and context as well. The evaluation

of any treatment should include an assessment of a broad array of

characteristics of the organism and its environment, not just reported

symptoms. As a process, it should go beyond simply estimating the size of

effects to an investigation of the processes that produced the effects,

to permit rational and constructive modification of them. It is also

important in this paradigm that possible side effects be monitored.

Clearly, such an evaluation procedure calls for careful consideration

of a wide array of facets of any development effort. It is essentially a

call for a systems analysis, one requiring comparative, longitudinal data

and multivariate procedures (precisely because human behavior is complex

and multiply caused). The data employed must meet appropriate criteria
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of objectivity, reliability, and validity, moreover. Stated in this

fashion, sumnative and formative evaluation seem to be quite different.

Indeed, the:, are quite different operationally. Conceptually, however,

the difference may be more one of time and generality than of intrinsic

substance.

These points are explored quite nicely by Blalock & Blalock (1959)

in their discussion of the general problem of applying system analysis in

the social sciences. They cite Trimmer (1950) who more than a quarter

century ago observed that the customary mode of thought in many of the

sciences is to think of something a being done to something b, which in

turn does yet another something c. He used the terms "forcing,"

"system," and "response" to indicate the postulated relationships

(See Figure 15).

Of course, systems interact, and a somewhat more complex arrangement

is that in which the response (output) of one system is the forcing

(input) for another system. In addition, one may think of a larger

system, made up of some number of smaller, interacting systems. Blalock

& Blalock have in fact illustrated this arrangement much as it is displayed

in Figure 16.

When we examine the properties of System A in this figure, we may do

any or all of the followinq:

1. Look at measures which summarize individual properties
of the "little" systems a and b (e.g., frequency
distributions of things internal to each, like
attitudes of members).

2. Look at measures which reflect interactions between
the two "little" systems (e.g., the extent of their
cooperation or competition, how events stemming from
one affect the other, etc.).
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Figure 15

Science's Customary View of Events
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Figure 16
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3. Look at measures which reflect the individual behavior
(responses) of the two "little" systems (e.g., the
output of each, cost performance for each, etc.)

Returning to the difference between summative and formative evalua-

tion, one perspective is that a summative approach treats a large system

(such as A), which itself contains a number of component processes (such

as a and b) as if it does not contain them. It does not look at the

properties of the larger system (such as A), but at that larger system's

forcing and responses, i.e., at what was inputted and outputted.

Much as the diagram indicates, the objectives of any development

effort are sequential, multiple, and multi-leveled; that is, they range

from the more specific, concrete, and immediate to the more general,

abstract, aggregated, and ultimate. The more complex the system, the

longer the loop involved. Moreover, true long-run effects may be

obscured by short-run events. This is one source of erroneous feedback;

it also constitutes an important reason why organizational development

in complex systems really cannot be done reliably without objective

measurement. For example, it may be that an "all is well" message which

a system receives is erroneous. All is not well, but the model

and ideal which are in place are so bad in themselves that behavior

congruent with them produces results which, though truly poor, are

expected. Lacking objective measurement, no corrective exists, and, like

the proverbial laboratory frog, the system may be "boiled alive" before

it realizes that anything is amiss.

An organizational development effort, therefore, is not a discrete

event, but a series of events which interact over time. For those

designing and implementing the intervention, targets are both ultimate
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and immediate. Which Is which is defined largely by the boundaries of

the organization in which it is proposed that the intervention occur.

Ultimate targets lie at the "far" or output boundary, while imnmudiate

targets lie at the "near" or input boundary of the stream.

Note should also perhaps be taken of certain other facts involved in

systems analysis. As stated by Hagen (1961), these are:

1. The elements or properties of a system are presumed
to vary in magnitude and are for this reason
called "variables."

2. Variation implies, at least in principle, measura-
bility; a characteristic that cannot be measured
cannot be considered rationally as a variable.
(However, at any given time the existing state of
measurement technology may permit no more than
nominal scaling.)

3. Although any system in real life which interacts
with its environment is an "open" system, when we
analyze them we treat all systems as "closed."
That is, we assume that, at the point of measure-
ment, only inputs that were previously in place
from the environment are reflected (i.e., the
system is not changing during analysis). We may,
however, open a system up to change and measure
the effect once more at a given time point. In
this sense, our analysis is analogous to studying
frames of a motion picture.

Criterion Issues Concerning Evaluation

Defined as it is in terms of boundaries, the "ultimate" criterion

of success for an organizational development effort concerns events on

the far, or output, side of the system. Stated as additions to output

for the same amount of input (and by extension, the reduction of the

amount of resources which must be consumed in maintaining an ineffec-

tive throughput process), the purpose of a development effort is the

enlarging of the capacity of the organization to do its "work"
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(i.e., whatever it is that it "does"). A basic dimensionality seems at

least in part to be obvious and implicit in this definition. There is,

first of all, some measure of the volume of such "work" that is done.

One is ordinarily not concerned about straight volume, however; in this

sense, sheer volume is a nonsensical criterion of effectiveness. That

a large bicycle manufacturer produces thousands of machines and Joe's

Bike Shop dozens does not necessarily make the former thousands of times

more effective than the latter (although it may in fact be so). On the

contrary, a large producer may be in the process of going bankrupt,

while a small-time competitor makes a fortune. There are, of course,

times (e.g., World War II) when volume alone is important. But in most

instances volume in relation to something else is preferred. For example,

volume divided by the nunbr of employed persons would be a better

indicator than volume alone. That, however, is still not acceptable,

since one may imagine a manager who succeeds in producing as many units

of product with more people wrno are less skilled and in toto less costly

than his counterpart in the next department who is able to produce the

same number of units with somewhat fewer persons, all of them at a much

higher skill level and a far greater total cost. A much better indicator

is volume in relation to some expected level, standard, or capacity.

The cost of doing the "work" is another basic dimension. Cost alone

is also nonsensical, however. Cost is absolutely higher when more work

is done, nil when no work is done at all. Here, as before, it is cost in

relation to some level or standard that is important, ordinarily a

volume standard.
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Quality, another basic dimension of work, similarly stands not alone,

but in relation to the others. One is ordinarily not interested in devis-

ing an organization capable of producing only one absolutely perfect unit,

regardless of cost, but an organization capable of producing as many units

as possible of the highest possible quality at the lowest possible cost.

Although different organizations may establish different cut-off

points for acceptability on volume, cost, or quality, reflecting different

patterns of internal need and external requirements, it does seem at

least possible that one might consider some standard array of effective-

ness (output) indicators to include:

1. Volume of "work" as a per cent of capacity, or
alternatively as a per cent of schedule;

2. Cost per unit of "work";

3. (Quality x Volume), divided by total cost.

All other dimensions would then enter as criteria of organizational

development efforts o for either of two reasons:

a. They are precursors of one or more of these measures;
for example, absenteeism is costly; dissatisfaction
leads to costly turnover, etc., or

b. Those responsible for the effort have erroneously
declared their purpose to be development of a
system at one level of aggregation, when in fact
the purpose is development of a system at another
level.

Those familiar with the field will perhaps react with some dismay at

the fact that this formulation relegates to second-class status as

criteria of organizational eff.-ctiveness such "people" measures as

"identity," "satisfaction," "morale," and "revitalization." In some cases

these characteristics reflect the individual person as a system and are
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perfectly appropriate for defining the "work" of such a system. In other

instances the characteristics listed may be reflective of the effective-

ness of that super-system known as "society." If they are, it is because

we adhere to a set of humanistic values and define society's "work" at

least in part in these terms. It is equally possible, however, that,

even at this level, these effective criteria are of a second order of

importance--that "people" measures are important because unhappy,

alienated, dissatisfied, and hostile or apathetic persons are a costly

drag upon society's progress and achievement.

In those terms employed earlier in conjunction with Figure 14, when

the organization is the system and individuals or groups systems within

it, it is appropriate to examine as part of an evaluation effort the

properties of the component or "little" systems (individuals or groups),

but it is not appropriate to assess changes in the larger system's

functional effectiveness solely in terms of those properties.

An evaluation strategy which was thus "results" or goal-attainment

oriented might focus solely upon the system's output thus defined, and

from a summative viewpoint produce an adequate evaluation. As might be

expected, others have recommended that attention be paid (though not

necessarily limited) to the input and throughput processes. Yuchtman &

Seashore, for example, suggest that the jnpu4t process be stressed in

determining effectiveness:

We propose, accordingly, to define the effectiveness of
an organization in terms of its bargaining position, as
reflected in the ability of the organization, in either
absolute or relative terms, to exploit its environment
in the acquisition of scarce or valued resources. (1967)
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Bennis (1962) rounds out the array of possibilities by suggesting

that throughput--the functional characteristics of the system--provide a

primary criterion of organizational effectiveness.

In each instance, obviously, literally accepting criteria at the

recommended stage, and that stage only, would provide an inadequate basis

for evaluating an intervention. For formative purposes, one must be

certain that the intervention (input) did what it claims or intended to

have done. Since its intended impact was presumably upon one or more

aspects of organizational functioning, that too must be measured and the

impact analyzed. Completing the chain, it was intended that the inter-

vention's ultimate effects appear at the far boundary in the form of

altered (enhanced) output. That too must therefore be measured and

analyzed to determine whether changes there stem from postulated changes

at the level of system functioning (throughput). To the extent that the

chain appears to hold, we may be reassured that the intervention was

successful. By assessing the entire chain in detail, we may locate

slippages and inefficiencies in the process, feed those back, and thereby

constructively modify the intervention in succeeding time frames.

Data Collection Methods and System Processes: An Evaluation Paradigm

A systems model of evaluation originally described in the work of

Baker & Schulberg (1973) can be extended and adapted to the instance of

systems interventions of an organizational development type. Combining

systemic processes with data collection modalities, we have the lattice

presented in Figure 17.
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Figure 17

An Evaluation Paradigm for Systems Interventions
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For each modality, in relation to each systemic process, it is well

to keep in mind the nature of acceptable data for evaluation purposes.

Such data should be:

Objective - that is, they should be replicatable, "public,"

and relatively free from the self-serving

proclivities of participants;

Reliable - internally consistent (rather than stable, as an

alternative definition of reliable, since it's

change we're evaluating): had we had many

measures of this same thing, the degree of

certainty that we would have obtained the same

result;

Valid - that is, the measures should be tapping whatever

it is that they are supposed to measure:

Practical - in other words, obtainable without difficult,

expensive, or time-consuming procedures;

Useful - that is, productive of understandable results

within the affectable lifespan of the program

being evaluated.

Input evaluation - Any of the four modalities could conceivable be

used to measure what in fact transpired during the input (intervention)

process. Members of the organization could, for example, receive

questionnaires which ask for descriptions of, or reactions to, events

that transpired during the intervention stage. Although interventions

characteristically encompass many separate events, each capable of being

tapped in a questionnaire, with the possibility that respondents could
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become "questionnaired to death," it is in principle possible to obtain

information of the type required by giving questionnaires to participants,

to change agents, or to both. Participants and change agents might

similarly be interviewed, their responses recorded, coded, and tabulated.

Observation is also possible, although the presence of a human observer

is not necessarily required (video or audio tape recording also constitutes

"observation"). Finally, documents might be retrieved from the files

concerning attendance, problems or issues reported or discussed, events

which emerged from the intervention, or reports by change agents.

Applying the criteria listed earlier, we can say that, while obser-

vation is the most objective of the four modalities, it is the least

practical, and its reliability and validity are both questionable. The

p ,:ticality of this modality in relation to this issue is limited by the

necessity of in fact recording events as they occur (rather than via a

";ummarizer," such as the respondent). Thus, monitoring must be ongoing,

at least on a sample basis, for as long as the period being assessed

endures. Since organizationel development interventions typically take

hours or even days, have appended events which occur between formal

sessions, and are joined in complex sequences over a period of months,

the number of observations to be recorded, coded, and content analyzed is

truly staggering. Some progress is currently being made in time-sampling

audio tapes for this purpose, but the procedure remains rather costly

and cumbersome.

-4
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Questionnaires are to be challenged for related reasons. Collecting

data concerning the interventions themselves in the detail and at the

level desired would require the administration of forms over and over

and over again (e.g., following each "session"). For busy and involved

participants, let alone overworked change agents, the frustration

potential in such an exercise would be debilitating. Furthermore, unless

the questionnaires were collected in face-to-face, group administrations,

it would be unlikely that they would in fact be completed and made

available.

Because interventions and the organizational development activities

which they represent are temporary additional inputs to th1e system, it

is unlikely that records and documents relevant to the information needs

of evaluating the intervention will in fact be found in the normal

record-keeping system. In addition, the development effort is itself

likely to be sufficiently demanding (and perhaps expensive) that it

prohibits the establishment of special, augmenting, information systems.

Documentation thus declines in promise as a potential source of informa-

tion.

Interviews, periodically and with both change agents and a sample

of participants, are both feasible, economical, and productive, however.

While objectivity is somewhat reduced, coming as the data do from those

who are highly involied in the process and its outcome, what is gained

seemingly outweighs the disadvantage. Multiple readings (measures) can

be obtained and internal consistency assessed; construct validity can

be tested, at least; and the results can be both useful and practically

obtained.
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To summarize, interviews--of a "debriefing" sort--have proved

Spractical, reliable, reasonably valid, quite useful, and sufficiently

objective for the purposes presently in mind. Indirect observational

techniques (audio tape in particular) is also quite effective, although
I

less practical. Questionnaires are perhaps only slightly more promising

than documentation, and neither (in the authors' experience) is a high

probability-of-success alternative.

Throughput evaluation - an assessment of the functioning of the

system requires masses of data, from a large nunmber of respondents,

collected with minimum expense, and processed quickly. No other measure-

ment modality approaches the questionnaire in satisfying these criteria.

True, the participants may filter their responses through their eyes and

aims, and objectivity may suffer somewhat--our experience and evidence

suggests that, with care and mieasurement design sophistication, this

tendency is minimal--but a compensating gain occurs. Those who provide
the data are maximally faoiliar with both events and their meaning,

behaviors and their historical context. Interviews may be as reliable,

valid, and no less objective, but great expense is encountered in

interviewing everyone in the organizavion, coding the results, and finally

tabulating and analyzing findings. Furthermore, the time consumed in

doing so may well make the product no longer useful (events will have

passed it by). Documentation--for example, assessing organizational

functioning by the rontent analysis of memoranda and correspondence--is

possible, although Ledious, time-consuming, and more costly than inter-

viewing. Finally, observation is relatively undesirable because each

act must be observed by a numbier of observers to attain equal reliability,
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and the whole must go on for years to attain the same degree of v~lidity

represented by participants' questionnaire responses.

In order of attractiveness, therefore, for measuring organizational

functioning (throughput) the four modalities would, in our judgment,

rank from the questionnaire (most desirable) to interview, documentation,

and observation, in that order.

Output evaluation - it is for evaluating this process that documenta-

tion attains its most useful rating. Record-keeping systems--management

informition systems in general, in fact--are designed principally to

provide output documentation. True, the data may not be aggregated by

the in-place procedure in ways that would be most readily useful to the

evaluation of a system intervention, but they are there and in principle

available. Questionnaires and interviews also have some usefulness in

this regard; for all of their disadvantages and presumed lack of objec-

tivity, rating scales and performance appraisals are often readily

available. Observation--the counting and tabulating of output--is, of

course, possible, but seems relatively inefficient, especially since the

lag time factor practically guarantees that the outcome effects of any

intervention will be distribu-ted over a period of weeks or months, and

that the exact dates can only roughly be predicted in advance.

Combining all of these, one might conclude that, at the present

writing and state of the science, interventions themselves--the "input"

to organizational development--are perhaps best measured by periodic

debriefing interviews with change agents and participants, in some

degree supplemented by indirect observation (e.g., by the content

analysis of audio or video tapes on a time-sample basis). Organizational
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functioning--the throughput process in this instance--can best be

assessed by questionnaire, perhaps supplemented by interviews on some

sample basis. Effectiveness--the output process--is best measured by

documentation, perhaps supplemented by those rating scales and forms

that, in this instance, comprise a "questionnaire" modality.

Through all of this, the suggestion of Baker & Schulberg (1973)

that the strategy ought be one of multiple operationism is excellent

advice. Each modality is to some extent method-bound; by basing our

observations upon more than a single modality, each within at least

some reasonable limits of practicality and usefulness, the results are

more likely to be valid, reliable, and objective.

The Utilization of Evaluation

In an earlier chapter, a process was described by which values

emerge from experience, and it was suggested that it is this customary

configuration against which incoming negative feedback is matched to

determine how much and what kind of effort is needed to restore the

system to its "normal" state. If, in other words, information appears

which is consistent with the basic structure of this value configuration,

all is well and good. It is acceptable, it passes the boundary, is

internalized, and is probably used. If, however, the information is

seriously at odds with the very structure of this value configuration,

it is denied admission and use. It and its purveyor are likely to be

rejected.

Policy decisions, for example, are an output of a policy-making

system. For the reasons just noted, they intrinsically take the form of
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attempts to maintain the internal steady state of the agency making them.

All is well when scientific knowledge coming to the system represents

simply negative feedDack concerning the attainment of objectives congruent

with that steady state. But when scientific knowledge is at odds with

the very value hierarchy of the agency's internal state, the knowledge

and the knower become the "problem."

Information generated by the evaluation of a system intervention

presents a similar situation. To the extent that the model of organiza-

tional functioning which underlies the intervention is the same one

accepted and understood by organizational participants--particularly key

decision-maker participants, all will be well and good. The data will

be treated as negative feedback, and the system will employ the informa-

tion for its own adaptation, i.e., for revising, modifying, upgrading, or

intensifying the intervention.

If the intervention has gone forward without the requisite internali-

zation of the model, however, the results of the evaluation effort may

well appear counter-productive. An evaluation which .hows that the inter-

vention did not "take," or that it did not succeed, or that it in fact

took some entirely different form from that which had been intended will

be quietly and positively received by the non-accepting participants.

It was, indeed, the "failure" which they had predicted and hoped it would

be. If the intervention succeeded, but the intended organizational

effects did not flow from it--the operation was a success, but the patient

died--the antipathetic participants will conclude that they were justified

in their earlier supposition that the organizational development

proponents were deranged, fraudulent, or both.
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The obvious implication of this is that the results of an adequate

evaluation effort will be utilized for formative purposes to the extent

that those conditions of advance preparation and model acceptance, so

necessary for the organizational development effort itself, are in fact

in place. As in the cdie of the utilization of diagnostic information,

the findings from an evaluation must be adequately transduced if they

are to enter the system and actually used. A person or persons, filling

the function of an input and/or throughput transducer, must import the

information across system or subsystem boundaries, in the process

converting it to a form which can be circulated and used inside. While

this function may sometimes or in some part be performed by line role

occupants, it seems likely that in most instances the task will fall to

- the consultant or staff member who has been instrumental in the conduct

of the evaluation. What is required of him is highly similar--in fact

almost identical--to what is required in the action phases of the develop-

ment effort itself. As a subsequent loop in the adaptation process,

the evaluation-utilization phase recapitulates the earlier stages of the

development process in which a current reading was compared to a desired,

or target, state.

Evaluation--A Recapitulation

To summarize what has been said in this chapter, an evaluation of an

intervention into an organizational system for development purposes

should itself be developmental, that is, formative. It should be used as

the basis for constructively modifying the effort in its future occur-

rences, not simply as a basis for keeping it alive or, alternatively,
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-'closing the books." The most appropriate form would appear to be what is

termed a medical model, which calls for systems analysis. This requires

a multivariate analysis of comparative, longitudinal data that, needless

to say, are objective, reliable, and valid.

Cast in this form, an adequate evaluation must look at input and

throughput, as well as output processes and the interconnections among the

three. Four data modalities--questionnaires, interviews, observations,

and records retrieval (documentation)--may conceivably be used in asse3sing

events at any stage. Experience, together with considerations of cost

and risk, seems to suggest that they are differentially appropriate to the

three system processes, however. The intervention itself, in the form

of the change agentry or action input which occurred, may most readily be

"assessed by debriefing interviews or by the time sampling and content

analysis of audio tapes from various sessions. Organizational functioning

seems best measured by questionnaires, or alternatively, by interviews,

while output--organizational effectiveness--seems best tapped by documenta-

tion (records retrieval) or questionnaire (rating scales, appraisals, and

the like).

Finally, utilization of the results of an evaluation is dete-mined

by the same forces which affect the success or failure of the development

effort itself--advance acceptance of the underlying model and adequate

transduction of the information involved.
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Chapter 8

Past Evidence. Present Practices,
and Future Needs

We come to the end of this account with several tasks remaining. First,

there is need for a brief summary of what has been said in the preceding

chapters; this will be provided. Second, there is need for a condensed

behavioral roadmap, a step-by-step descriptive guide to events in a typical

survey-guided development effort. This also will be provided. Third, it

seems incumbent upon us to cite relevant evidence which bears upon the

validity of what has been proposed. Accordingly, an evidential summary will

be undertaken. Finally, some degree of perspective on possible future needs

and trends seems in order, and we shall conclude on such a note.

Survey-Guided Development: A Summary of What Has Been Said

Some portion of what may presently be considered organizational develop-

ment came into existence through a route best described as a concern for the

utilization of scientific knowledge. This data-based type of development

originated, not from the search by practitioners for more effective helping

tools, but from the concern of organizational management researchers ror

better ways of moving new scientific findings from the producers

(researchers) to the consumers (organizational managers).

In this vein, two bodies of scientific thought seem relevant. One comes

from the research done in the area of perception and involves the fundamental

concept that a difference between perceptions is motivating. Another closely

related set of ideas comes from engineering psychology and begins with the

observation that human behavior is goal-seeking or goal-oriented. As such,

behavior is characterized by a search for processes by which the human being

167
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controls his environment. Oversimplifying this control process greatly,

at least four elements are involved: (1) a model, (2) a goal, (3) an

activity, and (4) feedback.

The model is a mental picture of the surrounding world, including

both structural properties and cause-effect relations. It is built by

persons from past accumulations of information, stored in memory. In the

absence of a sound model, what is expected varies with immediate experience.

It is for this reason that objective feedback on organizational functioning

is absolutely essential in organizational development. In its absence,

true deviations are unknown because expectations constantly adjust to

incurred performance.

These two sets of concepts provide jointly a plausible ra ionale for

organizational development as an adaptive process. As in the human

factors area, feedback of information about the actual state of functioning

provides key input to selecting development goals and making mid-course

corrections. It tells the developing system what needs to be done. The

power source, which in human factors descriptions is shown as an external

input, is in organizational development provided by a perceptual dis-

crepancy. Assessment data, by pointing to the existence of differences

between what is actually going on and what the model indicates one wants

and needs, provides the energy (motivation) to undertake the necessary

change activities.

The primary role of the change agent in survey-guided development is

that of a transducer (i.e., a link between scientific knowledge regarding

principles of organizational functioning and change and the particular

organization or group with which he is working). As such, he has a model
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of organizational functioning in mind and works toward its realization.

Except in those rare instances which require a non-directive stance, the
change agent is an active advocate of goal-oriented behavior. He evaluates,

and helps the client group to evaluate, progress toward the goal, but in so

doing avoids being punitive. Needless to say, he must have a wide range of

knowledge and skills and not be bound to one or two particular techniques.

Thus conceptualized, organizational develoipment or change becomes a

problem in social systems adaptation. Its ccmponent processes play roles

analogous to their counterparts :n manual adaption sequences. The diag-

nostic process is a goal-selection system, while the therapeutic inter-

system. Evaluation, in the form of feedback, completes the loop as the

S entire sequence recycles. Stability is reached when the previously set

goal is attained.

These, then, are some of the issues which these chapters have

attempted to address. Organizational development is viewed as providing

a wide array of different inputs to various persons, groups, and junctures

of the organization, at precisely those times at which they will be

maximally useful. To do so requires an accurate and reasonably complete

model of how an organization functions. It requires as well a rigorous,

instrumented diagnosis and evaluation procedure to monitor the develop-

ment process. Because the behaviors and perceptions which enter the

model are in large part those of human beings, the method of the survey

(geared as it is to measuring thi:sgs of precisely that kind) is proposed

as a guidance device or servomechanism for organizational development

efforts.

1
I
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Major Activities and Survey-Guided Development

Survey-guided development includes many separate but related

activities aimed at planning, providing informational and skill building

sessions, gathering, organizing, and evaluating information, and

assessing outcomes. Although the specific form of the major activities

varies among organizations, it is possible to provide a general descrip-

tion of the major elements included in the various activities. The

activities can be classified according to ten major categories:

(1) initial planning sessions involving key members of the outside consult-

ing staff, plant management, and representatives from non-managerial

personnel within the organization, (2) administration of the questionnaires

to all members of the organization, (3) training for some members of the

organization to act as internal resource persons in the feedback meetings,

(4) training for organizational members in basic concepts describing how

organizations function, (5) the return of data to group supervisors,

(6) group feedback meetings, (7) the presentation of a systemic diagnosis,

(8) the allocation of resources in accordance with needs intdicated by the

systemic diagnosis and feedback meetings, (9) gathering, organizing, and

evaluating intermediate feedback to monitor progress in the change

activity, and (10) a formal reassessment of the organization to examine

progress.
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Initial Planning Sessions

The first major set of activities includes a series of meetings

between outside consultant resources and persons who are members of the

organization considering engagement in O.D. activities. This series of

meetings takes many forms but usually includes representatives from specific

groups and covers very similar materials. Participants from the organiza-

tion, at least at the outset, tend to be upper level managers; however,

during later meetings, others are often included. Depending upon the

nature of the organization, these may be other upper level manaqers,

representatives from other levels of management, or non-managerial

personnel--often representatives from unions.

In the most general sense, the goals of these meetings are to establish

ground rules for the development effort and to investigate the mutual

commitment of the consultants and members of the organization. An important

issue for the consultants at this point is to reach an understanding and

agreement with members of the organization regarding restrictions concerning

access to information. Among the most important considerations is that

managers in the organization understand that their access to data is limited

by several considerations which protect the confidentiality of data sources

and help ensure that the information is used in positive rather than

punitive ways. It is also important at this point for the consultants to

understand the commitment that members of the organization have to support

the developnent activity. This commitment takes the forms of financial

support, surport for people to attend meetings, and support in the form

of individuals being made available to serve as internal resource persons

during the course of the effort.
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Members of the organization have similar requirements. For example,

it is important for them to reach agreements with the consultants regard-

ing confidentiality of their data. The usual procedure includes an

agrcement that the consultants may talk about and write about activities

connected with the development effort, but they may not identify the

particular orgarization. Further, it is important to members of the

organization to gain commitments from the consultants regarding time and

numbers of people who will assist in the development effort.

Another major concern includes the roles and expectations of differ-

ent parties with prominent commitments to the change effort. There are

four major groups that have such commitments. First, there are the

outside consultants who are to guide and coordinate the overall change

project, organize information collected from members of the system, and

plan and lead many aspects of the training activities. Second are the

internal resource persons who must at one and the same time remain members

of the organization and yet be separated fron other system members by virtue

of their access to information which cannot be generally revealed.

Although internal resource persons retain formal membership in the organi-

zation, it must be recognized that they have a unique role limiting

superiors' rights to request certain specific information from these

individuals. A third group are the system's managers who, for the purpose

of the organization development, cormit themselves, in the form of both

financial and time resources, to the activities required for its support.

The last group consists of non-managerial personnel, often union repre-

sentatives, who make conmitments to work with the consultants, internal

resource persons, and managers for the purpose of attempting to improve

the overall effectivene s of the organization.
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The initial meetings are helpful,not only for the purposes stated

abovebut also to provide each member of the organization with realistic

F expectations and understandings of what the O.0. effort involves, and what

they can expect as a result of such an effort. As with any establishment

of expectations, however, there are dangers inherent in this process.

If expectations are established which are not met, disappointment,

dissatisfaction, and decreased motivation are predictable outcomes. Since

these can have quite serious effects on the organization, it is of utmost

importance that the parties involved are seriously committed to the

activities prior to the initiation of next steps. In cases where commit-

ment and agreement cannot be reached it is best that all parties be informed

of the problems and barriers, and the development activities not be carried

- forth.

Organizational development, as we propose herein, cannot be successfully

implemented on a "pick and choose" basis. That is, if commitment is not

reached to engage seriously in all the major activities, it is prob3bly

best not to proceed with just those activities which appear as realistic

possibilities. An approach of this type often results in dysfunctional

results for the organization and its members. Probably the most serious

problems arise when a decision is reached only to gather data, leaving

for a future date a decision on next st.!ps. Invariably this type of

approach leads to a simple data handback activity, which often has beer.

found to be aysfunctional to the organization (Bowers, 1973). Thus, as we

progress to liscussing the major elements of a survey-guided development

effcrt, it must be borne in mind that we are not talking about several
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Planning and scheduling for other major activities also occurs

during these initial meetirs. Figure 18 delineates the sequence of

appearance and approximate time from the outset of a project that each

activity is begun. Organizational development efforts of the type

described here usually involve several months, and sometimes several

years, of effort. A brief examination of the time involved between the

major elements of survey-guided development projects provides an indication

of the time frames involved. The first major event subsequent to the point

at which initial discussions have reached tentative conclusions, is the

collection of data through the use of questionnaires and interviews.

Approximately six to eight weeks elapses between the time that the

data are gathered and the time that they are ready for feedback to

organizational members. During this period, two major types of training

activities occur. The first is conducted by the outside consultant staff

for those members of the organization who are to be internal resource

persons. The second major training activity is conducted by the outside

consultants with assistance from internal resource persons for all

managerial personnel. The focus is upon major concepts of organizational

functioning. It is only after each of these training sessions has been

completed that the data are fed back to the supervisors from each group

and, subsequently, to the groups themselves. For any particular group,

the feedbaJk meetings may require froa; four to sLix hours (two to four

meetings) to fully examine their own data. Problem solving activities

may then occur during several additional meetings.
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Once the groups have begun exploring their own data, information

from the total organization is fed back to key personnel in the form of the

systemic diagnosis. Subsequent to the feeding back of the systemic diagnosis,

planning activities begin whose purpose is to prioritize major problem areas

which pervade the organization and to allocate resources according to

diagnosed needs. Within a few months of the initiation of the original

feedback activities, intermediate feedback data concerning the progress

of the meetings and the organizational development effort are sought through

interviews with various members of the organization. Based on these it

interviews, and any other available information, adjustments can be made

in the development activities. A more formal evaluation of progress

requires a second administration of the questionnaire. This can occur

- any time after major corrective activities have been attempted, but the

usual period between the first and second questionnaire administrations

encompasses from nine to 12 months.

Collection of Questionnaire Data

An important basis for organizational development is accurate informa-

tion regarding current system functioning. In survey-guided development

the questionnaire survey is relied on as the primary basis for such

information. At an early stage in the development effort, the instrument

is completed by each and every member of the organization. This is

typically done in groups of 25 to 50 persons who are given time off from

their regular work assignments or who complete tne survey during off hours.
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The questionnaires are typically administered by persons from outside

of the organization to ensure confidentiality of the data. In addition,

confidentiality is ensured by the form in which the data are returned to

the organization. At the time of questionnaire administration, respondents

are informed that no individual will be identified with his or her

responses. Work group members, that, is a superior and subordinates,

do have access to the data which they supply. In addition, any supervisor

is entitled to see aggregated data regarding summaries of responses from

everyone within his area of responsibility. Thus, a department head

receives data in two forms. First, data are received which sunnarize the

responses of immediate subordinates. In addition, the super'or receives

data aggregated across the total department. The form of and access to

the data are described in detail to respondents prior to completion of

the questionnaire. In addition, at this time respondents are told how

and when they will have an opportunity to see and discuss the data with

other members of their work group and their supervisor.

For many respondents, the completion of the questionnaire instrument

is the first exposure they have to the organizational development effort.

The administration of the questionnaire provides an opportunity for

active participation in the effort and familiarization with the total

project by learning about forthcoming activities.

Interviews

A secondary source of diagnostic da a in survey-guiced developmert

are interviews conducted by the outside consultants with selected members

of the organization. These interviews typically take the form of one

interviewer together with one interviewee for approximately 30 minutes. Such
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salience to members of the organization and providing specific examples

of conditions and practices as they exist within the organization. Such

data are often quite helpful in better understanding the questionnaire

results and adding validity to these results for members of the system.

Constraints on interviewing include primarily the amount of time

available for such activities. Typically, smaller percentages of the

total organizational population are interviewed in larger organizations than

in smaller organizations.

Although the data gathered through interviews seldom provide new

and different information regarding the functioning of an organization, they

do add some degree of description to what the questionnaire has already

provided. Interview results may be thought of as the flesh which is added

to the bone, sinews, and organs described by the survey data.

Training Internal Resource Persons

Soon after information has been collected by means of the questionnaires

and interviews, a formal training program is conducted by the outside

consultants for members of the organization who are to act as internal

resource persons during the survey feedback activities. Criteria for

selecting such persons include many factors such as their acceptability

to others, their degree of upward mobility within the organization, a

recognized expertise in a major functional area, and a recognized ability

to interact with others in ways that are viewed as useful. The substance

for such training has been documented in detail by Hausser, Pecorell,, &

Wissler (1975). Major content areas considered in this training include

the background and rationale for survey-guided development, the uses of a
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standardized instrument, methods of displaying and interpreting data from

work groups, the necessary elements of meetings with group supervisors and

work groups, the background for understanding and presenting data from

the total organization, procedures for identifying problems throughout

the organization, and a variety of possible activities of value in survey-

guided development efforts.

Training typically occurs during a week long period wherein the

trainees are removed from their normal work settings to devote full time

to training activities. Techniques for this training include lecturettes, 1

reading materials, practice in organizing and interpreting data, role

playing practice for feedback meetings, and a variety of other activities

that may be required of them in their roles as internal resource persons.

In addition to training in specific content areas, the internal

resource persons are encouraged to explore difficulties they may encounter

because of their unique roles within the organization. Of special concern

are the requirements and constraints placed upon them by virtue of the

required confidentiality of the data to which they have access. It is

important that the internal resource persons recognize that their position

is quite special and difficult. It is also important that they realize

their mutual needs for reliance upon one another for support and assistance

during the course of the organizational development efforts. Often these

persons have not known each other prior to the initiation of the development

activities. Ideally they become a close knit team within a short period

of time.
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Thus, the training received by the internal resource persons includes

many facets. It is not only a training in knowledge, but also in skills,

and in the adaptation to special and new roles which they must fulfill.

Although the initial training of the internal resource persons typically

is completed within a week's time, they continuously upgrade their skills

and knowledge once their participation in the actual activities begins.

This occurs through interactions amongst themselves in which problems and

issues are discussed, and from consultant feedback regarding various

activities and behaviors. One mechanism for making feedback possible

is for the internal resource persons to tape record all activities in

which they take a major role. The consultants can then listen to the

tapes and provide feedback from those tapes to the internal resource person.

Such tapes also provide the internal resource persons with a mechanism by

which they can keep detailed records of activities, especially meetings.

(Such tapes also serve as extremely useful records for groups to keep in

order to retrieve information from various activities. Do this sense,
the tapes also serve as a training device for group members themselves.)

Concepts Training

As noted many times in the previous pages, a key element of survey-

guided development is a model describing major facets of organizational

functioning. "Concepts training" is a term used to describe activities

which are provided to impart this model to members of the organization

and to assist them in establishing goals. Concepts training typically

involves the participation of members of the organization in approximately

20 hours of training activities. These pr, arily take the form of short
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lecture inputs and experiential exercises designed to provide behavioral

examples of the key concepts. Among the goals of concepts training is

that organizational members gain an understanding of the key factors

differentiating effective from ineffective organizations. It is especially

important ttat these ideas are understood within the framework provided by

the questionnaire instrument. In fact, one segment of concepts training

includes practice in organizing and evaluating data similar to the question-

naire results they receive from their own work groups. Thus, the consequence

of the concepts training is that organizational members are prepared to

understand the questionnaire results not only in terms of the concepts being

measured, but also the form that these data are fed back to them.

An important aspect of concepts training in survey-guided development

which differentiates it from the type of training normally provided for

managers is that the key concepts are described not only in terms of their

individual characteristics, but also with reference to relationships they

have to one another. Thus, for example, communications is described not

as a unique element of organizational functioning, but rather as one piece

of a whole picture including supervisory behaviors, decision-making

practices, and a variety of other factors.

A major result of participation in concepts training is that when the

data are returned to the supervisors and work groups, organization members

are prepared to use the data. Thus, the internal resource people need not

serve as sales persons to supply validity to the data, but rather may act

as real rescurce persons to help indiiiduals lcok at the data and gain a
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better understanding of the meaning they hold. Further, since goals have

been established during the concepts training sessions, the returned data

can be used to evaluate changes required to reach desired objectives.

Feedback to Supervisors

Once the data have been collected and organized, and once organiza-

tional members have been prepared to understand the background for the data

and their organization, the data can be fed back to supervisors and group

members. As a first step, data from each work group are summarized and

provided to the group supervisor for perusal. Supervisors are encouraged

to digest the data thoroughly. The resource person provides assistance to

the supervisor in clearing up misconceptions or misunderstandings about

the source and organization of the data.

If prior preparation for concepts training has been sufficient, little

assistance in understanding the data is needed from the internal resource

person. However, there is a second aspect of the feedback process in which

the internal resource person must assist the supervisor. This is the

preparation for meeting with subordinates to discuss the meaning of the

data. Supervisors are often quite anxious prior to such meetings and the

internal resource persons can provide assistance ane assurance to the

supervisor in preparing for the feedback meeting. Among other things, the

supervisor is encouraged to lead the meeting but also to solicit as many

comments from subordinates regarding the meaning of the data as possible.

Thus, supervisors are trained in ways of posting information as it is

brought out during the meet ngs and summarizing inputs from their sub-

ordinates.
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Group Feedoack Meetings

After the supervisor has had an opportunity to digest data from the

work group, a meeting is planned for work group members. In this meeting

the supervisor retains his position as the head of the work group by conduct-

Ing the meeting and guiding it. The internal resource person is present,

however, as an expert in the data to answer questions about the data when

they arise in the meeting, to maintain a motivating discrepancy, and to

assist members in evaluating their own processes.

Occasionally questions arise during the course of feedback meetings

and the internal resource person is called upon to clarify sources of data

or ways that such data were brought together. There are also occasions

when the resource person intervenes when that group is making assumptions

not warranted by the data. For example, group members may suggest possible

reasons why particular areas are high or low which are not supported by

other data. It is in such instances that the resource person must point

out unsupported assumptions or explanations and assist group members in

their efforts to nain meaning from the data.

Often the supervisor or group members will attempt to avoid difficult

or painful areas by denying their importance or negative impact. At this

juncture the internal resource person must assist in establishing a

motivating discrepancy for the group. This may be accomplished in a number

of ways (e.o , focusing on differences between ideal and actual scores,

comparisons with normative data, demor.strating relations between several

weak areas.) depending upon characteristics of the particular group and

the situat'on.
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The group's processes may be focused upon at any point during a

session but, at least during the initial meeting, process evaluation

usually are less threatening and most successful when they occur at the

end of a session as a means of summarizing and evaluating the activity.

In early meetings the resource person takes primary responsibility for

structuring and guiding process dibcussions. Group members gradually

take additional responsibility for process evaluations as they become

more aware of these concerns and more familiar with process evaluations.

The time for such meetings varies but they typically encompass

periods of from one to two hours. The time required to digest all of the

data from the survey varies with the work group but typically the survey

information can be digested within two or three such group meetings.

The meetings usu:liy include several uiajor stages. First is an

understanding of the data themselves. This is a si-ple perusal of the

numbers looking for areas indicating particular strength or weakness in

the conditions or practices described. It is during this stage that

group members should be reminded of the origin of the data, i.e., the

questionnaires, and gain an understanding of how the data have been

aggregated to reflect their own group's responses. The group may proceed

through the data by item, by index, or by selective areas according to

the decision of the supervisor in consultation with the internal resource

person. Organizational climate serves as an area of preliminary focus

for many groups because it tends to hold less threat than many other areas.

However, whichever area is investigated, there are certain guidelines for

evaluating the data. One clear objective of the feedback meetings is to

determine what the data mean to the group mermbers. Along thiW line group
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members are querried as to the specific conditions or behaviors they had -

in mind when responding to the questionnaire or what other conditions

or behaviors might be illustrative of the data.

Once the data have been translated from numbers to specific conditions

and behaviors, the group members can identify problem areas suggested by

low scores and strengths indicated by high scores. Since the focus of

the feedback meetings is the identification and solution of problems,

it Is the problems to which most attention is given. A propensity for

most groups is to look at problems caused for them or others by people

outside of their own group. In order that such meetings do not become

blaming sessions, group members are encouraged to construct two separate

lists of problems. The first includes problems over which the particular

*• group has no control. These problems are to be distributed from the

supervisor to groups higher in the organization. The second list of

problems are those which the group does control. These are the problems

which serve as a basis for future activities of this group. Once these

internal problems have been listed, problems solving activities begin.

Systemic Diagnosis

Subsequent to the initiation of group feedback meetings, the external

consultants present a systemic diagnosis to key members of the organization.

Such a diagnosis provides an overall view of che organization including

strengths and weaknesses at various ievels and in major functional areas.

This feedback, often presented both in oral and written form, serves as a

basis for planning the allocation of resources for major intervention

activities.

L . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .
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Of special interest are problems which pervade major segments of the

organization and hamper progress in problem solving efforts. Thus, as

individual work groups are engaging in problem solving with a focus on

their specific areas of involvement, there are also activities aimed at

alleviating major blockages throughout the system. The planning for these

major interventions relies upon an accurate identification of problem

causes. Such an identification of specific problem causes is often a

difficult task. The survey data do not always provide enough information

to fulfill this need, but such data do suggest the areas or levels in which

the problems originate. Once such areas have been identified, further

diagnostic work may be undertaken to determine the specific problem cause.

As described in previous chapters, unless such activities are done in a

systematic hay, resources may be wasted and interventions may prove

futile.

Intermediate Interviews

As such change efforts develop, there is, of course, constant feedback

of one type or another regarding the progess that is being made. However,

it is important to formalize some of the feedback such that corrective

activities can be systempetically designed and implemented. For this

purpose, interviews can be very useful. One form of this is to select

representatives from various hierarchical levels and functional areas of

the organization, much as was done in the original data collection activities,

to reflect on progress encountered in the development activities. Based on

such interviews steps can be taken to correct areas of weakness and

e.icourage areas of strength in the development program.
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Astsessmnt of Progress

A thorough evaluation of development progress must also occur. This

takes the form of a readministration of the questionnaire from nine to 12

months after the first questionnaire data were gathered. Data from the

second questionnaire administration are then compared with those data from

the first to determine progress in the development effort. Because the

data are gathered from all members of the organization and can be aggregated

in various ways, evaluations can be made not only of overall changes but

of changes in specified areas and from specific subunits of the organization.

This is especially important since some studies have demonstrated clearly

that progress in one area of an organization has been accompanied by

worsening conditions in other areas. Since there is a strong propensity

to exaggerate the successes and underplay the negative consequences, it

is important to gather objective information which can be used to evaluate

the overall impact of development activity throughout the system.

In addition to the assessment function, the second survey may be

used as a basis for further feedback act'vities. Feedback at this time

can provide indications to work group members of current strengths and

weaknesses and areas demanding attention. As organizational members become

accustomed to the uses of such data, they can continuously upgrade their

functioning through periodic reevaluations of such data. In fact, some

systems have incorporated the collection and feeding back of such data

as a normal part of their operations.
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WhAt Accumulated Evidence Suggests

The domain which the preceding chapters have described and the preceding

pages suammarized is characterized by an absence of evaluation in the formal

literature of the field. Many efforts have been undertaken, yet little has

been written. Fewer than a half-dozen major articles on the subject exist.

ISR Studies

Since approximately 1950, survey-based organizational development

efforts have been undertaken by, or in some degree of association with,

the University of Michigan's Institute for Social Research in 37 organiza-

tiors (separate sites) within 22 major conmanies or large government

agencies. By decade, approximately 15 per cent of these efforts occurred

during the 1950's, 70 per cent during the 1960's, and (as of mid-decade)

15 per cent have occurred during the 1970's.

Nearly a third of these remain unreported anywhere in the literature, but

are available in the memories of the organization's menmbers and the documents

contained in its files. Those which are reported have been treated usually

in terms only partially congruent with the issues tagged as central to

survey-guided development (Mann, 1965; Bowers, 1973).

In an effort to assess the fit of these many efforts to the principles

outlined in these pages, a series of questions were posed (representing

critical issues for survey-guided development) and answers retrieved from

stored information concerning each past project. The questions, and their

coded possible responses, are presented in Table 4.

Not all of these were considered to be equally critical for determin-

ing fit to what has here been described as a "Survey-Guided Development"
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Table 4

Questions Concerning Organizational Development Efforts

1. Was an adequate model of organizational functioning in place prior to
the onset of any efforts?

Yes

No

2. (If #1 is answered "No") Were any model-fixing methods employed?

Yes, something akin to Concepts Training

Yes, something akin to validation research

No

3. Was there evidence that the questionnaire instrument was reliable,
valid, and standardized?

"Yes

No

4. Was an adequate, formal diagnosis undertaken (i.e., was the systemic

level considered)?

Yes

No

5. Were there adequately trained resource persons available and involved?

Yes

No

6. (If #4 is answered "Yes") Did they function as transducers or catalysts?

Transducers

-_ Catalysts

Table continued on next page

w~~ I I ll
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Table 4 (continued)

7. Was what was undertaken truly feedback, or simply data handback?

Feedback

Handback

8. Were an array of possible treatment activities made available?

Yes

No

9. Were al] hierarchical levels worked with, or only some?

All or Most

Some or a Few

10. Was there evidence of positive change?

Yes

No

11. (If #8 is answered "Yes") What changed?

Attitudes

Performance

__Both attitudes and performance
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paradigm. Two questions (#4 and #8) were considered less central than

the others. Accordingly, fit to an SGD design was determined by the

following configuration of answers:

"Yes" on 1 or 2

"Yes" on 3 and 5

"Transducer" on 6

"Feedback" on 7

"All or Most" on 9

The studies themselves were grouped according to four historicall
clusters:

Early Survey Research Center (SRC) Projects - five pajor

efforts in large firms, ongoing between 1948 and 1960.

Late SRC - Early Center for Research on Utilization of
C

Scientific Knowledge (CPUSK) Projects - three major

efforts In large government agencies, ongoing during

the early ta mid-1960's.

Intercompany Longitudinal Study Projects (CRUSK) - 23 efforts

in large firms, undertaken between 1966 and 1970, and broken

here by survey feeduack versus all other treatments, as

described in the literature (Bowers, 1973).

Organizational Development Research Program Projects (CRUSK) -

6 efforts in large firms, undertaken since 1970 by

successors to the ICLS effort.
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The results of this assessment are presented in Table 5. A some-

what different, condensed representation, which shows (a) percentage

fitting an SGD paradigm (i.e., at least 4 of the 6 criteria are met),

(b) percentage of those judged as "fitting" it which also presented

evidence of positive change, and (c) percentage of those judged as not

"fitting" it which presented evidence of positive change, appears as

Table 6.

An interesting observation is the substantial increase in the rate

or numbers of such efforts during the tumultuous decade of the 1960's,

an increase which was, by and large, unprofitable. Although these data

are drawn solely from experience by one institution, it seems plausible

to believe that the pattern would be found to hold for others as well. j

From the decade of the 1950's to that of the 1960's (represented in

these data by the comparison of Early SRC with Late SRC - Early CRUSK

studies) the principal changes were in change agent style (from transducer

to catalyst), in kind of activity (from feedback to handback, as far as

the data were concerned), and coverage (from all or most, to some or few).

This prubably reflects the practice of intense personal consultation with

top management groups which was much in vogue during the 1960's and

which predominated well into the ICLS period. For the Survey Feedback sub-

set of ICLS sites (not separated out in Table 6); it was primarily

coverage which was different (in these sites change agents tended to cover

all or most groups), in cortination with feedback (not handback), using a

standardized instrument. Change agent style remained largely catalytic,

however.

Moving from the 1960's to the 1970's, the changes have occurred

largely in the areas of model-fixing (the use of Concepts Training),
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Table 5

Percentage of Sites, by Clustering

Early Late SRCr.SRC Early CRUSK ICLS ODRP

Q.1 Adequate model in
place at outset?

Yes 0 0 4 0SNo 100 100 96 100

SQ.2 Model-fixing methods
employed?

Yes, Concepts Training 20 0 0 83
Yes, validation research 40 100 74 0
No 40 0 16 17

Q.3 Standardized questionnaire?

Yes U 0 100 100No 100 100 0 0

Q.4 Systemic diagnosis?

Yes 0 0 28 100
No 100 100 72 0

Q.5 Trained resource persons?

Yes 100 100 100 50
No 0 0 0 50

Q.6 Transducers or Catalysts?

Transducers 60 0 4 50
Catalysts 40 100 96 0
Inap. 0 0 0 50

Q.7 Feedback or Handback?

Feedback 40 100 26 67
Handback 60 0 74 33

Table continued on next page
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Table S (continued)

Early Late SRC
SRC Early CRUSK ICLS ODRP

Q.8 Array of Treatments?

Yes 0 0 0 0
No 100 100 100 100

Q.9 All levels worked with?

All or Most 40 33 39 67Some or a Few 60 67 61 33
Q.I0 Evidence of Positive Change?

Yes 60 33 36 67No 40 67 64 33
Q.II What changed?

Attitudes only 20 33 18 17Performance only 0 0 0 0Both 40 0 18 50
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Table 6

k ~Fit to Survey-Guided Development:
Paradigm and Project Success

Percentage Percentage Percentage

Fitting of Fit of Non-Fit
CaeoySGD Showing Showing
CaeoyParadigm Positive Positive

of__________________ __________________

Projects Change Change

Early SRC 40 100 33

Late SRC- 33 100 0
Early CRUCK

II CIS 22 100 11
ODRP 67 100 0
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change agent style (more clearly Transducer), and the use of formal,

systemic diagnosis. This is reflected in Table 6 in the fact that the

highest percentage "fitting" a survey-guided developpent paradigm occurs

in this most recent period.

Other Studies

Sifting the literature for other bits of relevant evidence concerning

survey-guided development is at one and the same times a simple, yet a dif-

ficult, task. It is simple because few really adequate studies exist. It

is difficult because any effort in which survey data were obtained and

reported to someone in a client system might be considered as potential

candidates.

Applying what are admittedly rather subjective criteria to what appiars

reduces the array considerably, however. In fact, only four appear in the

generally available literature which meet even the following minimal criteria:

- they were developmental in purpose;

- they were concerned specifically with
enhanced organizational functioning;

- they employed data collpcted by means of a
questionnaire or interview survey as a
principal developmental tool

Of the four, that by Coughlan, et al. (1972) seems most complete and

most on target for our present purposes. Working in 24 elementary schools,

these investigators compared what they termed an "SF-PS-CD" intervention

strategy (survey feedback+problem solving+collective decision) with what

they termed "survey feedback alone" and control conditions. As described.

their SF-PS-CD treatment appears to bear a close resemblance to what we have

termed survey-guided development. By the scoring system employed in assess-

ing the fit of ISR studies to an SGD paradigm, it attains four our of six

possible points and thus is classified as "fitting" that design at least as
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t well as muny of the cited ISR studies. What they termed "survey feedback

alone" appears to resemble what we have termed "data handback."

The r-esults are encouraging, furthermore. In general, conditions

improved ,n the experimentals, not in the controls. School outputs,

evaluated by interview and by documentation, showed that the intervention

enhanced school effectiveness. Attitudes and perceptions changed quite

"positively, with marked improvements in communication, morale, and problem-

solving effectiveness.

Miles, et al. (1969) also report the results of a survey feedback

effort in a school system. In this instance, the study design differed

somewhat from what is here termed an SGD paradigm. No evidence is avail-

able concerning whether an adequate model was in place prior to the

consultants' arrival, and no mention is made of specific efforts to gain

advance acceptance of such a model. Although the questionnaire instrument

had been designed for use in another system, it could not be considered

to have been "standardized." Resource persons, with an emphasis upon

process analysis, were clearly catalytic in style. However, it is clear

that the treatment was survey feedback, not merely handback, and that it

o:curred for all or most groups, not just for some or a few. The results

were rather disappointing: little other than chance fluctuation appears

to have occurred.

In the two industrial studies, the written account which appears in

the literature (a) focuses upon change processes, rather than outcomes or

connections between the two, and (b) provides too little information for

us to judge the degree to which either study matches in its design an

SGD paradigm. For example, Klein, et al. (1971) report findings from a

study of survey feedback in six manufacturing plants. Once more, no
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evidence is presented concerning advance acceptance by participants of a

model to which subsequent feedback was congruent. In this instance, it

appears to be likely that a standardized questionnaire instrument was used,

but no systemic diagnosis appears to have been undertaken, and trained

resource persons seem seldom to have been involved. (However, the supervi-

sors' own skill as change agents does appear to have been a factor.)

Although the process varied from location to location, real feedback, not

merely data handback, does appear to have occurred in at least some loca-

tions, and all or most groups received at least some exposure to the data.

In the study as reported, satisfaction with the feedback procedure itself,

and perceived utilization of survey results, not changed organizational

functioning, were the criteria employed. The findings are therefore an

important addition to the research literature on the processes of feedback,

but they present little information on the connection between those change

processes and organizational consequences.

A somewhat similar situation exists with regard to the study by

Alderfer (1972), who correctly points out that, of five citable articles,

only two are concerned with feedback outcomes, whereas the remainder are

concerned largely with feedback processes. His own article proceeds in

this same direction, looking at such issues as perceived competence of

change agents in relation to satisfaction with the feedback process. In

this, as in the other articles of its kind (Neff, 1965; Chesler & Flanders,

1967), findings concerning process are difficult to interpret in the

absence of findings concerning outcomes.

One cannot help but acknowledge that the evidence concerning survey-

guided development is demonstrably sketchy. Much of it has been garnered

in studies at the Institute for Social Research, and our cataloging of
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evidence form these studies, published and unpublished, while it helps

to fill z previous void, is to some degree challangeable on grounds of

potential bias. Still, there is sufficient evidence to suggest that

outcomes and their contributive processes coincide with the principal

postulates of a survey-guided development framework. In addition, the

t fact that the success rate in recent efforts appears to have shown

marked imrprovement is cause for encouragement.

Challenges for the Future

In this volume we have described theories and procedures replesenting

an integration of developments which draw upon research and experiences

of individuals studying many organizations for several years. Advances in

four defineible areas have contributed substantially to the current state

of the art in organizational development as represented by the survey-

guided development approach. These include develooments in (1) organiza-

tional theories which have reached levels of sophistication enabling

descriptions of processes which account for significant variations in

performance differences among organizations, (2) the abilities to

accurately measure major processes described by organizational theories

in relatively inexpensive and otherwise efficient ways--i.e., using

standardized questionnaire in~trunients based on such theories, (3) computer

technology providing the me.-is for quickly and efficiently storing,

organizing, and retrieving information, and (4) processes and techniques

atfectinS change in organizations. Although there is still uncertainty,

and furtter developments are needed in each of these areas, the dccumulated

evidence indicates that the goals associated with organizational develop-

ment efforts are attainable through a careful applicatic,, of the

principles, techniques, and procedures described herein.

. _ m ; ,,
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Yet, there remains room for significant advances beyond what is

currently considered the limits of organizational development. These

needs for improvement are suggested by documented reports of shortcomings

in development efforts and the 6ccumulated experiences and observations

of the present authors and their colleagues. They are offered not so

much as shortcomings, but more as areas presenting challenges for the
future. The following list is certainly incomplete. However, it does

represent areas where, in our judgment, advances hold high potential for

improving the field of organizational developmernt.

* A more complete model of organizational functioning describing

factors which influence the transmission of inputs to outputs.

Notably lacking are detailed descriptions of relationships

among throughput processes and relationships between a variety

of throughputs and possible output measures.

I. . Improved -tagnostic procedures to increase (a) the speed and

accessibility of diaQnostir information, (b) the comprehen-

siveness and quality of diagnosesg and (c) the efficiency

(i.e., reduce the cost) of producing useful diagnoses.

Although much of the information needed to produce high quality

and useful diagnostic reports now exists, they tend tn be

limited in their comprehensiveness and quality by the

inabilities of individuals to efficiently organize and

assimildte large masses of complex data. Further, the examina-

tion and evaluations of such quantities of data tends to be a

slow, tedious, and thus, costl) process. An apparent solution

to the problems caused by these limitations appears to be in

---- -jt :VM ýSTT M - ýrý=--.-s y ,----Tý--- ý.;-"ý -=
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the area of automation. That is, the information base suggests

the possibility of using computer capabilities to process the

data and actually produce diagnostic reports.

M ore information concerning procedures and activities that

result in improved organizational functioning and under what

conditions or in which situations different activities are most

beneficial There exists very little evidence suggesting the

absolute or comparative values of different treatments in a

variety of possible organizational situations. The appropriate

matching of treatments with problem causes is made extremely
difficult and risky by this lack of information. Ideally, what

f

t is desired would be an indication of the probability of success-

".1 ful outcomes associated with such of a multitude of treatments

for a variety of possible situations.

eThe availability of interventions or treatments in a form that

is economical and can be integrated into the framework of an

overall effort of organizational development in an organization.

Although many treatments are now available, they tend to be

offered as self-contained entities unto themselves. The use of

two or more such treatments is likely to result in confusion

of purpose, excessive expenditures of resources, and a variety

of other dysfunctional consequences for the organization and

its members. Needed are treatments packaged such that they are

economical, generally available, and easily adapted to a variety

of situational needs.
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* The trainina of consultants, resource persons, or change agents

in multiple skills and the ability to select and apply treatments

in accordance with organizational needs. The O.D. specialist

with a single treatment which is applied in all situations no

longer takes advantage of the available knowledge and technology

in organizational development. Yet, the availability of

individuals with multiple skills and the knowledge and skills

necessary to selectively apply treatments remains quite limited.

* More emphasis on training both O.D. specialists and organiza-

tional members in psychomotor skills. K•towledge has too often

been equated with the ability to perform even when experience

clearly indicates the lack of automatic association between them.

* New and better ways of training. A gap exists between the

knowledge and skills required for more effective organizational

functioning and for bringing about organizational change, and

the techniques used to impart such knowledge and skills. There

remains a primary reliance on inefficient and ineffective train-

ing techniques (e.g., lectures, standard written materials, etc.),

and a notable underutilization of the more efficient and

effective procedL-es such as audio and video tapes and interactive

systems including computer assisted instruction.

* Improved intermediate feedback during the course of organizational

development projects. Typically, the focus is on the implementa-

tion of treatments rather than evaluations of their impact.

* Better measures and metoods (possibly unobtrusive) to monitor

ongoing progress and to reduce the period between ineffective

activities and the initiation of correc t¢ie measures.
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9 Better methods and more opportunities to study change agentry.

Litti. is known about factors which differentiate between

effective and ineffective change agent b'haviors, thus, a

situation in which everyone does "his own thing" prevails. The

likelihood of maximizing benefits to the organization within

such a situation are doubtful.

• Improved procedures for evaluatina the outcomes or payoffs

from organizational develowent Projects. Most current efforts

in this area tend to be self-serving mechanisms for proving the

value of what has been done. As such, they are limited in

scope and less than objective in nature. This concern is

especially critical in light of research demonstrating that

positive outcomes in one part of an organization or facet of

functioning are often accompanied by negative consequences in

other parts or facets of the same organization. Thus, it

appears that in some cases at least selective evaluation enables

onqe to produce what is desired.
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